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FOREWORD


This report documents the results of Study 2.5, "Study of the 
Commonality of Space Vehicle Applications to Future National Needs," 
performed under NASA Contract NASW Z7Z7, during Fiscal-Years 1975 
and 1976. Capt. R. F. Freitag and Mr. F. S. Roberts, Advanced 
Programs, Office of Space Flight, NASA Headquarters, provided techni­
cal direction during the course of the effort. The report is being issued 
in separate classified and unclassified versions. 
The report is comprised of four separate volumes entitled: 
Volume I Executive Summary 
Volume II Final Report 
Volume Ill Detailed Data - Part I: Catalog of Initiatives, 
Functional Options; and Future 
Environments and Goals 
Volume IV Detailed Data - Part II: Program Plans and 
Common Support Needs 
The first two volumes summarize the overall report. The 
third volume presents a catalog of the initiatives and functional system 
options; and thoughts on future environments and needs. The fourth 
volume matches the initiatives against the requirements and presents 
detailed data on alternate program plans for alternate future scenarios, 
from which likely needs for supporting vehicles and technology are derived. 
This study was conducted independently from the Outlook for Space 
Study (OFS) partly because it was well underway at the time the OFS study 
began, and partly because the initial emphasis of the study was on likely 
future military space concepts and support requirements. An interim study 
report containing most of the material on initiative concepts and needs was 
made available to the OFS study team in February 1975, and the OFS interim 
results were made available to The Aerospace Corporation in June 1975. The 
exchange of reports did not result in significant changes to this study since 
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the two studies emphasized different aspects of the space program, though 
a great deal of similarity in the future environments, goals, needs, and 
system support requirements is evident in their content. 
The format chosen for this report follows approximately the 
briefing material evolved during the study, which has been widely presented. 
For this reason the reader may find some repetitions in a few sections of 
the text which attempt to present the data both in the context of the entire 
study and as reference data. 
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ABSTRACT


This report presents the results of a study which identifies over 
100 new and highly capable space systems for the 1980-2000 time period: 
civilian systems which could bring benefits to large numbers of average 
citizens in everyday life, much enhance the kinds and levels of public services, 
increase the economic motivation for industrial investment in space, expand 
scientific horizons; and, in the military area, systems which could materi­
ally alter current concepts of tactical and strategic engagements. The re­
quirements for space transportation, orbital support, and technology for 
these systems are derived, and those requirements likely to be shared be­
tween NASA and the DoD in the time period identified. 
The high leverage technologies for the time period are identified 
as very large microwave antennas and optics, high energy power subsystems, 
high precision and high power lasers, microelectronic circuit complexes 
and data processors, mosaic solid state sensing devices, and long-life 
cryogenic refrigerators. The very large antennas and optics could be con­
structed as rigid single structures, or utilize a new concept in self-adjusting 
phased arrays which was conceived during the course of the study. It en­
visions many independent coarsely stationkept sub-units, with adaptive phase, 
control to achieve performance equivalent to that of single-structure antennas 
without the usual requirements for structural rigidity and attendant weight 
and thermal design problems. 
Some important guiding principles for space system applications 
are derived: (1) the user equipment should dominate the total system design 
in concepts where there are very many, mobile, and untrained users. This 
will enable the user equipment to be small, inexpensive, simple, portable, 
convenient to operate, reliable, and provide services not otherwise possible 
to millions of users. In turn, this requires the satellite portion of the system 
to be highly capable and implies large size, complexity, and high cost. The 
v 
satellites could be in geostationary orbit, however, so that one or at most 
a few satellites would be required. Furthermore, the sum of the user 
equipment cost and satellite cost is minimized. (2) Large reflectors of 
relatively simple structure and in low orbit can provide a means for flexibly 
routing microwave or laser radiation between many points space-space, 
space-ground, or ground-ground around the earth for communication, sur­
veillance, or power distribution applications. The low orbits find natural 
applications in international use. (3) Analog parallel processing combined 
with local fast digital processing of data in real time at sensor terminals, 
and versatile adaptive software control of the process should be employed. 
This will allow exploitation of the global coverage of space sensors, requir­
ing only interpreted data without needless redundancy to be transmitted to 
the ,ground. This will in turn allow all-weather microwave links between 
space and ground, while permitting the space-to-space links to be optical 
and possess much higher bandwidth. (4) Large, complex, and probably 
expensive satellites and assemblies can benefit greatly from orbital 
asseribly, initial adjustments and checkout, supply of consumables, 
servicing, and possible reuse. (5) Man may have an important role in 
space as a versatile self-programming tool in support of the above functions 
in addition to his role as researcher, explorer, intelligent observer, and 
decision maker. 
Over 40 civilian and 60 military space system concept initiatives 
are identified representing a catalog of space opportunities for personal, 
civic, industrial, government, international, scientific, and military appli­
cations. Some of the initiatives have been previously suggested, however 
most were conceived during this study, particularly those which exploit bold 
forecasts of the likely advance of technology in the high leverage areas 
identified above. The results of preliminary calculations on size, weight, 
cost, and performance of each initiative are shown, as are their needs for 
transportation, orbital support, and technology. 
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A set of 42 program plans for seven different areas of civilian 
and military activity is derived by considering six alternate future world 
scenarios spanning- the range from peaceful cooperation to nuclear war in 
the international environment, and from economic retrenchment to expan­
sion in domestic attitudes. The supporting needs of each of these program 
plans for transportation to low earth orbit and for orbital transfer, orbital 
assembly and servicing vehicles, orbital support facilities, and advanced 
technology required are then obtained. 
The supporting needs of the group of initiative concepts taken as 
a whole are presented. The requirements of the majority of systems can be 
fulfilled by the Space Shuttle, orbital transfer vehicles such as the Interim 
and Full Capability Tugs, and a Solar Electric Propulsion Stage; automated 
or manual orbital assembly and servicing stages; and orbital support 
facilities such as orbital assembly yards, warehouses, and research and 
development/test stations. 
Most of the potential missions for the NASA and the DoD in the 
time period share the above support requirements for all the non-catastrophic 
world futures considered. Single development programs could therefore be 
expected to have common application. 
The study also concludes that the great range of space capabilities 
represented by all the civilian system concepts identified, including the 40 
newly cataloged initiatives as well as the programs in the 1973 NASA Mission 
Model, can be acquired with an average budget of less than five billion dollars 
a year through the year 2000. 
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1.2 
i. INTRODUCTION 
1. 1 OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of the study were to determine the likely system 
concepts which might be representative of NASA and DoD space programs 
in the 1980-2000 time period, and to determine the programs' likely needs 
for major space transportation vehicles, orbital support vehicles, and tech­
nology developments which could be shared by the military and civilian space 
establishments in that time period. Such needs could then be used by NASA 
as an input in determining the nature of its long-range development plan. 
STUDY APPROACH 
The approach used in this study was to develop a list of possible 
space system concepts ("initiatives") in parallel with a list of needs based 
on consideration of the likely environments and goals of the future. The 
two lists thus obtained represented what could be done, regardless of 
need; and what should be done, regardless of capability, respectively. 
A set of development program plans for space application concepts was 
then assembled, matching needs against capabilities; and the requirements 
of the space concepts for support vehicles, transportation, and technology 
were extracted. The process was pursued in parallel for likely military 
and civilian piograms, and the common support needs thus identified. The 
approach is illustrated in Figure I-1. 
Initially the study was to emphasize the determination of support 
requirements for space application concepts, particularly for the military; 
however, as the study matured and innovative space concepts of great 
power were conceived, the study emphasis broadened to lend more balanced 
weight to the identification of the space system concepts themselves, and 
to civilian as well as military applications. 
The midterm report, issued in March 1975, presented the 
collection of space concept initiatives based on the forecasted capabilities 
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of technology in the 1980-2000 time period, and the collection of space 
functional needs based on consideration of the likely international and­
domestic environments. This final report includes that data, as well as 
the support needs of the space concepts,which were extracted from likely 
program plans. 
1.3 GROUND RULES 
1.3.1 Time Period 
The time period covered in the investigation began in 1980, 
as it was unlikely that significant impact could be made on any program 
prior to that date; and concluded on or about the year 2000, since it was 
not likely that meaningful technology or need forecasts much beyond that 
date could be made. 
2 
1.3.2 Budgets, Policies, and Treaties 
Constraints due to current or projected budgets, policies, 
treaties, and national goals were considered not necessarily valid in the 
process of synthesis of the system concepts and program plans in order 
to allow for treatment of alternate futures and consideration of all options. 
1.3.3 Technology Advances 
All technology advances that appeared possible (in areas in which 
the requisite phenomena had already been identified) were considered to be 
feasible in this study. 'Bold technology forecasts were encouraged; thus 
limitations due to the current funding of technology projects or number of 
skilled workers currently available in any one field were not considered 
valid for a 25-year projection. It was assumed that an overriding need 
for a space capability would result in appropriate budget and priority allo­
cations, in training of the necessary work force if needed, and therefore 
extremely rapid progress compared to current rates could be made in 
most cases. 
1 3.4 Viability of Concepts 
The system concepts to be included in this study were to fall into 
the first two of the following classes though ideas corresponding to the third 
class were to be considered and documented. The first class consists of 
those.concepts that are well understood and for which the status of technology 
permits confident definition of characteristics, performance, and cost; but 
which have not yet been adopted for reasons of requirements, policy, or 
politics (or have been rejected in the past). The second class consists of 
those that have no such history, but for which the technology is not as well 
understood permitting only gross sizing of apparently viable techniques. 
The third class contains those concepts whose function could be attractive 
and in which no law of physics is violated, however, no viable phenomena 
or techniques can yet be identified for their definition. 
.3 
1.4 SOURCES 
The study team gathered data for inclusion in the environment 
and system Concepts portions of the work from past NASA and DoD planning 
studies, current NASA and Air Force mission models, and discussions 
with some key people in government, industry, and science. Appendix A 
of Volume III contains the list of people contacted. 
The bulk of the innovative system concepts and the perspectives 
on utilization of space were developed by the study team during the course 
of the study. 
The data in this report was developed independently from the 
NASA "Outlook for Space" Study, which ran concurrently. 
1.5 NO ADVOCACY OR ENDORSEMENT 
Though the starting points of the program planning in this study 
were the current and programmed space projects, the projection of future 
capabilities and needs was performed by the authors without official input 
by any element of the NASA or DoD. Furthermore, even though some of 
the material presented may well be reasonable or representative of actual 
NASA or DoD planning, no official or unofficial NASA or DoD endorsement 
is implied of the material contained herein. The thoughts are solelythe views 
of the authors. 
The system concepts and their technological base are presented 
with no evaluation of the relative mertis of space versus terrestrial approaches, 
and indeed, no value judgment that any one concept or group of concepts is 
"better" than any other. None of the individual system concepts shown 
herein are advocated per se, as they are intended to serve as examples 
of what could be done, and may well vary in significant detail or numbers 
from other embodiments of similar principles. However, the perspectives 
of space application and insights on how to operate in space through the close 
of this century, as well as the serious consideration of the collective space 
capabilities of some group of space system concepts (such as the ones 
identified herein) is recommended by the authors. 
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR


SPACE UTILIZATION


2. GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR SPACE UTILIZATION 
This section provides some insights into principles which should 
be used to guide space utilization for the rest of this century. These prin­
ciples were derived from past experience in the application of space programs, 
an overview of the group of initiative concepts as presented in Section 4, 
and feedback from presentation of the material to key people. The dis­
cussion is summarized in Table 2-1. 
2. 1 COMING MATURITY OF SPACE CAPABILITIES 
The Space Age is now almost twenty years old. In this period, 
the space program was, to a large extent, technologically limited and our 
imagination far outdistanced our technological capabilities. The payload 
capability of most boosters was relatively small and -boost costs were high, 
which, coupled with the requirements for assurance of long unattended life 
in space led to sophisticated satellites which were constructed with minimum 
weight at the expense of higher cost. Initially much of the space activity 
was oriented toward research, exploration, testing of techniques and con­
cepts, and , demonstration of capability rather than toward day-in and day­
out operations for economic payoff, rendering services, or making the 
military security of the country dependent on space. It was only in the 
last 5-10 years that the space program began transitioning into operational 
phases with systems such as communications, resources, weather, and 
certain military satellites, though except for commercial ventures in 
Comsats, the space systems were rarely expected to pay for themselves 
in direct revenues resulting from their use. 
In marked contrast, the next twenty-five years of the Space Age, 
leading into the 21st century should see the technological maturation of the 
space program. The explosively expanding abilities of technology will 
supply a long and rich menu of potential space system opportunities, and 
wisdom and statesmanship will be needed to choose a restricted program 
Table 2-1. Guiding Principles for Space Utilization 
GENERAL 
1. 	 Exploit the large geometrical coverage. 
Z. 	 Exploit the benign environment (except for the radiation belt 
altitudes). 
3. 	 Exploit the excellent transmission of energy and infornation. 
APPLICATIONS 
I. 	 Extend utility of space to very many tiny, cheap, simple personal 
user sets by making satellites large, heavy, and complex. 
Z. 	 Use passive reflectors in space for routing and directing informa­
tion and energy over large ground distances. The sources and 
users can be on the ground, in the air, or in space. 
3. 	 Geostationary and other high altitude orbits best serve most 
domestic and some international applications, including large­
scale observation, communications, energy delivery, tracking
and control, readout and monitoring, and other applications in 
which constant coverage is desirable. 
4. 	 Low altitude multiple satellites best serve most applications 
where many widely separated nations wish to benefit from the 
same satellite and where intermittent contact is permissible, 
and applications where satellite proliferation is an aid in function. 
5. 	 In the far term, evolve the above operation functions into multi­
functional satellites, some in low and some in high altitude orbits. 
6. 	 High value satellites may have to be protected. 
SUPPORT 
1. 	 Assemble large and/or massive structures in orbit instead of 
lifting the entire structure on very heavy lift boosters. Fabricate 
low density structures in orbit to maximize utility of booster 
payload volume. 
2. 	 Service and repair satellites to allow simple, crude, inexpensive 
design and to extend useful life. 
3. 	 Build two classes of orbit-to-orbit transfer vehicles: slow but 
efficient unmanned stages with payload capacities into geo­
stationary orbit equal to that of the Shuttle, and fast transfer 
manned vehicles to minimize radiation exposure. 
4. 	 In orbit, energy is free but mass expensive, having been lifted 
from the earth. Therefore, collect and reuse orbital mass whose 
function has been expended. 
5. Consider primary roles for man to be assembly, initialization, 
repair, modification, and retirement of complex satellites, in 
addition to research, exploration, and command. 
6. In the far term, evolve the support functions (assembly yards,
warehouses, factories, research labs) into integrated orbital 
support facilities - some in low orbit, some in high orbit. 
Furnish mass, information, and energy to all satellites from 
such support bases. 
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from the options, balancing national priorities. In the civil area, 
economic considerations will become even more important as space 
activities in communication, navigation, earth resources and energy 
begin to significantly affect the economy and impact the structure of 
society. The average citizen will be markedly affected by the coming 
space services, and will in turn represent a consumer demand. In inter­
national relations, space will provide a theater for beneficial cooperation, 
with practical economic as well as symbolic significance. In the military 
area, space systems could become so important as to force dependence 
on their capability. 
Space exploitation at the close of this century will therefore be 
qualitatively so different from the space exploration and first applications 
of the third quarter, that past history cannot provide a reliable guide to the 
future. A far better guide is the nature of space itself, and the basic poten­
tials and limitations of space science. In this section some of the essential 
features of the space environment are discussed, and then based upon these 
features, some insights are given into potential directions for evolution of 
meaningful capabilities. 
Z. 2 CHARACTERISTICS OF SPACE 
Space platforms naturally provide a large coverage view of earth. 
From synchronous orbits, communications and observation can be done 
with nearly hemispherical simultaneous coverage, while from close-in 
orbits with altitude a fraction of the earth's radius, whole earth coverage 
can be obtained within a number of periods approximately equal to the in­
verse of that fraction. Intrinsically space systems have long lifetimes, 
since orbits above a few hundred kilometers are relatively stable for years, 
and comparatively little propellant is required for minor orbit adjustments. 
Generally the space environment is quiet compared to that of earth, with 
low vibrations, low sonic, and low electromagnetic backgrounds, except 
for the .radiation belts in which the background due to protons and electrons 
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is high. Except in these belts, (and even within the belts if adequate 
shielding is used), precision measurements may eventually be more 
easily done in space than on the ground. 
The near-zero "g" environment, and the very slow change in 
the gravitational potential with distance, will allow very large and very 
flimsy structures to be erected in space compared to those on the surface 
of the earth. Operational distances in space are characteristically large, 
but operational difficulties caused by such distances are minimized, due to 
both the unimpeded electromagnetic propagation in space, and the high 
characteristic velocity of objects in orbital motion. 
Space activities in general do not produce any direct pollution 
on earth. Mass transport will always be a basic problem in space systems. 
For the near future, all the significant mass must come from the earth, 
and a large investment in energy is required to lift the mass into orbit. 
Energy transport, however, is in principle very easily accomplished in 
space, and an unlimited energy supply is available from the sun, awaiting 
only development of the technology to collect it in large amounts. Informa­
tion can be transported over very long ranges on very small streams of 
energy or matter, and space with its excellent trahsmission character­
istics and high view vantage is therefore preeminently suited for-informa­
tion flow. 
Z. 3 APPLICATIONS FUNCTIONS 
Z. 3. 1 Large Satellites 
The desirability of enabling very large numbers of average 
citizens and businessmen to directly and personally benefit from space re­
quires that user equipment such as communication terminals be tiny, light­
weight, portable, and above all inexpensive so as to become readily 
available to large numbers of potential users. This in turn requires the 
space systems serving such users to be large, heavy, complex, and 
probably expensive. However, since only one or a few satellites will be 
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required, the total of satellite plus user equipment cost will be minimized 
with such a trade, and a host of services will be made possible by these 
principles which otherwise could not be available at any price. 
Large antennas, high power, and microelectronic processors 
will be required for such "switching centers in the sky, " in order to make 
up for the lack of power and antenna size in the user terminals, and in 
order to accommodate access by large numbers of users. 
2.3.2 	 Passive Reflectors 
The visibility coverage and lossless energy transmission charac­
teristics of space can be exploited to construct large but simple passive 
reflectors in space, to route and direct energy in the form of microwave 
or laser beams. The energy would be distributed to lVsers on the ground, 
airborne, or in space over considerable ground distances otherwise beyond 
the horizon. The energy could originate on the ground in the near term and 
in space in the far term. Such satellites could be conceived as "common 
carriers. 	 " Orbital reflecting or diffracting arrays with active or passive 
stabilization will be required. 
2. 3.3 	 High Altitude Orbits 
Geostationary and other high altitude orbits have the characteristics 
of continuous visibility of a large portion of the globe. Satellites in such 
orbits find natural application to most communication, observation, energy 
delivery, readout and monitoring, tracking and control, and other related 
applications. The bulk of domestic services should therefore be met by 
satellites in such orbits, as the number is minimum: large satellites in 
high altitudes will enable such services, as described in 2. 3. 1. 
2.3.4 	 Low Altitude Orbits 
Satellites in low orbits move with respect to the earth's surface, 
and in general cover all portions of the globe. They consequently best 
serve applications where many nations wish to benefit from the orbiting 
of a given 	 satellite, and where intermittent coverage is permissible. 
Examples 	include energy distribution and detail observations not possible 
from higher altitude-s in the time period of interest due to technitogical 
limitations. Other applications include those where satellite proliferation 
and motion can aid the function. 
2. 	 3.5 Multifunction and High Value Satellites 
Many of the applications for satellites share similar technological 
needs, subsystems, and even complete system configuration and architecture. 
As the capability evolves, many similar functions could be assigned to multi­
function satellites to maximize the return on any investment. If development 
proceeds along this line, highly valuable national facilities will emerge, with 
the nation growing ever more dependent on their capabilities. Should this 
prove to be the case, some form of defense or survivability augmentation 
might be necessary even for purely civilian application satellites, due to 
the ready access of all to space. 
2.4 	 SUPPORT FUNCTIONS 
2.4.1 	 Assembly in Orbit 
Very large and massive systems will be created on orbit by the 
assembly of pieces carried on several flights of transportation systems 
sized for much smaller payloads. Great flexibility will be evident, using 
manned or automated techniques, including the fabrication on orbit of very 
low density structures which cannot be packaged into a sufficiently large 
density to efficiently utilize booster payload bays. Assembly in low orbit 
as well as in high orbit might be required, resulting in different classes 
of orbit-to-orbit transfer vehicles. The Space Shuttle, the IUS, and some 
of their growth derivatives will comprise the first requisite for such 
capability to assemble in space. 
2.4.2 	 Servicing in Orbit 
Past space operations (and to a large extent current operations) 
have been severely constrained by mass limitations of boosters, and by 
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the high cost of the spacecraft and the boosters. In the overall optimiza­
tion of a concept, these factors have forced or favored highly sophisticated 
low mass spacecraft, resulting in high development and fabrication costs in 
order to attain viable performance over long unattended periods in space. 
In the future, the advent of the Space Shuttle, follow-on space 
transportation components, and orbital support facilities will have a major 
impact. Lower transportation costs, combined with more liberal payload 
capacities, and the presence of man, will change the spacecraft optimiza­
tion radically. Conservative and simple designs with conventional rather 
than exotic materials will be used liberally. Flight of "development or 
laboratory models" will become commonplace, as will the utilization and 
great redundancy of standardized components. This will be made possible 
by the requirements for shorter orbital life due to the adoption of routine 
maintenance on orbit. 
Z.4.3 Orbit-to-Orbit Transfer Vehicle 
To provide for missions at high altitude and in synchronous orbit 
in the future, the two vehicle "shuttle-IUS/tug" concept of the present 
space transportation system should be extended, since it is more efficient 
in mass and energy use than is the single-vehicle-to-final-orbit concept. 
But frequently it will be an entire shuttle payload which is needed at high 
altitude, so that, contrary to some present designs, the orbital transfer 
vehicle capacity should match that of the shuttle. Except for special cases 
such as manned missions, the transfer from low to high orbit need not be 
fast, so that a large capacity vehicle could use low thrust but highly mass­
efficient propulsion. A small fast vehicle could be used to take men and 
equipment that are sensitive to radiation effects rapidly through the radiation 
belts. Thus, both slow and fast orbital transfer vehicles will be needed. 
2.4.4 Mass Use and Reuse


For effective mass management, a long-term schedule is needed 
of the requirements for mass in various orbits and of excess carrying 
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capacity on launches. Dedicated or excess launch capability could be used 
to stockpile a series of storage yards in space with propellants and other 
expendables, and with -structural materiats- n-eedead" in space assembly. But 
the largest stockpile of mass in space will be that in mission systems whose 
useful life is over. Provisions should be made for salvage and reuse of 
much of the material of these systems to utilize the investment in energy 
and skilled labor which went into them. 
2. 4.5 Roles of Man 
Man has two sets of attributes which enable him to contribute 
effectively in space activities. One set is his vast information processing 
capability both sensory and intellectual.' This ability can be well exploited 
by keeping man on the ground, but with an extension of his sensors and hands 
in space linked to him via an interactive data link. The second set is man's 
versatility both intellectually and mechanically. These attributes are best 
used by placing man physically on the scene in space to take care of unfore­
seen events, or infrequently expected processes which demand special auto­
matic machinery or special software. In the future, therefore, as space 
operations become more ambitious, man should play~an extended role on 
the scene working in fabrication and assembly facilities, in storage yards; 
checking out and initializing complex new space systems; supplying, repairing, 
modifying, and modernizing space equipment; and salvaging obsolete or in­
operative space systems. Automated equipment should be used in conjunction 
at least to the extent that it frees man from routine, repetitive, or readily 
programmable tasks. 
2. 4.6 Integrated Support Facilities 
Orbital facilities will be required to support the functions of 
fabrication, assembly, test, initialization, repair, reconfiguration, and 
retirement of complex satellites, as well as the more traditional roles of 
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space research and exploration. While such functions might initially be 
provided by specific "space station" orientations, in the far term they 
could evolve into integrated multifunction orbital support facilities. Some 
such facilities would be needed near to clusters of geostationary satellites, 
and in several low altitude orbits in order to support the intended users 
with minimum expenditure of mass and energy. It is envisioned that all 
support to operating systems would be provided via such national support 
facilities. 
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3. ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
The next 25 years could bring an extremely rapid pace of advances 
in key areas of space technology. The impetus for the fast pace could 
originate from public demands for or acceptance of space capabilities which 
directly benefit large numbers of people, or provide economic justification 
of their own in the, form of return to the investing capital. This section 
discusses the technologies which will be needed to apply the guiding 
principles of space utilization outlined in Section 2, as well as mentioned 
above. 
A number of areas of technology were found to have particularly 
high leverage in permitting the conceptual design of space systems which 
meet the broad needs identified in Section 2 and in the treatment of antici­
pated goals and needs in the expected future environments treated in Volume III. 
These areas of high leverage technology are described in this section, and 
forecasts made of the technological capability likely to exist through the end 
of this century. 
3.1 HIGH LEVER-AGE AREAS 
Almost all areas of technology will contribute to the future of the 
space program, although there are some areas which on consideration will 
have the highest leverage in enabling the construction of many types of 
space concepts with a great range of potential utility. These areas have 
been listed in Table 3-1, and are discussed below, beginning with those 
areas 'of technology utilized in this study for system synthesis. 
3. 1.1 Large Antenna and Optical Arrays 
Space is a very benign medium from the standpoint of exerting 
only tiny forces on objects in orbit, thus making possible very large 
structures compared to those on the surface which have to withstand 
gravitational forces, weather, and winds. Very large antennas can be 
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Table 3-1. Technology Developments with High Potential 
for Space Applications 1980-2000 
EXPLOITED INSTUDY 
1. 	 LARGE STRUCTURES OR ARRAYS INSPACE 
2. 	 HIGH POWER, ENERGY 
3. 	 LASERS 
4. 	 ADVANCED COMPUTERS, ANALOG PARALLEL PROCESSORS 
5. 	 CHARGE-COUPLED-DEV ICE SENSORS 
6. 	 LONG-LIFE CRYOGENIC REFRIGERATORS 
NOTEXPLOITED INSTUDY BUT WORTHY OF CONSIDERATION 
1. 	 RADIATION ENGINEERING AT FREQUENCIES BETWEEN THE INFRARED AND MICRO-
WAVE REGIONS 
2. 	 PLASMA PHYSICS APPLICATIONS 
3. 	 LASER-FUSION PROPULSION 
4. 	 COLLECTIVE MODE PARTICLE-ACCELERATORS 
5. 	 EXTREMELY LOW TEMPERATURE SOLID STATE PHENOMENA 
6. 	 HIGH INTENSITY SHORT PULSE MAGNETIC FIELDS 
7. 	 SURFACE CHEMISTRY 
8. 	 BIOLOGY 
constructed by assembling modules brought up piecemeal, or even fabri­
cating them in orbit. The structures can be extremely flimsy by earthbound 
standards and could even consist of widely separated elements, coarsely 
stationkept, but with finely controlled electronic properties so as to act as 
coherent portions of an antenna. Very large antennas have the property 
of large capture area or gain for communications with many tiny trans,­
mitters or receivers far away, as well as very narrow beamwidths which 
can be used to selectively communicate in preferred directions and to 
identify the direction to the source. Given the capability to assemble in 
space made possible by the Shuttle, there is no reason to presume that 
the size of today's antennas (tens of feet across) should in any way limit 
the size attainable in the next 25 years. 
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Large optical apertures are subject to similar reasoning. Their 
realization would enable the sensing of extremely weak sources at great 
distances, the narrow beanspread allowing the attainment of high resolution 
at long ranges or the long-range transmission of energy in very tightly 
collimated beams. 
3. 1.2 High Prime Power/Energy 
Past space programs were limited in prime power generation to 
a few kilowatts (25 kW in Skylab), primarily due to the difficulty in lifting 
massive energy generation or conversion equipment. In the future, however, 
we need not be so restricted due to improvements in efficiency of generation 
as well as the advent of low-cost space transportation and the ability to 
assemble and service in orbit, and thus very large solar energy converters 
or very massive nuclear sources will become practical in space. Power 
levels measured in megawatts or gigawatts will be achievable by the year 
2000. Such sources could power active sensors of unprecedented range or 
resolution, furnish energy to be transmitted through space with no attenua­
tion for consumption elsewhere, and allow communication with very many 
small receivers far away. 
3.1.3 Lasers 
This area has developed primarily for terrestrial applications, 
but lasers are expected to rapidly find their way into the space program due 
to their ability to transmit coherent energy over long distances with very 
little beamspread using physically small apertures, and to capture most of 
it with small area receivers. Lasers will also make possible long-range, 
high-rate communications with complete freedom from intercept outside 
the beam; extremely accurate designation of tracking of optical aim points; 
high capacity and speed imaging and recording devices; coherent image 
processing; bulk terrestrial energy transfer through space using mirrors; 
and extremely accurate range, velocity, and angle measurements at long 
ranges. The ability to service in orbit will allow the arbitrary extension of 
operating life, rendering economic feasibility to the use of lasers of any size 
or power. 
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3. 1.4 Microelectronic Computers and Processors 
The safest forecast of any in this report is that the impact of 
microelectronics, with its large-scale integration of components on tiny 
semiconductor "chips, " will be nothing short of revolutionary. Data pro­
cessing power and speed per unit size, weight, and cost of the package will 
increase dramatically. Complex computations, central vehicle control, 
data reduction, data compression, image reconstruction, and self-generation 
and programming of software will be readily performed anywhere. For 
these reasons, all computing tasks logically best done in space will be per­
formed there, rather than following the past practice of piping as much as 
possible to the ground for ground computation. The massive use of informa­
tion processing will be central to most advanced space concepts, and 
through fault-tolerant designs, self-checking features, and servicing in 
orbit will be among the most reliable of all spacecraft functions. This will 
allow the use of space for switching and routing of very many terrestrial 
signals, addressor and addressee recognition, interference reduction, and 
many other information processing functions. Indeed, such advanced in­
formation processing will enable the realization of many of the other areas 
of technology. 
3. 1.5 Solid-State Sensors and Analog-Parallel Processors 
Unprecedented sensor element densities in two-dimensional 
mosaics of extremely large numbers of detectors will be possible using 
the relatively new techniques of charge coupling for readout or shifting. 
These charge-complex or charge-injection devices could be used alone or 
coupled to similar mosaics of processor elements for sensor-specific data 
processing. Such devices will make possible tiny, lightweight sensors 
capable of high resolution simultaneously with high spatial area coverage 
per unit time, combinations of features currently not possible. Sensitivities 
to near the quantum limit will be available for almost any wavelength of 
interest, and integration of signals in preferred directions will allow the 
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detection of very tiny amounts of source energy. These devices, closely 
coupled to powerful central processors as described in 3. 1.4, will 
revolutionize the sensing ability from space, allowing space to be used 
for large-scale information gathering, processing, and dissemination. 
3. 1. 6 Cryogenic Refrigerators 
Various advanced sensing devices and optical components must 
be cooled to temperatures low enough that their internal noise becomes 
insignificant compared to external or source-generated noise. With such 
refrigerators, space sensors operating at wavelengths in the long wave 
or far infrared will become practical, as will cooled 'front ends" for 
micro and millimeter wave communications satellites. A number of 
mechanical machines are currently in development for attainments of 
1-3 years of unattended life and solid-state machines with no moving parts 
and indefinite life may also be possible. These refrigerators have inherently 
large demands for power, which should not be a problem due to the availa­
bility of ample power made possible by inexpensive space transportation, 
orbital assembly, and orbital servicing as discussed in 3. 1.2. 
The potential of many of these advanced technology areas 
will only be fully realized if space assembly and servicing is practiced 
routinely. Additionally, the role of man may well be fundamental in many 
advanced applications of space technology, whether as on-line operator or 
in supportingroles. 
The second category of technology items identified pertains to 
those recognized as having great potential but not exploited in this study 
for synthesis of systems concepts due to insufficient knowledge of the 
phenomenology. These items are shown in the lower half of Table 3-1. 
An example of such technology is the concept of radiation engineering at 
frequencies in the so-called "infrared-microwave gap" extending from 
about 50 /mto 1000 1m. Lasers operating in this region have been 
recently developed, and indeed a waveguide laser is in operation at The 
Aerospace Corporation. In combination with heterodyne detectors, also 
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3.2 
for ground-space communication, or for space-ground sensing applications 
if tuned to a narrow spectral window in the atmospheric attenuation curve. 
Though the likelihood -of finding such a low-attenuation -window is- not la-rge-, 
the complete region has not been explored with sufficiently fine spectral 
resolution to warrant a completely negative conclusion at this time. Since 
the radiation wavelength is longer than the size of particles in most clouds, 
it would have the property of cloud penetration with little scatter, rendering 
feasible nearly all-weather sensing and communications systems much 
smaller than current satellites using microwaves. 
Other areas are also listed in Table 3-1, including the production 
of difference frequencies in space plasma. It is likely that many system 
concepts of great power might be feasible if proper attention were given to 
- such technology areas. 
TECHNOLOGY PROJECTIONS 
This portion of this section presents quantitative technological 
forecasts in the areas of large structures or arrays in space as applied to 
antennas, optics, and computers. Detailed forecasts in high power/energy; 
lasers; CCDs; and cryogenic refrigerators have not been made, however, 
the growth expected'should parallel the developments illustrated. Where 
necessary for attainment of a desirable and otherwise feasible system capa­
bility in Section 4, the assumption was made that the technology could be 
made to grow to support such capability by proper funding and priority. 
The specific requirements on technological growth are surnmarized in 
Section 9.3, as well as in Volume IV. The technology projections discussed 
in this section include current capabilities, those expected to be available. 
in the 1980-1990 (near-term) period utilizing straightforward extensions 
of current techniques, and those which could be available in the 1990-2000 
time period utilizing new techniques and great extrapolation. 
3. 2. 1 Large RF or Microwave Antennas 
The first technique discussed is that of single-dish antennas, which 
is illustrated in the top row of Figure 3-1, in which the current state of the art 
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is 30 feet as represented by the ATS-F, This capability can readily be 
increased in the near term to single-dish'erectable or assembled reflectors 
with size in the order of a few hundred feet diameter. In the far term, 
single-dish erectable or space-assembled antennas in the 1000-3000 foot 
diameter range have been proposed and will undoubtedly be feasible. 
Extrapolation to such sizes involves segmented reflector or lens panels, 
each adjustable relative to a primary structure to maintain phase-front 
coherence. The tolerance required at S-band (0. 1 m wavelength) is about 
0.5 ca in 500 m or -'1/105, a sizable undertaking for such structures. 
The second technique is that of inultibeam lens antennas, illus­
trated in the second row of Figure 3-1, which are well adapted for generating 
a number of beams simultaneously each with the same gain as given by 
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the main aperture. One mechanization is that of multiple feeds, each 
illuminating a bootlace or dielectric lens. There are no lehs antennas 
currently operating in space, though the ATS-F generates 16 separate 
beams with a parabolic reflector. Since currently designs exist for five­
foot lens antennas with 60 beams, the state-of-the-art capability for the 
next five or ten years will be lens antennas of the order of 15-feet diameter 
and 100-200 beams. This technology can be extrapolated to 'sizes in the 
order of 1000-feet diameter or more, even though the lenses become ex­
tremely heavy and favor the application of dielectric or composite wave 
delay structures. In such sizes, the feed horn arrays could be stationkept 
rather than physically trussed to save weight. The multibeam antennas 
are ideal for applications where large apertures (in terms of wavelength) 
are needed and where large coverage (in terms of beamwidth) are needed 
simultaneously. A complete separation of the beam generation and beam 
forming functions is possible, allowing the placement of the respectivd 
components far away, even on the ground, readily leading to the application 
illustiated in the third line of Figure 3-1, which is that of passive reflectors. 
Such reflectors can be mechanized by a stretched mesh or by thin-film 
membranes with metallized conductors or surface coatings. Reflectors 
or diffractors are feasible depending on the conductor spacing, forming 
either simple RF mirrors which are frequency independent, or gratings 
whose direction of beam transmission or reflection depend on the frequency. 
In the latter case, beam scanning could be accomplished by frequency 
modulation, an inertialess parameter. 
Currently, the 100-ft ECHO balLoon represents the largist reflector 
in orbit. Meshes or films stretched inside of a truss several hundred feet 
in diameter are possible in the near term and several thousand feet in 
diameter in the far term. These antennas will allow the complicated, heavy, 
and expensive components of some transmission concepts to be placed on 
the ground. 
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Phased arrays are illustrated in the last line of Figure 3-1, 
built with their receiving or transmitting elements lumped or distributed 
throughout the extent of a single structure, allowing the formation of agile 
beams or transmission of large amounts of power. Though currently there 
are no phased arrays operating in space, in the near term arrays at least 
10 x 100 ft are considered feasible, and designs for 3000-ft diameter have 
been proposed. Designs of such 'sizes would have to be continuously ad­
justable in smaller segments in order to maintain the required surface 
accuracy of about 0.05 wavelengths. 
In the far term, instead of constructing one very large structure, 
a technique has been conceived at The Aerospace Corporation under this 
contract. In this technique, a number of small sub-arrays or sub-elements 
of the antenna, with total area about equal to that of a single structure, but 
c6nsisting of smaller dishes, individual dipoles, or collections of dipoles, 
would be coarsely stationkept with respect to each other and to one or more 
central sensing and control units, also stationkept in the vicinity. Small 
laser radars aboard the control units would measure the position of e'ach 
element to an accuracy of a small fraction of the RF wavelength being used, 
and then adaptively command the phase of the feed in each sub-array to 
cause in-phase reception or in-phase generation of energy by the elements 
of the array. The laser command units would also measure angle and 
attitude of the elements and issue commands for controlled stationkeeping. 
Indeed, with sufficiently precise measurement and control, the accuracy 
of stationkeeping may be such as to preclude the need for phase control. 
Using the elements of such a technique, space antenna arrays measuring 
many miles across should be as feasible as much smaller ones incorporating 
only a few elements. 
The sensing unit could alternatively sense phase information 
directly, be in the near vicinity or far away, or be single or multiple for 
triangulation. Very dense as well as highly thinned antenna arrays should 
be possible, consisting of identical modular elements, and comprising 
antenna arrays of arbitrary size in space. In basic terms, physical webs 
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vould be replaced with information webs, which should result in lighter 
weight antennas and contribute to basic feasibility of construction in 
very large sizes. Antennas constructed in such an "adaptive array" 
fashion are utilized heavily in syntehsis of the initiatives of Section 4. 
3. 	 2. 2 Large Optical Apertures 
Figure 3-Z presents technology projections for optical collectors 
in an analogous treatment to that in Figure Z-2. The current state of the art 
of diffraction-limited single optics is about five feet in diameter, as implied 
by the designs for NASA's Large Telescope Program. In the near term, 
technology could probably support diameters of several tens of feet in seg­
mented mirrors with active figure control. The active figure control, 
implied by the arrows in the first line of Figure 3-Z, would be accomplished 
by distorting the surface of each segment of the mirror by applying pressure 
to the back plate or by moving the mirror itself, using actuators controlled 
in an adaptive manner and responsive to a sensor which senses the.perform­
ance of the segment or of the entire optical system. Such techniques are 
now being discussed in the literature for cancellation of the effects of 
atmospheric scintillation in ground-based systems. Extrapolation of such 
techniques to space mirrors in the far term may permit diameters in the 
order of 30 to 100 feet, which would be near-diffraction limited at 0.5 1m 
-
and have a resolution of 10 8 radians, corresponding to a resolution of 
five feet on theground from synchronous altitude -- an enormous increase 
over the current capability. 
The above mirrors will undoubtedly be heavy and it may not be 
possible to extrapolate them to very much larger diameters. A second 
technology has been forecast consisting of thin-film mirrors or collectors. 
In the second row of Figure 3-2 we see that by stretching a thin aluminized 
mylar film or equivalent inside an erectable lightweight stretching frame, 
a Very lightweight mirror of large size can be made. Single films would 
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Figure 3-2. Large Optics/Mirrors 
form plane mirrors, and two films attached at the outer edges with gas 
between them will take on a doubly-spherical figure, resulting in a 
focusing mirror if one film is clear and the other one is aluminized. 
Designs for flat mylar mirrors have existed for a number of years, but 
none have yet been built in space. It is unlikely that, due to the inhomo­
geneity of the film in manufacture, diffraction-limited performance can 
be attained in sizes in the order of thousands of feet. On the other hand, 
for applications where optical quality is less important than aperture, 
these mir.rors have the potential for extremely small weight-per-unit 
collecting area and for comprising very large apertures. 
In the last row of the last column of Figure 3-2 is illustrated 
a far-term concept for construction of very large apertures of high optical 
quality without requiring that tolerances of a fraction of the optical wavelengt] 
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be held over the dimensions of the array. This technique is more difficult 
than its analog, the RF adaptive array in which the phase front is corrected 
electronically, due to the much smaller wavelength and the relatively less 
well developed technology of discrete phase control. It can be considered 
to be an extension of the adaptive segmented optics of the upper right corner 
of Figure 3-2. Each of the units in the array would be an independent satellite, 
coarsely stationkept. A small control sub-satellite measures the range, 
position, and attitude of each of the sub-satellites with a small laser which 
information is used for stationkeeping. Each satellite mirror could be 
coated with a material whose index of refraction can be controlled in some 
manner, say, by the application of electric fields across the material -­
such that the phase of light reflection off that mirror can be changed by 
command from the control satellite. By sensing some of the reflected 
energy from each of those mirrors at the control satellite, phase changes 
could be commanded to give constructive interference at the focal point 
regardless of the physical position of the reflectors themselves. Although 
the technology needs considerable development compared to its RF analog 
and particularly the phase control material, there appears to be no funda­
mental reason why it could not be made to work. Alternatively, the primary 
mirrors could be passive and the corrections could be made at an intermediate 
distance between the mirrors and the focal plane, with the correcting mirrors 
also actuated or distorted for phase control (or layer controlled). Such 
control mirrors would be expected to be much smaller and lighter than the 
primary mirrors. With such techniques, it is possible that thinned optical 
arrays at least 1000 feet in diameter should be obtainable. Furthermore, 
the inherent capability of rapidly correcting a distorted phase front could 
allow for some reduction in the effects of atmoshperic scintillation, result­
ing in systems which might have a resolution of less than a few feet on the 
ground from synchronous altitude. 
Figure 3-3 illustrates in a little more detail one concept of 
such a self-adaptive array technique. In the microwave region the technique 
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Figure 3-3. Self-Adaptive Array Techniques 
for controlling, the phase of the transmission or receptions is well understood. 
It is done under the control of a master station, one version of which measures 
the relative position of the elements to a fraction of the RF wavelength and 
commands phase shifters in each element. In the optical region, a fringe­
counting interferometer could be used for position determination to a fraction 
of an optical wavelength, and the phase control could be accomplished by 
commanding the refractive index of special coatings over the mirrors (by 
electric field excitation for instance) or by deforming or translating the 
front surface of the mirror, thus changing the phase of reflection in response 
to an image quality measurement and resulting in constructive interference 
addition of the components from.each mirror at the stationkept focal plane. 
The laser radar can be used to measure the position and attitude of each 
unit very precisely using multiple corner reflectors on each element, thus 
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serving as a remote attitude reference unit, using the laser itself as a 
command link to command the attitude and translational position required 
to each unit. This would result in less expensive and modular stationkapt 
elements. Alternatively, the resultant phase of each element or of the 
combined array could be measured remotely, even on the ground, andi used 
for sequential or parallel phase command generation. 
Adaptive phase control techniques are clearly the direction of 
aperture development for the future and were therefore applied in many of 
the initiative concepts for forming extremely large antenna and optical arrays 
in space. It is probable that the adaptive arrays would at the very least 
have the advantage of lower weight than equivalent monolithic systems, and 
that they might actually represent the only feasible technique for devising 
extremely large apertures. 
A brief technology projection was made in the information 
processing area. As illustrated in Figure 3-4, the current capability in 
spaceborne computers is represented by the Space Shuttle computer. 
19i50] I 1975] I2[00 
SPACE SHUTTLE COMPUTER DECENTRALIZED MICROCOMPUTER 
SPACE SPACE 
GROUND GROUND 
PRIMITIVE COMPUTERS 
SPEE - ~ 
IDECENTRALIZED, iNTELLIGENT TERMINALS,
DESK, BRIEFCASE SIZE 
GEAR-YPE VACUUM ThEiyLJLIL L .......iZt] 
TYPE I GENERAL-PURPOSE '" 
(INTEGRATED CIRCUITS) 
MECHANICAL DESK CALCULATORI WRIST COMPUTERS 
I COMPUTERS 
Figure 3-4. Technology Trends: Information Processing 
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The control processor has a speed of about 500,000 operations per second,


and a weight of about 60 lb. The overall figure of merit of such a computer 
is about 100 operations per second per pound of weight per cubic foot of 
volume per dollar cost. In contrast, the space computer of the year 2000 
will be constructed wholly of large-scale integrated circuitry, will be de­
centralized to allow preprocessing at the origination site of the data, will 
weigh about five pounds, have a speed of more than 100 million operations 
per second, and a comparative figure of merit of about 500 million, an 
increase of five million over the current space computer generation. 
This enormous increase in capability will be reflected in 
near-real-time processing of data in space at the source, allowing essentially 
any function in information gathering, processing, and dissemination to be 
carried out reliably at low cost and weight. 
3. 3 NEAR-TERM GROWTH OF CURRENT PROGRAMS 
The advanced technology discussed above will enable new and 
highly capable system concepts to be realized in the next 25 years. Such 
concepts will in general grow in capability in steps starting from current 
programs. 
This study emphasizes applications of this new technology to 
concepts which offer dramatic steps in improved performance, or entirely 
new capabilities (as contrasted to the near-term growth of current systems 
usually described in five or ten year projections of current missions), 
though some concepts in this study are of the latter type. 
The starting point of most concepts described in this study 
begins where such near-term growth leaves off. The near-term improve­
ments are illustrated in Figure 3-5, and are shown to offer essentially 
quantitative performance improvements: somewhat better resolution, 
more channels, more sensitivity, etc. A few cases of new capability will 
be introduced in the near term, including the SEASAT Orbital Radar and 
the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite, however, by standards of what 
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FUNCTION 	 TYPICAL CURRENT NEAR-TERM GROWTH 
1. Communications INTELSAT IV, ANIK 	 INIELSAT V 
* Trunking - opRrational 	 - multiple beams 
-	 10 circuits - -frequency-reuse 
- more capacity 
- FDMA(TDMA 
Small User ATS-F 	 MARISAT, AEROSAT 
- experimental - VHFIUHF 
- van terminals - maritime, aircraft service 
- TDMA 
9 
* 	 Data Relay -- TDRS 
- experimental systems 
2. 	 Surveillance 
* 	 Land LANDSAT(ERTS) - improved resolution 
- more spectral bands 
- multispectral imaging 
- more storage/TDRS readout 
a Ocean -- SEASAT 
- ocean physics, sea condition 
Figure 3-5. Near-Term Growth of Current 	 Programs (Civilian) 
FUNCTION 	 TYPICAL CURRENT NEAR-ERM GROWTH 
3. 	 Meteorology NOAA, NIMBUS, SMS - multispectral 
- improved resolution 
- improved sensitivity 
- lower cost 
4. Navigation 	 none 	 Military will-provide. 
5. 	 Earth Physics ANNA, GEOS, PAGEOS, SECOR - SEASAT (sea conditions) 
- LAGEOS (laser geodetic sat) 
- GRAVSAT (gravity gradi­
ometer) 
-	 MAGNETIC MONITOR 
(mag field) 
Figure 3-6. Near-Term Growth of Current Programs (Civilian) 
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could be done in the next 25 years with the advances in technology postulated 
in this section, even such capabilities will be seen to be very modest. 
The purpose of this reasoning is not to discourage, denigrate, 
or oversimplify the near-term growth of current programs, which in itself 
is difficult enough, but rather to contrast the current study. 
The military programs have been omitted due to security 
classification reasons. 
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4. INITIATIVES (SPACE SYSTEM CONCEPTS)


The application of the advanced technology thoughts and projections 
described in Section 3, together with the general principles and perspectives 
of space applications and operations addressed'in Section 2 resulted in the 
collection and innovation of a number of space system concepts (initiatives). 
These are functionally described in this section, and presented in catalog 
format in Volume III. 
By "initiative" is meant the description of a space system designed 
to perform a function not being perfornied today, and represents an oppor­
tunity for the acquisition of such a function. Each initiative is treated: inde­
pendently of all the others, though in many cases the functions performed by 
several initiatives could clearly be combined into a smaller number of. 
multi-function satellites. Whether such is desirable or not has not been 
addressed in this study. 
Though a large portion of the initiatives were originated by the 
study team and are the result of innovative conceptualizing, some are 
restatements of ideas put forth in the past, some are an outgrowth of dis­
cussions with key people in government, industry, and science, and a few 
were suggested explicitly in such discussions. 
None of the initiatives are advocated per se by the study team, 
The Aerospace Corporation, or NASA, though some of the general applica­
tion areas illustrated probably could benefit the National Space Program. 
Each initiative could be mechanized in somewhat different form than that 
shown in this report, with somewhat'different numbers and attributes. No 
claim to uniqueness of design is made within the broad applications of the 
prinicples espoused in Sections 2 and 3. It should be emphasized that the 
initiatives are intended to illustrate the varied application of those broad 
principles, and not to circumscribe them, and thus the specific initiative's 
must be viewed, as examples from a far larger set yet to be defined. The 
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number of initiatives in this report was bounded by limitations in resources, 
time, and priorities within the study tasks. Clearly a further concerted 
effort -on the pa-rt -of the -study-team-or-other appropriate individua-ls or 
teams would result in a far larger list. 
The concepts were .generated without imposing limitations due 
to current technology, current or projected budgets, policies, treaties, 
etc. , so that they would be representative of what could be done given the 
intent. Furthermore, no calculation of cost-benefit was attempted, and 
all concepts which could be quantitatively defined and appeared to have 
some utility were included regardless of their merit or lack of merit 
compared to terrestrial approaches or to other space approaches. In 
particular, some of the concepts could materially impact the fabric of 
society if implemented, but the societal impact was not specifically identit 
fied or evaluated in this study. 
Some of the initiative concepts may be viewed with favor, anid 
if so, we recommend that in addition to further technical definition, the 
crucial questions of benefits vs. risks vs. costs must be addressed by 
those who may wish to advocate them. 
The initiatives represent concepts of different technological 
difficulty and risk, varying from modest satellites which are straight­
forward extensions of current techniques and which could be orbited with 
low risk in the early 1980's to those which require giant leaps in technology, 
require major national commitments, and might even pose some hazards 
in their application. In order to clearly identify the risk associated with 
the concepts they have been categorized in accordance with four categories 
as defined in Table 4-1. This, table is used to separate the straightforward 
systems of the early 1980's (Category I and maybe III) from the riskier 
extrapolations of the early 1990's (Category II) and particularly from the 
'mind-benders" of the year 2000 era (Category IV). 
The initiatives are illustrated with a standard format shown in 
Figure 4-1. Only initiative concepts were included for which preliminary 
characteristics and performance could be ascertained. Each initiative has. 
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Table 4-1. Categorization of Initiatives - Degree of Risk 
CATEGORY I - (LOW) 
- READILY EXTRAPOLATED FROM CURRENT TECHNOLOGY 
- RELATIVELY LOW TECHNOLOGICAL RISK 
- NO HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH OPERATION 
CATEGORY II - (MED IUM TECHNOLOGY) 
- CONSIDERABLE EXTRAPOLATION OF CURRENT TECHNOLOGY 
- DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS REQUIRED AS PROOF-OF-CONCEPT 
- PHENOMENOLOGY WELL UNDERSTOOD 
- NO HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH OPERATION 
CATEGORY III- (MEDIUM PHENOMENOLOGY) 
- PHYSICS UNDERSTOOD, BUT PHENOMENOLOGY NUMBERS 
NEED VERIFICATION 
- TECHNOLOGY CAN PROBABLY BE EXTRAPOLATED FROM 
CURRENT STATUS 
- DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS REQUIRED AS PROOF-OF-CONCEPT 
- NO HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH.OPERATION 
CATEGORY IV - (HIGH) 
- GREAT ADVANCES INTECHNOLOGY REQUIRED 
- FAR FUTURE APPLICATION - CONCEPTUAL ONLY 
- CONSIDERABLE HAZARDS POSSIBLY ASSOCIATED WITH OPERATION 
* PURPOSE 
" RATIONALE 
* CONCEPT DESCRIPTION 
" CHARACTERISTICS 
*WEIGHT


*SIZE


* 
 RAWORBITPOWER 
* CONSTELLATION SIZE 
* RISK CATEGORY 
* TIME FRAME 
* IOC COST 
* PERFORMANCE 
* BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 
* TRANSPORTATION 
* ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS 
* SUBSYSTEMS
*TECHNOLOGY Figure 4-1. Sample 
* OTHER 
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4.1 
had sufficient preliminary thought to grossly define the system concept, 
to estimate the satellite gross weights and sizes; and to define the major 
performance parameters of key space and ground elements. A pictorial 
is presented of the function to be performed. 
A brief statement is made of the purpose of the initiative and 
of the reasons why such an initiative might be useful. The concept is very 
briefly described. The characteristics of the satellite are summarized 
in terms of gross weight, size, and raw j(prime) power on orbit. The orbit 
characteristics are given. The number of satellites required to form an 
active constellation resulting in the calculated performance is given. The 
degree of technological or other risk is estimated. The time frame during 
which the described conception of each initiative could be orbited is estimated, 
as well as the cost of the space segment to the first operational capability 
including R&D, investment in the first complete constellation, and the re­
quired booster costs. The performance is described in terms of those, 
numbers most relevant to the utility. 
For each initiative concept, the building block requirements 
including booster type, orbital transfer vehicle type, and orbital support 
facility type are stated and any special requirements on the subsystems or 
technology identified. If there are no special requirements beyond today's 
technology, those sections are left blank. 
The initiatives are presented organized into civilian and military 
initiatives. 
CIVILIAN INITIATIVES 
The civilian initiatives are organized as follows: 
Personal Applications. ............. 
Page 
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Civic Applications. .............. 44 
Industrial Applications..... . ...... 50 
Government Applications ............. 55 
International Applications ........... 88 
Scientific Applications ............. 94 
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4. 1. 1 Personal Applications 
Most personal applications of space involve some form of 
communications. The past and current practice in space communications 
had tended to place emphasis on relatively small, inexpensive satellites 
which in turn could only communicate with a few large, fixed, and expensive 
earth terminals. Clearly if personal, portable communications using space 
is to be feasible, the past trend must be reversed, and the satellites made 
large, complex, and relatively expensive so as to make possible communi­
cations with'wearable terminals of very small size, power, and cost. The 
satellites could be in synchronous orbit so that only one or at most a few 
would be required, but would in turn allow communications to, from, and 
between millions of user terminals. Not only would this provide a service 
not available otherwise, but the total system cost, including the satellite and 
all terminals would be minimized. Such capability could allow millions of 
ordinary citizens to personally relate to space and obtain a benefit from 
space in the course of their everyday lives, which could produce a high 
degree of popular support for space. 
The initiatives presented in this "personal" category include: 
1. Personal Communications Wrist Set 
2. Voting/Polling Wrist Set 
3. Personal Navigation Wrist Set 
Applications of this type depend on large space antennas in order 
to establish the large capture area required to make up for lack of antenna 
area and transmitted power in the personal user terminal. The use of 
microwave frequencies also appears warranted to ensure adequate radiation 
efficiency of the physically small user antenna when transmitting. The 
large satellite antenna is thus expected to be highly directional, with a 
beam "footprint" much smaller than the U.S.A. land mass, requiring 
multiple beams for large area coverage. The typical configuration 
developed in the initiatives for this application is therefore a multi-feed 
cluster of horns illuminating a microwave lens, each horn giving rise to 
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one beam with gain determined by the full diameter of the lens. In principle, 
one switched transmitter and receiver could be utilized in conjunction with 
each horn.


The ability to communicate to and from a very large number 
of users demands a low-cost user terminal. The small size and weight 
of a personal set demands in turn very low transmitter and idle power in 
order to allow the use of tiny batteries and yet result in a reasonable life 
on a battery charge, say 24 hours of continuous use. Current advances in 
microelectronics such as found in digital watches and pocket calculators 
make a wrist radio of the "Dick Tracy" type eminently feasible. The 
electronics required are no more complex than now produced on single 
"chips" of integrated circuits, and since the volume production cost of 
a chip tends to be fairly insensitive to the complexity of the actual circuit 
on the chip, the cost of the wrist radio should not exceed the cost of today's 
chip-equipped electronics. Pocket calculators now cost around $10. 00.. 
It is probable that within a few years digital watches will, too. Walkie­
talkies with discrete components now retail for under $5. 00. It is highly 
probable that the wrist radio terminal can be mass-produced for a retail 
"drug store" price of less than $10. 00, ten years from now. 
Extensive use of microelectronics in the satellite will be required 
to allow the demodulation, processing, switching, and remodulation of 
signals in space, and will be achieved using one or more schemes of multiple 
access, including frequency division, time division, code division, or 
combinations thereof. The satellite is therefore seen as a telephone switch­
ing center in the sky. With proper development, a single such satellite 
could service millions of people who could then talk to each other directly 
wherever they were on land or sea, or enter the telephone networks through 
the microphone on their "wrist radio" for total communication flexibility. 
The initiative concept is illustrated in Figure 4-2. 
Additional functions which the same or similar "wrist-radio" 
sets in conjunction with similar satellites could provide would be to radiate 
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* 	 PURPOSE 
To allow citizens to communicate through exchanges It DIA ANMNNA 
by voice, from anywhere. 	 wR 
O USIRSJCHANNEL 
* 	 RATIONALE


Mobile telephones are desirable, but should be wrist 
­

worn. Uses include emergency, recreation, business,


rescue etc.

* 	 CONC PT DESCRIPTIONMultichannel switching satellite and wrist transmitter­

receivers connect people angvhere to each other directly


or to telephone networks. Analog or vocoded voice used.


COVESAGUEfEAM 
* 	 CHARACTERISTICS 
* WEIGHT 	 16,000 lb
* SIZE 200)Itdia antenna 	 [ 
" RAW POWER 21 kW 	 , 
aTI 
* ORBIT Synch. Equat. )

I CONSTELLATION SIZE I

* 	 RISK CATEGORY I (Low) 
* 	 TIME FRAME 1990


IOC COST (SPACE ONLY) 300M 
 HWRAODO 
*PERFORMANCE . POWER- 23mW


25,000 simultaneous voice channels, each shared by BA'ERY LE


up to 100 users: 2.5 million people communicate by
,normal voice. 	 roIMEcoeO
R 	 IIECON ITI FO 
TELEPHOINO ESSAODR 
* 	 BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 
* 	 TRANSPORTATION Shuttle and largeltandem tug or SEPS 
* ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated or manual servicing unit; assembly on orbit 
* 	 SUBSYSTEMS Attitude control; antenna; processor; repeater
* 	 TECHNOLOGY Large multibeam antenna; multi-channel repeater: LS I processor. multiple-Sccess 
o OTHER Wrist transceiver, LSI technology 	 techniques 
Figure 4-Z. Personal Communications Wrist Radio (CC-9) 
emergency signals for worldwide search and rescue of crash victims, 
lost hikers, etc.; means by which people who felt they were in danger 
in the cities or anywhere could instantly call the police for help, reducing 
a 	 large element of fear in urban life; means by which a large fraction of 
all registered voters could be instantly polled by their representatives on 
issues of importance or great controversy; means by which people could 
vote rapidly, conveniently, and accurately in elections -- maximizing the 
"vote turnout, " and others. An initiative to provide such a service has 
been prepared and is illustrated in Figure 4-3. 
Other applications of similar "wearable terminals" include the 
monitoring of vital body functions such as heartbeat and respiration in 
confined ill or post-operative but ambulatory patients, and the automatic 
transmission of emergency alert messages to medical monitoring facilities 
for instant response and care. 
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" PURPOSE


To provide direct access to entire population for 
SYNCHSQUAT
voting or polling purposes. 
1WU.N..* RATIONALE 
-
-Voting-and polling-are time-consuming processes, -DOC.A..E M A,PawV.subject to many errors due to small sample size. EW 
" CONCEPT DESCRIPTION


Multi-channel satellite queries wrist radios, and relays


responses to Washington from individual voters. Unique


voter pseudo-random codes.


* CHARACTERISTICS
* WEIGHFT 13,000 lb -,So.ii mAconGuous SPOTS


" SIZE 150-ft dia antenna /
RAW POWER 90kW 
ORBIT Synch. Equat 10 PoP 
* CONSTELLATION SIZE 1 ER PEO 
o RISK CATEGORY I (LOw) I IR RAT


*.TIME FRAME 1990o


* IOC COST(Space only) 300 M 
* PERFORMANCE o 
AADIE100,000,000 people polled/vote in one hour. Any MESS10-bit message relayed automatically upon query \3. R_AS,  ,iN% OUERIEO(2 / 
DYby satellite. 
 
" BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS


* TRANSPORTATION Shuttle and tandem tug 
o ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS -Automated or manual servicing unit: assembly on orbit 
o SUBSYSTEMS Attitude control; antenna; processor 
* TECHNOLOGY Large multibeam antenna: multi-channel transponder; LSI processor; multiple-access 
o OTHER LSI wrist transceiver techniques 
Figure 4-3. Voting/Polling Wrist Set (CC-7) 
The first initiative (Figure 4-2) sets up 25, 000 simultaneous 
voice channels through a single satellite, which can service upwards of 
2. 5 million people with one satellite, depending on the number of people 
sharing a channel. The example shows 25 urban areas covered by a 25­
beam satellite, each beacon covering a 40 nrni area. There is no reason 
why 250 areas, or the entire country could not be covered, it requiring 
only more beams, more receivers, and transmitters. The second 
initiative (Figure 4-3) allows push-botton digital message or vote trans­
mission using wearer-unique pseudo-random codes for identification, 
and allows 100 million people to be polled or to vote in one hour, making 
possible a more participatory democracy. Note that the satellites required 
are large by today's standards, with 200-ft diameter antenna and weighing 
close to 20, 000 Ib, yet could be orbited by a single Shuttle and a large or 
tandem Tug or Solar-electric stage in the 1990 time period if not sooner. 
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The extensive electronics and control devices on board will probably 
require on-orbit servicing in order to extend the satellite life beyond 
a few years, and servicing at three-year intervals has been assumed, 
extending indefinitely the operational life and maximizing the return on 
the investment. The estimated cost of about $350 million includes all 
necessary development and test, the purchase of the operational satellite, 
and the transportation required to place it iii orbit. This type of system 
is low risk, since it is only a larger version of communications satellites 
already in orbit or programmed to fly in the early 1980's, and all the 
technology is well understood. 
The satellite communications subsystem consists of 25 IP 
sections, one for each beam, with 1, 000 3 kHz bandwidth IF and detector 
sections separated by 10 kHz between subcarriers following each ftF section. 
There are also 1, 000 modulation sections feeding each of Z5 transmitters, 
one for each beam. There is also a large corporate cross-switch to 
connect any receiver with any transmitter. In operation, the satellite 
processor recognizes the address code preceeding a message and uses 
that information to make the proper interconnects. The satellite also 
controls access to the channels by assigning a place in a queue and a channel 
to each user wishing access to the satellite. In this way the maximum 
number of people can access the satellite with minimum waiting time. 
Emergency messages would, of course, override the queue. 
The use of much larger satellite antennas measuring in the order 
of one mile across could provide a personal navigation function to an un­
limited number of users with "wrist radio" receivers by setting up extremely 
narrow sweeping radio beams from space which would cause pulses in the 
simple wrist receivers whenever the beam swept over the wearer. Counting 
the timing of such pulses using a simple oscillator "clock", the wrist 
radio would indicate the wearer's location, heading, and even speed on a 
small digital light display on the face of the sets not unlike that of today's 
digital watches or pocket calculators. Such a concept, illustrated in 
Figure 4-4, could provide an unlimited number of people with an all-weather 
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" PURPOSE


To provide accurate relative position location with CROSS ANTENNA AT X BAND


very inexpensive user equipment. ARM #1 - FREQUENCY#1.W POWIS
ARM #2 - FREQUJENCY#.4 W M1.NES 
" RATIONALE 
Navigation system -costs-aredominated by user 
equipment costs. 
SQUATORBIT* 	 CONCEPT DESCRIPTION 	 SYNCNNarrow beams are swept over the U.S. by large phased 
arras in s ce. Very simple receivers measure time 
elap ed heteen pulses received and display distances (N-S. E-W) to fixed point."TACKED R 
C.OLCHARACTERISTICS 
 
I WEIGHT 300 lb


* 	 SIZE 2nmi cross


RAW POWER 2kW


* 	 ORBIT 	 Sync. Equat.
I 	 CONSTELLATION SIZE 1 
RISK CATEGORY I (Medium)' 	 \SEP. 
* 	 TIME FRAME 1990 
SML RI f 
ANTENNA ANeD * 	 IOC COST (SPACE ONLY) 100 M 
CLOCK A(CNATe*


* 	 PERFORMANCE

-	 User position located to 300 it every 10 sec relative

to a fixed location <100 nmi away.


- User receiver can cost less than $10 in mass 
 X 
production.


" BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS


I TRANSPORTATION Shuttle and Tug

* 	 ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Manned or automated assembly and servicing units 
o SUBSYSTEMS Antenna with independentl stationkept subunits. 
* 	 TECHNOLOGY Ion thruster, adaptive RF phase control, laser master measuring unit 
o OTHER 	 LSI receivers 
Figure 4-4. Personal Navigation Wrist Set (CS-7) 
capability of navigation. In use, the coordinates of a desired goal (such as 
one's house, office, intended building, home port, or base camp) would be 
entered into the receiver memory by push button. Then the display would 
indicate the number of feet (or miles) the wearer is Located north (or south) 
and east (or west) of the goal. The wearer could simply proceed until the 
display read 0, and be at the goal. Alternatively, coordinates of all locations 
could be printed on navigation maps calibrated for this navigation satellite. 
The concept illustrated allows relative navigation to an accuracy better than 
300 ft in areas within 50-100 nrni from a reference point or goal. By the 
use of calibrated beacons in many areas, this accuracy can probably be 
extended to the entire country. 
The navigation set is a simple two frequency wide-open receiver, 
with a simple quartz crystal clock for timing. All components are very 
similar to a digital watch, and are again expected to sell for less than $10 
ten years from now. 
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The large antenna in space is used for its ability to generate 
extremely narrow beams, rather than for its aperture. In fact, the aperture 
resulting from the antenna dimensions of two-miles long by about one-foot 
wide per arm (needed for the footprint of 1, 000 ft by 2,000 nni) results in 
a transmitted power requirement of only 4 watts per arm. 'The antenna would 
be constructed of a large number of stationkept subsatellites, position and 
phase-controlled by a stationkept measurement and control satellite to act 
as a coherent linear crossed array. Alternatively, the antenna arms could 
be supported by a monolithic structure holding the required flatness across 
the array. 
This satellite concept is placed into Risk Category II due to the 
unproven status of the stationkept antenna array or the difficulty in main­
taining surface flatness of about 1/4 in. across the two-mile long array. 
The estimated weight is about 3,000 Ib, thus one of the anticipated 
problems will be transporting the volume of payload required. In this case, 
the antenna subsatellites could be 1 x 10 ft, stacked like cordwood in the 
shuttle bay, and boosted as a unit by a Tug carried on a separate shuttle 
flight. Since Z, 400 subsatellites of I x 10 ft would be required, proper 
packaging into the shuttle becomes important. Deployment, initialization, 
and servicing would be required, either automated or manual. 
A near-term and low risk navigation function could be supplied 
with less accuracy for uses by coastal pleasure vessels as well as other 
boats. For such an application, an accuracy of relative navigation of 
1/Z mile would be very useful, and could be generated with a satellite 
antenna only 200 ft x 1 ft for a coastline. The satellite could be lightweight 
and inexpensive, as illustrated in Figure 4-5. 
Combining communications and navigation functions into a single 
"wrist radio" type of personal terminal would allow its use for voice tele­
phone communications, rescue beacon, emergency transmitter, "panic 
button, " voting and polling, navigation set, compass, speedometer, medical 
monitor, civil defense alarm, and many other functions. This type of 
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" PURPOSE


To provide reasonably accurate relative position location CROSSANTENNA AT X BAND
 

in the near term with very inexpensive user equipment. ARM #2 FREQUENCY#1 NPOWE


W2.UPOWt 
* 	 RATIONALE


Navigation system costs are dominated by user


equipment-costs. Wide-popular-fneed.


" 	 CONCEPT DESCRIPTION SYNCNOUAT06 	 R 
Narrow beams are swept over the U.S. by phased arrays

in space. Very simple receivers measure time elapsed

between pulses received and display distances (N-S. E-W)


R DEAC..B
to fixed points. RFIRE CE
 

* 	 CHARACTERISTICS 	 CAUBTION 
o WEIGHT 1,600 lb 
* SIZE 	 160 ft cross 
* 	 RAW POWER 1kW 
* ORBIT Sync Equat.
* CONSTELLATION SIZE 1 
* RISK CATEGORY I (LOW) 	 P --. 
• TIME FRAME 1980 	 SIMPLE ECEVER 10M 
* LOC COST 90 M 	 S PLE EE PERFORMANCE 	 ANTE N
 
-User position located to 112 nmi every 10 sec anywhere in To ,1

USA and 200 nmi beyond coastlines.


-User receiver can cost less than $10 in mass


production.

* 	 BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 
* TRANSPORTATION Shuttle and IUS 
* ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Manned or automated assembly and servicing units 
o SUBSYSTEMS Antenna, attitude control 
TECHNOLOGY --­

o OTHER LSI receivers 
Figure 4-5. Near-term Personal Navigation Concept (CS-16) 
service, whether developed by government, the private sector, or both in 
concert, could really allow large numbers of ordinary people to directly and 
personally benefit from space in the course of their everyday lives. Savings 
m ght ensue in the operations compared to use of today's techniques, and 
new functions provided not feasible otherwise. Furthermore, the operation 
of the satellite and user terminals could be a service provided by private 
industry, with handsome returns on the initial investments possible through 
use fees. Billing for use could be automatically performed in a way not 
unlike today's telephone system operation. 
4. 1. 2 Civic Applications 
The initiatives discussed under this category include: 
1. Urban / Police Wrist Radio 
2. Disaster Communications Set 
3. Voting / Polling Wrist Set 
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4. Burglar Alarm/Intrusion Detection 
5. Vehicular Speed Limit Control 
6. Energy Monitor 
Satellites similar to those described for personal communications 
(Figure 4-2) could be used by local governments for many applications, in­
cluding communications and control of police forces, in which each individual 
officer would have a "wrist radio" terminal similar to the personal set 
described above which would be appropriately coded and possess a fair 
degree of protection against eavesdropping and intentional jamming or 
interference. Officers could be constantly in touch with and responsive 
to 	 their superiors regardless of location using such a system, illustrated 
in 	 Figure 4-6. The illustrated system establishes 10 voice channels in 
each of 250 urban areas, each 120 nmi in diameter. It is also a Category II 
low risk concept. 
* PURPOSE 
To give real-time, secure, anti-jam, high coverage,


wide area personal communications to each policeman.


~ORBRt 
" RATIONALE 
Portable (personal sets needed to Increase police REAMS


mobility/safety. Jamming Ieavesdropping will CI 	
1AN 	LS.BEAM 
become routine. 
* CONCEPT DESCRIPTIONWrist 2-way transceiver and channelized Comsat give

instant 2-way communications to patrolmen. Multibeam


antenna, anti-jam processing, and pseudo-random coding


make jamming difficult. 
* 	 CHARACTERISTICS


" WEIGHT 18,000 lb


" SIZE 200-ftdia antenna


" RAW POWER 75 kW 
" ORBIT Synch. Equat.
" CONSTELLATION SIZE 1 = URBAN ARES 
" RISK CATEGORY I (Low) - OEREW AREA CEA4VRAREAoniLCENTER C0VN&W 
" TIME FRAME 1990 
* lOC COsT (Space only) 390 M 	 CENTER 
* PERFORMANCE10 Channelsicity area, 250 areas simultaneously.


Resists IkW uplink jammer and 40 kW downlink jammer vAoON...
VCED 
two miles distant. 2 ,W1H


BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS
* 
 
" TRANSPORTATION Shuttle and large tug or SEPS


" ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated or manual servicing unit; assembly on orbit


" SUBSYSTEMS Attitude control; antenna; processor


* TECHNOLOGY Large multibeam antenna; multi-channel transponder; LSI processor; multi-access 
* OTHER Wrist transceiver, LSI technology 	 techniques 
Figure 4-6. Urban/Police Wrist Radio (CC-2) 
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Local elections, council actions, hearings, and other functions 
could be facilitated by local coverage versions of the voting/polling initia­
tive described previously in Figure 4-3. The control would rest in -who 
received the wrist terminals, but the space system could be identical or 
smaller. 
Emergency services such as required during and following natural 
or man-made large scale disasters such as tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, 
fires, etc. , could be provided to a whole host of field workers with wrist 
radio terminals or to emergency relief posts by adding steerable beams to 
a personal communications satellite to assure coverage wherever needed' 
or by adding the beams to a police wrist radio system. An example of such 
a concept is illustrated in Figure 4-7. This concept could also form the 
backbone of an effectite civil defense or alerting system. 
The ability to detect very small signals from synchronous orbit, 
coupled with the ability to make very small, inexpensive, and readily prolif­
erated transmitters, enables the remote sensing of many widespread phenomena. 
" PURPOSE


To provide communications, command, and control 
to disaster area emergency personnel. . NDIIO SEABMS IF., ANNE. IDA,,
w NSAMRB 
RATIONALE 	 0.M 
Lack of communications hampers quick and effective 
handling of emergencies. 
o CONCEPT DESCRIPTION 
Wrist 2-way transceivers connected to each other and 
to control centers through multi-channel Comsat. 
Anti-jam. 
* CHARACTERISTICS 
WEIGHT 
* SIZE 18, lb0111 200-ft dia antenna 
o RAW POVFR 
* ORBIT 
* CONSTELLATION SIZE 
75 kW 
Synch. Equat.
1 
BE­
.IA - BIOSE.OI 
RE 
* RISK CATEGORY I (LOW) 
I TIME FRAME 1990 
* IOC COST 390 M O FIxC BEAMSI 
o PERFORMANCE FORURBANC+C 
Provides 10 disaster areas and 250 urban centers with 
10 channels of voice communications each. Secure. 
anti-jam coded 
* 	 BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 
I TRANSPORTATION Shuttle and large tug or SEPS 
" ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated or manual servicing unit assembly on orbit 
" SUBSYSTEMS Attitude control; antenna; processor 
. TECHNOLOGY Large multibeam antenna; multi-channel transponder; LSI processor: multi-access 
I OTHER None techniques 
Figure 4-7. Disaster Communications Set (CC-3) 
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One example is an intrusion alarm or burglar alarm system where individual 
sensors or groups of sensors (such as door switches) or footstep sensors 
(such as might be emplaced in lawns or sidewalks) are coupled to tiny 
transmitters. A large multi-channel satellite with multibeam antenna 
picks up these transmissions and relays them to the closest security control 
center or police headquarters. 
The advantage of performing such sensing functions through space 
is 	 that truly enormous numbers of sensors can be monitored simultaneously. 
In 	 the example illustrated in Figure 4-8, more than six million intrusions 
can be detected each second in each of 500 greater urban areas, or three 
billion intrusions each second in the U.S.A. , using a single satellite. Such 
a capability could well replace guards around and in federal, state, and 
local facilities and buildings, industrial plants, and even private homes, 
and eliminate undetected burglaries. 
" PURPOSE


To detect burglarslintruders in government and 	 I SATELLU-QGEOSAONARY
industrial buildings, facilities, or homes 	 L EAMS 
* RATIONALE 	 IS AN 
Effective widespread burglar alarm system could reduce


this enormous loss of property, productivity, and life.


FERURBJAN 
* 	 CONCEPT DESCRIPTION AREAS COVERED
 

Very many, verytiny seismic or discrete sensors transmit AMTSR,

when actuated. Signals picked up by single large antenna .\.....


satellite for all U.S.A. and relayed to police command _ _


post nearest to area being burgled.


* CHARACTERISTICS 
* WEIGHT 16,000 Ib 	 .. A 
BUIDIN
" SIZE 	 200-ft dia antenna 
" RAW POWER 1kW 

" ORBIT Synch. Equat. E
S NSORSIN AROUND 
* CONSTELLATION SIZE 1 	 BUILDISSAND 
INDUSTRIALPLANTS 
o RISK CATEGORY I (Low) 	 E ­
* TIME FRAME 1990 
* IOC COST(Space only) 350 M 
* 	 PERFORMANCE


Up to six million intrusions detected every second


in each of 500 urban areas, 3billion intrusions , 	 ORS PEREGl AREA
RUM per second total. Police alerted within 0.25 sec of entry. 	 3BALCHOSENSORS TQOALEACHSENSORSEND$ UNIQUECODE 
LOCATIONOF EACH CODE KNOWN 
* 	 BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS


" TRANSPORTATION Shuttle and large tug or SEPS


* ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated or manual servicing, assembly in orbit


" SUBSYSTEMS Transponder, antenna, attitude control


* TECHNOLOGY Multiple access technique, software, antenna switching

" OTHER Cheap sensors


Figure 4-8. Burglar Alarm/Intrusion Detection (CS-14) 
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This system concept is also low risk, being similar in the space 
segment to the personal communications initiative. 
One problem in the cities is that of a high vehicle accident rate 
due to excessive speed on streets and freeways. So long as speed limits 
are voluntary, some people will exceed them. There are techniques for 
setting positive limits on the maximum speed at which vehicles can travel, 
without infringing on peoples' rights to travel where they wish at any speed 
below the legal limit. One way is legislate speed governors to be built into 
(or added to) the engines of all vehicles, the speed setting of which would 
be set remotely by local governing bodies normally having jurisdiction 
over traffic zoning and enforcement. 
A satellite could then relay the speed settings desired to small 
receivers in each vehicle, which would limit the maximum vehicle speed 
appropriate for the cars' location. The location could be centrally com­
puted, or individually determined by tiny receivers operating in conjunction 
with the navigation satellite described in Figure 4-4. Such a concept is 
illustrated in Figure 4-9. 
O PURPOSE -2..i-------
To establish positive vehicle speed control zones in =C R"OSSOEo 
cities by radio control of vehicle engine governors. , 14k =wft GAA"oNSPTCGP rN


SCARSWCANNEL E.1) 
" RATIONALE


Excessive speed is a major contributor to traffic accidents


and injuries. With positive control, speeding is im-
Posible. 
o CONCEPT DESCRIPTION - Each vehicle has asmall


transceiver and acommand receiver connected to acom­

mandable speed governor. Each vehicle determines its


location using crossed antenna NAVSAT. Speed commands


are generated by computer on the ground. 
o CHARACTERISTICS 
* WEIGHT 22,0W0 lb 
o SIZE 200-ft dia antenna


" RAW POWER 130 kW


" ORBIT Synch. Equat.
1
" CONSTELLATION SIZE 
E RISK CATEGORY II (Medium) O 
o TIME FRAME 1990 
" IOC COST (Space only) 470 M NAVIOhON


" PERFORMANCE BEAM


Vehicle speed controlled to ± 1 mph. Provision for one


million cars in each of 100 cities (100 million total


vehicles). Speed zones changed by program change. To VEIUEcovERNo. fltREONS,.
tUOEAIDONOF SAN By'NAVSAT SPEEIUr,


BEAM PESPODON QUERY OENERATESPEEG


" BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 
 MWANSMImRTr COMMANDS 
" TRANSPORTATION Shuttle and large tug or SEPS


" ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated or manual servicing unit; assemble in orbit


* SUBSYSTEMS Attitude control; antenna: RF power DC power, channelized transponder
* TECHNOLOGY Large multibeam antenna; power tubes: channelization techniques: large-scale multiple access 
* OTHER Figure 4-9. Vehicular Speed Limit Control (CS-10) 
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In this concept, the ground control center queries each car's 
set as to its location, determines the speed limit appropriate for that 
location, and commands the proper governor setting. This is repeated 
in a sequence, rapid enough that one million cars can be controlled in 
each of 100 urban areas (100 million cars total). The speed limit zones 
are easily changed by a computer program change. 
The last initiative concept discussed under the category of civic 
applications, though having other applications as well, is that of real-time 
remote monitoring of the consumption and flow of energy, in order to allow 
large-scale programming of energy flow, or determination of compliance 
with energy use-curtailment ordinances. 
* PURPOSE 
To measure energy flow at avery large number of points
on distribution network. I S lUJTE AT 
oEOEOSTAONAR ORBIT 
IS, I DIAMETER 
ItS BEAMS 
RATINAL ~ MSS OTA SPECTRUM Power programming and fine-tuning requires knowledge
of energy status on network. 
* CONCEPT DESCRIPTION 
Small L-band transmitters send instantaneous current,
voltage, or power readings on network when queried


sequentially by multi-channeUprocessing communications 
- - ­

repeater.

* CHARACTERISTICS 
* WEIGHT 10,000 lb 
" SIZE 150-ft dia


" RAW POWER 23 kW

"ORBIT Geostationary CONTROL 
* CONSTELLATION SIZE I CENTER


" RISK CATEGORY I (Low)


" TIME FRAME 1990


. IOC COST (Space only) 300 ONETURN
PERFORMANCE SECONDARY 
WINDINGUp to one billion points on energy generation and


distribution network measured every hour./ * IANSMISSION
/ uINE


BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS WPEAK 
" TRANSPORTATION Shuttle and IUSItug

" ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated or manual servicing, assembly

" SUBSYSTEMS Attitude control, antenna, processor

"TECHNOLOGY Multi-channel transponder, LSI processor

" OTHER


Figure 4-10. Energy Monitor (CS-9) 
This initiative, illustrated in Figure 4-10, utilizes a similar low 
risk satellite to that of Figure 4-8, and reads out to one or several control 
centers information on the status of energy flow in an extremely large 
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number of points in the distribution network. The voltage, current, power 
flow, and power factor can be used for the electrical network, or the 
analogous quantities of presure-velocity, .etc.., readout for hyd-raul-ic or 
gaseous energy distribution networks'. In the illustrated concept, over one 
billion points on the network can be monitored, enabling real-time control, 
power programming, power sharing, etc. This concept is clearly also 
applicable to U.S. -wide use. 
The initiatives illustrated show some ways in which space could 
aid local governments in law enforcement, traffic safety, disaster control,, 
energy ordinance enforcement, local elections and hearings, and many 
other functions. 
4. 1. 3 Industrial Applications 
-The potential applications to industry are many and varied and 
most hold a potential to aid in increasing profits, expanding business lines 
into potentially highly profitable ventures, compliance with energy and 
pollution laws, and generally assuring continued and increased return to 
the investing capital. The initiatives discussed under this category include: 
1. Vehicle/Package Locator 
2. Advanced T. V. Broadcast 
3. 3-D Holographic Teleconferencing 
4. Advanced Resources/Pollution Observatory 
5. Energy Monitor 
6. Burglar Alarm/Intrusion Detection 
The first concept discussed in this applications class is that of 
a system to aid in locating "lost" vehicles or packages, or to aid in the 
prevention of their theft or hijacking. The railroad industry might benefit 
from being able to instantly and continuously locate and identify all rail­
road cars; the rental car companies might also, to a lesser extent; thefts, 
losses, unaccounted disappearances, and many delays due to errors in 
routing of packages, crates, and other items shipped by car, rail, truck, 
train, car, or ship could also be minimized by location determination on a 
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continuous or on-demand basis. All of these applications could -be satisfied 
by 	 "tagging" each vehicle or item shipped with a small radio set whose 
position could be determined at will from space on a periodic or continuous 
basis. One approach to such transshipment package or vehicle locators is 
illustrated in Figure 4-11. This concept is similar to that of the vehicle 
speed control system illustrated in Figure 4-9, in that it capitalizes on the 
ability of each vehicle or package to determine its own position with a tiny, 
inexpensive receiver utilizing the "personal navigation" type of satellite 
(Figure 4-4). It is then a simple matter to report the position to the dispatch 
control center upon query. 
* PURPOSE 
To locate vehicles or articles in shipment continuously 
anywhere in U.S.A. 	 AM.N. 
* 	 RATIONALE


To aid in prevention of theft or hijacking, increase NVGO

 /
efficiency, and minimize error in shipments 
* CONCEPT DESCRIPTION 
Asmall transceiver is attached to (or enclosed in) each 
unit to be tracked. The unit determines its location using

crossed antenna NAVSAT, and relays the data to a control -1. 

center via a special Comsat when queried. 	 ,S 
* CHARACTERISTICS 
o WEIGHT 20,000 lb (Total) 
* SIZE 2-mi antenna AVIGATION


" RAW POWER 23 kW


" ORBIT Geostationary


I CONSTELLATION SIZE 2 CON,


" RISK CATEGORY II (Medium) __


* TIME FRAME 1990


IOC COST (Space only) 400 M 
 FIRD TRANSCEIVER 
CALIBRATION
* PERFORMANCE 
Up to one billion vehicles or containers can be located VEICLE ORCONTAINER


± 300 ft every hour anywhere in U.S.A. Location TRANSMIER-RECEIVER


package could cost less than $10, weigh 3ounces. wI.WEA 10 mWAVERAGEPOWER
 
SELFCONTAINE ANTENNA 

EACH UNITRESPONDS TO UNIQUEQUERYCODE

* 	 BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS I I 
" TRANSPORTATION Shuttle and largeltandem tug or SEPS 
" ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated or manned assembly and servicing
"SUBSYSTEMS Antenna attitude control, laser radar, channelizerlprocessor, stationkept antenna 
* TECHNOLOGY Phase control, LSI processor, multiple access technique, stationkept sub-units 
* OTHER 	 Cheap - LSI - container - transponder 
Figure 4-11. Vehicle/Package Locator (CC-12) 
An extremely large number of vehicles or packages can be tracked 
using such a system, since a simple code query and reply need not take more 
than a small fraction of a second permitting up to one billion per hour in the 
illustrative example to be located to an accuracy better than 300 ft in all 
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kinds of weather and 24 hours a day. Applications such as the above are 
categorized as medium risk if they use the Z-mile long antenna navigation 
satellite. They would be considered lower risk if they were so designed 
as to depend on nearer-term technology for location determination, such as 
Loran receivers, etc. This application, as many of the previous ones, 
allows services to many tiny and inexpensive user sets by virture of 
transferring much of the complexity and size to the space segment, in 
keeping with the general perspectives discussed in Section 3. 
Mass communications, education, and entertainment media can 
greatly benefit from direct T. V. broadcast to the home from space. Starts 
along such a direction are currently being made in domestic satellites to 
back up or replace microwave tower links, but generally do not have the 
power to reach small receiver antennas in the home, and thus will reach 
larger community antennas and be distributed locally. An advanced T. V. 
broadcast satellite initiative is therefore shown, illustrated in Figure 4-12, 
which allows over 500 channels of color T. V. to be distributed to the entire 
country, 33 channels maximum to any one region, with flexibility to 
allow power-density programming in accordance with population density. 
Furthermore, the home receiver antenna need only be 36 in. in diameter, 
point almost straight up, be non-tracking, and can be placed inside the set, 
attic, or on the roof. This is due to the 50 kW of power and 56-ft antenna 
in the satellite. With satellite relay of this power, there would be no 
"fringe areas" of poor or marginal reception anywhere in the country, and 
small T. V. stations could originate local programs and distribute them 
anywhere with only a 10-ft antenna to access the satellite. Despite the 
power requirements, the satellite is still felt t6 be low risk, requiring 
only the paralleling of output tubes and solar cells. 
Most travel to other cities to attend meetings is expensive, time 
consuming, energy consuming, and disruptive to the home life. It is now 
possible to send three-dimensional image "holograms" of the parties which 
wish to conference to and from identical conference rooms, each fitted with 
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" PURPOSE


To make T.V. available to all locations in U.S., with


small receiver antennas.

 ORBIT 
ABAND 
 
SEAMST--OA
= OW 
BOTRANSM* RATIONALE I TTRS EACH 
N JJMMA3CANE 

.MANw POWERTRANSMnEMountainous, rural, and remote areas currently have DATENA


poor or no service due to line-of-sight transmissions. BE A 
* CONCEPT DESCRIPTION TANSMITE RICHAwELPowerful satellite in geostationary orbit makes reception HA'B EL.N S H 
possible in all U.S. areas with very small antennas. 
lO.CHANNELS 
14,000 b
* CHARACTERISTICS
"WEIGHT 
" SIZE 56-ft antenna


ERAW POWER 150 kW


* ORBIT Geosynchronous
* CONSTELLATION SIZE I


" RISK CATEGORY I (Low)

* TIME-FRAME 1990
* IOC COST (Space only) 460 M 5 COVRRAOER AS 
" PERFORMANCE EACHSO 1 VIAC 
512 color T.V. channels broadcast to U.S. land area, n R.. E 
covered in 250 beams, each with 90-mi footprint.

Local stations can distribute program anywhere.


* BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 
* TRANSPORTATION Shuttle and large tug or SEPS 
* ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated or manned servicing
* SUBSYSTEMS 100 W output tube. 60-ft multibeam antenna 
* TECHNOLOGY Processor/filters 
* OTHER None 
Figure 4-12. Advanced T.V. Broadcast (CC-6)


a multicolor laser illuminator, a "T. V. " camera, and a 'T. V. projector.


The interference holograms picked up by the camera would be transmitted


via a special communication satellite, illustrated in Figure 4-13, and be 
projected into the receiving room, mixing with the laser illuminator to 
produce images. 
The images received will appear completely lifelike, in color, 
in true three-dimensional depth and perspective, and will move around, 
speak, and be otherwise identical to live people except they will not contain 
matter. Reports can be reviewed, close scrutiny of objects such as letters 
accomplished, presentations made and reviewed, and essentially all functions 
of conferences satisfied except for shaking hands. The satellite requirements 
are to simultaneously relay as many T. V. channels as possible. The illus­
trated design is capable of relaying Z,400 simultaneous T. V. channels with 
ground terminals with only 9 6 -in. antennas and 30 watts of power on the 
rooftop of buildings. One thousand two hundred and fifty simultaneous 
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* PURPOSE 
To greatly reduce the need to travel for most government


or private industry business conferences without


significant loss in ability to transact business


* RATIONALE 	 ISATUO - 411. 
- _RINEOSTATIONARYORBIT-
-NNE 	 UNTravel for conferences is costly, time consuming, and 	 lAERRIS 5 .. 
Tv CHANNELinefficient. 	 Wi,zwRzPOWER 
C BAND 
* 	 CONCEPT DESCRIPTION DMzSPECTRUMUSED


Identical conference rooms are fitted with aT.V. camera,

T.V. projector and laser illuminator and stereo sound 
system. Resulting holograms produce three-dimensiona 
images that can walk, talk, and present data. 
o CHARACTERISTICS 
ooMEEce
I WEIGHT 15,000 lb 
"SIZE 56-ft antenna


" RAW POWER 220 kW IMUSERAREAS
I ORBIT Geostationary 	 'A E I 
I CONSTELLATION SIZE 1 
I RISK CATEGORY III(Medium) o EI TIME FRAME 1990 E,. I . ANT.


*IOC COST (Space only) 506 M MTRNITE


* 	 PERFORMANCE 
1,250 identical conference rooms in 100 urban areas TRANSMITTER 3 COLOR SCANNERLASER
interconnected simultaneouslywith 3-0 color 	 LASER ROJCR 
ND E.ILLUMIN ATOR
CONTOL
holographic images and stereo sound. 
* BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 
* TRANSPORTATION Shuttle, largeltandem tug or SEPS


. ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated or manual assembly and servicing


. SUBSYSTEMS Large multibeam antennas, processors, high power transmitter


* TECHNOLOGY High power transmitters - LSI processors, prime power source 
* OTHER 	 User equipment, holographic quality, image motion compensation 
Figure 4-13. 3-D/Holographic Teleconferencing (CC-II) 
conferences can thus be handled, with larger numbers requiring only 
larger or more satellites. The risk is medium because of the uncertain 
requirements on the camera, laser, and projector. 
Holographic teleconferencing has the potential to change the 
entire fabric of our society. In the very far term this capability could 
result in the elimination of office buildings, allowing white collar workers 
to "work" out of their homes yet be in "person-to-person" touch with anyone, 
anywhere, anytime. 
Both the advanced T. V. and the holographic teleconferencing 
require large communication satellites whose main unusual requirements 
are high power, large number of channels, large multibeam antenna, and 
complex addressor-addressee switching. Larger orbital transfer stages 
than now exist will be required, as will orbital servicing. 
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Industry could additionally benefit from data obtained from high 
resolution ground observation satellites such as described under "govern­
ment applications, " to aid in exploration for resources such as oil and 
minerals, pest control, monitoring plant pollution output, geological 
surveys for plant siting, and many other uses. 
Industry could also use the energy monitor capability and the 
burglar alarm/intrusion detection capability described in Figures 4-10 and 
4-8 respectively under civic applications, as well as several other initiatives 
in this report. 
4. 1.4 Government Applications 
A large number of initiatives were collected for application 
primarily by the Federal Government. Though some also find application 
at the local government, industrial, and personal levels, many are either 
very large, involve interstate services, or are intended to make govern­
ment itself function more effectively and thus they were included in this 
application category for the purposes of this report. The government 
applications will be discussed under a categorization scheme of communi­
cations, observation, and support. The initiatives discussed include: 
Observation (Section 4. 1. 4. 1) 
1. Advanced Resources/Pollution Observation 
2. Water Level and Fault Movement Indicator 
3. Atmospheric Temperature Profile Sounder 
4. Synchronous Meteorological Satellite 
5. Fire Detection 
6. Ocean Resources and Dynamics System 
Communications (Section 4. 1.4. Z) 
1. Global Search + Rescue Locator 
2. Transportation Services Satellites 
3. Voting/Polling Wrist Set 
4. Vehicle/Package Locator 
5. 3-D Holographic Teleconferencing 
6. Electronic Mail Transmission 
7. National Information Services 
8. Nuclear Fuel Locator 
9. Personal Navigation Wrist Set 
10. Border Surveillance 
11. Burglar Alarm/Intrusion Detector 
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Support (Section 4. 1. 4.3) 
1. Coastal Anti-Collision Passive Radar 
2. Rail Anti-Collision System 
3. Night Illumi-natar 
4. Energy Generation - Solar/Microwave 
5. High Efficiency Solar Energy Generation 
6. Energy Generation - Nuclear/Microwave 
7. Multinational Energy Distribution 
8. Aircraft Laser Beam Powering 
9. Energy Monitor 
10. Nuclear Waste Disposal 
11. Space Debris Sweeper 
12, Ozone Layer Replenishment/Protection 
4. 1.4. 1 Observation 
A number of initiative concepts are described whose main purpose 
is the observation of phenomena on the earth. The chief advantages of ob­
servation from space are coverage and coverage rate, which in the past and 
present could only be obtained simultaneously with high spatial and spectral 
resolution by low-altitude satellites. In the future, the advent of charge­
transfer-devices will make possible detector mosaics with millions of tiny 
detectors which, coupled with, large optics will allow both high resolution 
and high coverage rate, and will probably allow them to be obtained from 
synchronous altitudes as well. 
The first area discussed included initiatives intended for high 
resolution, multispectral imaging, or all weather mapping of surface 
features for resources search, pollution identification, insect control, 
forest management, and other allied functions. The initiative which describes 
the, capability is illustrated in Figure 4-14, and is a larger, higher resolution 
version of the current Landsat earth resources satellite. It features multi­
spectral optics combined with a synthetic aperture array radar, for obtaining 
simultaneous imagery at several resolutions from 10 - 100 ft in many 
spectral regions 24 hours a day and through all weather. The satellite, 
though an order of magnitude heavier than current generation satellites, 
is a low risk near-term system requiring only the shuttle for boost and 
orbital servicing. 
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* 	 PURPOSE 
MEORN A~To provide high quality. multispectral earth resources 
and pollution data. 
" CAONE DECRPTO 
Active and passive sensors, large aperture, high, medium,
and low resolution imaging obtained in multispectral

region and radar. Data disseminated by laser link


through relay satellite.
 

* 	 CHARACTERISTICS


" WEIGHT 30.000 Ib\


" SIZE 10 x 60 ft \ -1SWH


" RAW POWER 12 kW E/ ,L 
 
" ORBIT 500 nmi sun synch. R. ... \' \
* 	 CONSTELLATION SIZE 1.y. \


R IS K C AT E G O R Y I (LOW) 	 M ULCONPEC 
 IfN 
* TIME FRAME 1985 	 clwt,

" IOC COST (Space only) 350M

* 	 PERFORMANCE


Multispectral resolutions varying from <10 to <100 ft RA R,-, * f \


obtained worldwide. 
 
COVERAGEEVERYSiflOURS 
R. \__._ ... 
_ 
_ 
_ COVER..C 
BUILDINGBLOCK REQ UIREMENTS 
* TRANSPORTATION Shuttle and tug 
* ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Shuttle attached manipulator, servicing stages
* SUBSYSTEMS Guidance and navigation; attitude control: transmitter 
* TECHNOLOGY Large radar antenna; high power tubes and modulator; LSI data processor
* OTHER None 
Figure 4-14. Advanced Resources/Pollution Observation (CO-i) 
Much improved resolution is probably possible, both in the 
optical and microwave regimes, with atmospheric scintillation setting the 
attainable limit, at least in the optical regime. Much larger optical mirrors, 
coupled with pulsed laser illumination, may be able to reduce the effects of 
scintillation, but the extent to which such can be reduced is not established. 
An initiative concept is therefore described which provides increased 
resolution in the microwave area. It is illustrated in Figure 4-15, and is 
a pure synthetic array radar of about one megawatt average power, with 
which surface resolution of better than a few feet should be readily obtainable. 
In 	 the illustration, a swath of Z00-nmi width is mapped, though for the same 
total power, further increases in resolution performance should be obtain­
able at the expense of swath width. A reactor power source would probably 
be required, but the space radar is a relatively straightforward extension 
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" PURPOSE


To provide maps of the surface with high resolution -5MWRECTOR


through cloud cover. RADIATOR


THROELECTRIC
* 	 RAIONLE~~i,,Onu!~~GENERATOR 
RATIONALE - RADAR


-Resources; pollution, crop, water, -and other observations-- r- - AIR EI­

may be aided by high resolution and frequent coverage


regardless of weather. 	 EACH I . ANTEN|fS -"$ ANTENNA
 
* CONCEPT DESCRIPTION 	 W'.6H 
SQUNT ANGIESynthetic array radar of very high power provides high 
 
resolution. On-board image processing allows micro­

wave data link for all weather capability. DATA
UNK


* CHARACTERISTICS 
" WEIGHT 110,000 lb


" SIZE 1d X100ft


" RAW POWER 2.5 MW 
" ORBIT 200 nmi polar
*CONSTELLATION SIZE 1 .T' 
* RISK CATEGORY 11 (Medium)
* TIME FRAME 1990 
* IOC COST (Space only) 500 M 
* 	 PERFORMANCE


200 nmi ground swath mapped to less than a few feet


resolution once aday. U S. covered every six days. CoV.s 2.,qml 200 nI SWATHNMAPPED


* BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 
* TRANSPORTATION Shuttle 
* ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Shuttle manipulator; servicing
* SUBSYSTEMS Thermal, nuclear, power generator, radar 
* TECHNOLOGY High power transmitter; automated image processor, reactor, shielding
* OTHER 	 None 
Figure 4-15. High Resolution Earth Mapping Radar (CO-13) 
of 	 current techniques, differing primarily in power output. This concept 
is 	 therefore placed in Risk Category U, requiring considerable development 
and orbital demonstration. 
The utility of such a fine resolution in the resources/pollution/ 
farming/forestry functions is not known to the study team, but it seems 
likely that the question has not been adequately explored in the past, it 
not being seriously considered.' However, systems with such or better 
resolution could advent a capability to accurately predict crop yield over 
large and diverse farm areas by actually counting the number of ears of corn 
per acre (for example), identifying the number and location of plants affected 
by disease, counting the number of livestock larger or smaller than a given 
size, and many other capabilities which may only become apparent upon 
reflection. Of course, the data processing to intelligently use and 
disseminate the hugh amounts of data from any such ability must be 
enormously capable. It is assumed, as discussed in Section 3, that such 
computing power will exist. 
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Assembly or initialization of the satellite, as well as servicing 
and "tweaking" or peaking for optimum performance are requirements. 
The Space Shuttle could perform well as a booster, and base for assembly 
and servicing on orbit. It must be emphasized again that such an observa­
tion capability is not being advocated nor that it would clearly be useful 
if available, but rather that its potential availability should be considered 
by the earth-observation community. 
The rest of the material on observation will deal with initiatives 
whose function is other than the simple imaging of the surface. The first 
initiative addresses the obtaining of precise relative range measurements. 
Recent advances in mode-locked lasers make possible the genera­
-tion and detection of pulses of picosecond duration (10 sec), which 
herald a subsequent ability of ranging to an accuracy of 0. 3 millimeters 
( 10/1000 in.) essentially independent of range. By emplacing corner 
reflectors on both sides of earthquake fault lines, relative movements of 
such magnitudes could be detected from satellites equipped with mode­
locked lasers, and utilized for earthquake prediction. Similarly, relative 
range could be obtained to fixed and floating reflectors on bodies of water, 
resulting in extremely sensitive remote water height measurements for 
flood, drought, or water resource predictions. 
The real advantage of making such measurements from space 
rather than from ground or aircraft, is the enormous number of measuring 
points which can be accessed in very short periods of time by the same 
calibrated instrument, thus obtaining large-area patterns nearly simulta­
neously yet combined with finely detailed individual observations. An 
initiative concept illustrating such an application is illustrated in Figure 4-16. 
In this illustration it is seen that a small, lightweight satellite can measure 
in excess of 100,000 points anywhere in the U.S.A. (or almost a hemisphere) 
in one hour, with the same basic accuracy for all points. This is a low risk 
system which probably could be orbited in the mid 80's using no more than 
a shuttle and IUS or Tug. Orbital servicing could be performed at 
synchronous or low altitude. 
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P.URPOSE.. 
o make precision measurements in manyarlaces in
rapid succession for aid in earthquake preiction,

water resources establishment, disaster use, etc. LASER RADAR SATITE IN GEOSTATJONARY 
ORBIT 
EsM OPTICS RATIONALE 	 PIcoSECo.D PULSES
• 	 MMICRORADIANPOITING 
AVERAGEPrediction of earthquakes, floods, droughts, and .1.w POWE 
accurate water resources would be of great social


and economic benefit


* 	 CONCEPT DESCRIPTION 
Picosecond (10" sec) pulsed laser radar in orbit obtains


precision differential range measurements from corner


reflectors implaced on both sides of faults, river banks


and floats. etc. - - -­

* CHARACTERISTICS-­
* 	 WEIGHT 	 800 lb 
* SIZE 	 0.5 m optics
" 	 RAW POWER 250W 
ORBIT Geostationary 
- R­
* CONSTELLATION SIZE 1
* 	 RISK CATEGORY l (Low) 	 "­
* TIME FRAME 	 R,0ECORSRT1985 	 UIOC COST (SPACE ONLY) 50M 	 DETCT RELATVE 
* 	 PERFORMANCE 	 CNRECO 
Relative range obtained to+ 0.03 millimeters at any 	 COASOREFECTORS 
nrnber of points separated by 100 meters or more.RIVER 	 RE . TI ETECTRVRRELATIV E WATER ;IEVEI 
10 instrumented points can be measured every hour. 
* 	 BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 
* 	 TRANSPORTATION Shuttle IUSfTug
* 	 ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated or manned servicing
* 	 SUBSYSTEMS Picosecond receiver, transmitter, 2pr pointino
* 	 TECHNOLOGY Streak camera converter, mode locked laser andswitch 
* 	 OTHER 
Figure 4-16. Water Level and Fault Movement Indicator (CO-3) 
Other applications of satellite-borne mode-locked lasers include 
the "imaging" of objects with range profile without requiring high angular 
resolution; sea-state measurements, etc. 
The use of small pulsed lasers as vertical "sounding" instru­
ments could give precise worldwide measurements of atmospheric 
temperature (and perhaps pressure) profiles on a periodic basis with a 
measurement resolution of 100 ft or so in the vertical dimension, obtaining 
the profile directly rather than by unfolding and inferring total-vertical­
path measurements such as done today. Figure 4-17 illustrates such an 
initiative in which atmospheric molecules are excited by the laser, and 
the rotational transitions upon their relaxation are detected by a millimeter 
wave receiver on board the satellite. The ratio of the intensity of various 
emission lines is relatable to the rotational temperature, while their width 
should be relatable to the pressure of the gas. Range gating of the receiver 
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" PURPOSE


To measure actual profiles of temperature in the 
" 

atmosphere. wWAV fDI .it
, ANENNA 
Weather prediction requires knowledge of temperature

RATIONALE -U--SER- DC0 
 profiles, as well as other phenomena. 41 O 
* CONCEPT DESCRIPTION 1-kWPOWER 
Pulsed laser vilbrationally excites C02 or H20 molecules. 
Subsequent rotational transitions in the millimeter wave


spectrum show temperature dependence which is OSIE


measured by ratio of energy in several lines.


ICE VIDRATlONALLY* CHARACTERISTICS *c0 2 EXCTED

WEIGHT 400030-ft lbdia antenna BY ROTA IONAL.R 
 SlTIONS


I SIZE 
 
" RAW POWER 5kW__ S\


" ORBIT 600-nmi polar


" CONSTELLATION SIZE 4


" RISK CATEGORY I II (Medium) 
* TIME FRAME 1990 
SIOC COST (SPACE ONLY) 250 M SBRFACE 
" PERFORMANCE


Entire atmosphere measured, with resolution of 300 ft


horizontally and 100 ft vertically, every four hours.


Emission lines and signal strength imprecisely defined 
at present. 
* BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 
* TRANSPORTATION Shuttle and tugfIUS 
* ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated service unitlShuttle-attached manipulator


" SUBSYSTEMS Antenna, laser, attitude control


* TECHNOLOGY Laser, power dissipation, antenna, pointing, sensitive heterodyne receiver 
* OTHER 
Figure 4-17. Atmospheric Temperature Profile Sounder (CO-iI) 
should be able to select out signals from only the desired volume of the 
atmosphere. There is considerable risk in this concept, however, not 
because of the technology involved, but rather due to the uncertain signal 
strength obtainable compared to the applicable noise, and the lack of precise 
data on the strengths of the emission lines. It is for this reason that this 
initiative has been placed in Category III, signifying that the exact numbers 
pertaining to the phenomena need calculation and/or verification. 
The ability to orbit large and massive payloads at synchronous 
altitudes can result in optical observation systems whose resolution is 
identical with that of current low-altitude satellites, but with the ability 
to cover any area in almost half the earth in a continuous mode. All that 
is required, in principle, is an optical diameter 100 times that of a 200 nmi 
altitude satellite. A typical example of such capability could be a synchronous 
altitude meteorological satellite such as illustrated in Figure 4-18, in which a 
telescope with 3-ft diameter optics obtains a 300 x 300 ft resolution for 
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* 	 PURPOSE


To collect worldwide atmospheric data for global


weather prediction.


* RATIONALE 	 "3 TIE 
VISIBL, OPTICSHigh resolution and frequent coverage of globe are 
 
neededlor forecasts.


* CONCEPT DESCRIPTION Optical sensor with I meter mirror collects visible light SYNCHRONOUS


data on gross meteorological features. Same instrument I ,EUATOIUAL
 
makes spectrum measurements for detailed information


on atmosphere.
 

* CHARACTERISTICS 	 MICOAvE
* 	 WEIGHT 3,000 lb COMMUNICATrONS


5x30 ft LINK
* SIZE 
 
I RAW POWER IkW /

It ORBIT Synch. Equat. //

• CONSTELLATION SIZE 	 3 
* RISK CATEGORY 	 I (Low) 
*TIME FRAME 	 1985 	 / 321 ­
* IOC COST (Space only) 	 190MNI 	 / / t/ ESOLUTION 
* PERFORMANCE 
 
Ground resolution 300-ft dia. Scan rate: earth coverage I /


in 20 sec for clouds, etc Detailed measurements of


spectrum every 200 sec.


* 	 BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS


. TRANSPORTATION Shuttle and tug


* ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated or manual servicing unit


I SUBSYSTEMS Laser for communications


.TECHNOLOGY Laser communications link. LSI computer


% OTHER 	 Weather prediction algorithm

Figure 4-18. Synchronous Meteorological Satellite (GO-la) 
synoptic as well as local meteorology. The satellite is not heavier or 
larger than some current satellites, and represents a near-term capability 
of low risk, requiring only the Shuttle and IUS/Tug and automated servicing 
for long life. A 	 similar satellite with somewhat larger optics can function 
as 	 a forest fire lookout to observe all the U.S. land mass and report 
instantaneously the starting of even small fires so that grass, prairie, 
forest, and even 	 city fires can be essentially instantaneously detected and 
rapidly brought under control, minimizing loss of property and life. Such 
an initiative is illustrated in Figure 4-19. In this initiative, an infrared 
telescope of 10-ft diameter with advanced mosaic detector focal plane 
scans the U. S.A. every 2.5 minutes to perform the function. The satellite 
is 	 expected to weigh 25,000 lb or so, but comprise a low-risk development 
nonetheless. The support requirements are met by a shuttle and appropriate 
orbital transfer vehicle such as a larger version 6f'the full capability tug, 
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* PURPOSE 
To detect fires in remote regions, maintain surveillance T Icoo OPTICS


of hot spots, fire perimeters. ­

* RATIONALE 
Fire damage can be minimized by early detection, and


firefighting with knowledge of extent and progress.


* 	 CONCEPT DESCRIPTION


Satellite with short and long wave infrared sensors


detects tires at an early stage - transmits data to


control center.


* CHARACTERISTICS 
I WEIGHT 25,000 lb


I SIZE 15x60ft


I RAW POWER 2 kW
 

I ORBIT Synch. Equat.

I CONSTELLATION SIZE 1 USANE


I RISK CATEGORY I (Low)


* TIME FRAME 1985 	 1oESOIUCO. EMENSI IOC COST (Space only) 230PI 	 , No'A. -SCANNEDO3VERUSA 
3)tESOUPON* 	 PERFORMANCE 
 
Detects fires as small as 10 x 10 ft Location accuracy


( 300 ft. Resolution =300 ft - U. S. coverage every


2 112 minutes.


* 	 BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS


. TRANSPORTATION Shuttle and large tug


I ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated or manual servicing unit


. SUBSYSTEMS Attitude control; sensor


* TECHNOLOGY Large optical mirror: LSI data processor; CCD focal plane
* OTHER 	 None 
Figure 4-19. Forest Fire Detection (CO-2) 
or 	 a solar-electric stage, though assembly in orbit would allow use of an 
IUS or standard tug. Servicing in orbit would be called for to maximize 
use of the investment. 
A last example of the potential utility of large optical devices 
for observation of the earth is the orbiting of.telescopes in which the 
detectors and perhaps even the optics are cryogenically cooled in order 
to 	 operate in the 8-2Z micrometer wavelength range. In this spectral region, 
the instrument will be sensitive to the self-emission of bodies on the earth, 
and will "read" tiny differences in surface temperature or emissivity 
in 	 sea water. One initiative application is shown in Figure 4-20, in which 
water temperature differences as small as 0. 002 deg yield a detectable 
signal. Such, differences could be relatable to the surface disturbances 
caused by large schools of fish close to the surface, or to the presence 
of 	 plankton or other factors associated with food supply, which could be 
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* 	 PURPOSE


To locate schools of fish and to map ocean
dynamic signatures. 	 DATA E QU" M 
* .RATIONALEFish protein resource yield needs to be maximized due


to world protein shortage. Mapping instruments needed.


" CONCEPT DE-CRIPT0"sa


Temperature an emissivity ifferences in surface water. w s


caused by schools of fish, currents and plankton *EXlG %UECO OE


concentrations are detected by the differences in their OR


self-emission in the long-wave infrared 24Mhz


* 	 CHARACTERISTICS


" WEIGHT 15,000 lb


o SIZE 	 10 x 60 it 
* RAW POWER 25 kWV 
* ORBIT 	 300 nmi polar-.
" CONSTELLATION SIZE 1 
o RISK CATEGORY I (Low)'s
* TIME FRAME 1985		
.So
* IOC COST (SPACE ONLY) 300 
• PERFORMANCE 	 \o100-ft resolution attained over all ocean surfaces 	 N O 
every 12 hours. Sensitivity equivalent to 0.002 deg C *ARA IISH 
achieved. 	 CURRENTS 
* BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 	 \ " , "-, 
* TRANSPORTATION Shuttle 
* ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Shuttle attached manipulator

" SUBSYSTEMS Thermal dissipation, sensor, cryogenic cooler


* TECHNOLOGY Large LWIR sensor: cryogenic refrigerator; LSI data processor 
* OTHER 	 None 
Figure 4-20. Ocean Resources and Dynamics System (CO-4) 
correlatable to fish resources and used for increasing or at least predicting 
the "catch" for ocean farming. Ocean dynamics such as currents will be 
clearly visible for increased precision and insight in oceanography. Ocean 
pollution such as the extent of oil spills can be mapped with precision and 
its course predicted. The advantage of such capability over similar 
airborne sensors would be the coverage of all ocean areas every 12 hours 
from a single satellite. The illustrated initiative uses a data relay satellite 
to 	 send the raw or serni-processed data to the U.S. or other readout stations 
for processing and distribution. This satellite again weighs about 30, 000 lb, 
but is a relatively low development risk. It can be orbited by the shuttle, 
and serviced periodically by an attached manipulator or in the shuttle bay. 
4.1.4.2 Communications 
Many interesting government applications exist for communications 
initiatives. Some initiatives already described under personal, industrial, 
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or civic applications clearly Could also serve the Federal government, and 
they will be mentioned as well as ideas which really best serve or involve 
interstate services. 
The first initiative is a concept for search and rescue location 
system to be used on a global basis for location of downed aircraft, ships 
in distress, and many allied though less recognized applications. In the 
illustration on Figure 4-21, a small emergency transmitter carried by air­
craft, ships, boats, etc. , radiates one-watt signals which are picked up and 
retransmitted by three or four satellites out of a worldwide constellation of 
20 satellites. The time-difference-of-arrival of the retransmitted signals 
at one of several ground centers yields the position of the transmitter to 
better than 500-ft accuracy and functions in all-weather, Z4 hours a day. 
The transmitter package can be small, weighing less than I lb and still 
transmit continuously for one month. 
This is a near-term low risk concept with conventional satellites. 
Appropriate coding can assure the accommodation of at least 1,000 simul­
taneous emergency signals worldwide on a single kHIz channel. The advantage 
of using space is that of worldwide continuous coverage with no blind spots. 
* 	 PURPOSE COhAO


To locate emergency transmitters worldwide; to allow Th.NSOOE o


small. lightweight transmitters


NRATIONALE3UOAf 
Search for rescue is expensive and not always


successful msinom n1Na


* 	 CONCEPT DESCRIPTION 1hWM1NS


Coded, small transmitter in emergency package carried - 1 
 
bytraveling boats, aircraft. Signals received and


transponded by satellites, and location computed by


TDOAtechniques

* 	 CHARACTERISTICS 
aWEIGHT 1500lb 
* SIZE 5 x 20 t 
* RAW POWER I kW 
* ORBIT Near-Synch., or Med Alt.


a CONSTELLATION SIZE 20


* RISK CATEGORY I (Low) 
* TIME FRAME 1985 
* IOC COST(Spaceoniy) 350M 
* 	 PERFORMANCE


Location of up to 1000 simultaneous emergency transmitters ± 1w PEK


to 500ft in three coordinates, anywhere, worldwide 
 . . x LJ uNIQutCM00Jcoots,EU WE 
S U Ci 
BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 
* TRANSPORTATION Expendable or shuttle and tug


.'ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated servicing unit


* SUBSYSTEMS Nounusual requirements 
* TECHNOLOGY Nounusual requirements 
* OTHER None 
Figure 4-21. Global Search + Rescue Locator (CC-l) 
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An extension of the previous concept is to place receivers as 
well as transmitters aboard each aircraft or other vehicles under govern­
ment ju-risdiction and pe-rform remote- traffic -surveil-lance-, selfrnavigation, 
and two-way digital communications, all using the same equipment. This 
concept is illustrated in Figure 4-22. The techniques and devices could 
be very similar to that being procured for the Global Positioning System 
by the Defense Department, and performance accuracies would surpass 
any other form of navigation. The satellites would have to transpond 
rather than merely transmit signals, but be otherwise identical. This 
would also be a near-term low risk system which could serve many 
government agencies concerned with transportation. The support require­
ments are for a shuttle (or expendable) and an INS or tug. Automated 
servicing in high orbit or manual servicing in the shuttle would be called 
for. 
" PURPOSE


Simultaneously satisfy traffic control, air surveillance,


navigation, position fixing, comma nd /cont rol for o JTES ATt S FOUR IN vEVo


multiplicity of uses. ONBOARDN AG ON10ft)
 
BEACON
" 	 RATIONALE * RATIONALESURVEILLANCE 	 .I, LOMlK' I Oil 
-,"VOICECOMM 10 DUPLEXSimilar and overlapping requirements by many agencies 
for precision navigation enable one comprehensive


ssten to meet all needs for all users.

* 	 CON EPT DESCRIPTION


Comsat transponders are used, with four in view of user 5.


at different angles/ ranges, to provide TDOA position


fixing and 2-way communications.


* CHARAC-, RISTICS 
* WEIGHT 1400 lb 
" SIZE 6x8ft -SEnWCETO
" RAW POWER 600W >100s0 
* ORBIT 8000 nmi polar
* CONSTELLATION SIZE 20


" RISK CATEGORY I (Low)

* TIME FRAME 1985 
* IOC COST (Space only) 350 M 
* 	 PERFORMANCE


100,000 users serviced; position to 30 ft, surveillance


of beacon to 100 ft. digital communications of


100 kb/sec.


" BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS I 
* TRANSPORTATION Expendable or shuttle and tug 
* ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated servicing unit 
* SUBSYSTEMS No unusual requirements

"TECHNOLOGY No unusual requirements

* OTHER None 
Figure 4-22. Transportation Services Satellites (CC-5) 
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Three initiatives discussed previously bear mentioning again, 
specifically for government applications. The first is the personal wrist 
radio voting and polling set which was illustrated in Figure 4-3. The obvious 
government us'e is for federal elections, and use by federal elected repre­
sentatives for guaging public opinion on a variety of issues. The possibilities 
for a more participatory democracy are self-evident. The second initiative 
is the vehicle/package locator which was illustrated in Figure 4-11. Not 
only could GSA maintain better inventory of its motor pool, but all high 
value or sensitive government documents or packages being shipped could 
be tagged (such as classified documents, certain parts and equipment, 
registered/certified mail, and any other property which should be locatable 
on demand) and is subject to wide ranging transport. The third initiative 
is that of the 3-dimensional (holographic) image teleconferencing, which 
was illustrated in Figure 4-13. Wide-scale application of this concept could 
improve the efficiency of government operations by reducing the need to 
travel without reducing the degree of involvement by its officials. In fact, 
since teleconferencing by microphone and loudspeaker is already operational 
in several government agencies, the progression to teleconferencing by 
image transmission is but a logical step along a path already being traversed 
by the federal government. 
In this age of electronics and communication satellites, there 
really need not be a requirement that the bulk of information be sent in its 
physical form by the Postal Service. In fact, the use of a single satellite 
with Z00-ft multibeam lens antenna could make possible electronic trans­
mission of mail by the Postal Service in which letters would be "read" by 
automatic scanners much like T; V. cameras in the originating post offices, 
with hard copy printing and sealing at the receiving post offices, at the rate 
of 100 billion of pages per day. The letters would then be delivered by 
normal carrier. This initiative is illustrated in Figure 4-23. The local 
post office would only require a 3-ft antenna (no larger than that used for 
commercial home television reception), and cheap radio terminal equip­
ment not unlike a citizens band transmitter/receiver. Such a system 
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* PURPOSE 
To speed up delivery and lower costs of most mail.


To service thinly populated areas. C.OUAt


RATIONALE
" 
EN f AANtUNNA-Delivery ofphysical'iettersis-slow andheedIess-in-most 
 
cases when locally reproduced facsimile could do. E ,w FPOWER


" CONCEPT DESCRIPTION 
Page readers and facsimile printers at each post office


read, transmit, receive, and reproduce mail Satellite


acts as multi-channel repeater.


* CHARACTERISTICS 
* WEIGHT 20,000 lb 
" SIZE 200-ft dia antenna


" RAW POWER 15 kW


" ORBIT Synch. Equat.


" CONSTELLATION SIZE I OEED


I RISK CATEGORY I (Low) WT N POSTOFFICEs


TIME FRAME 1990 UM0®ZOFFICES TOTAL) 
POST

I IOc COST (Space only) 430M OWE PEROI M POWERPER3 A ANENNA AJORPERO AC , 3 AN NN U BANOFFICEpages(io 12x 11'') per secondTransmilts es *eatl10 S , FowSR PER 
Trn iacsim' a URAL OFFICE
 

per post office. Up to 100,000 post offices serviced in up to (--­

50%of area of U.S.A. Total service =100 billion

pages/day


" BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 

" TRANSPORTATION Shuttle and large tug or SEPS


" ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated or manual servicing unit; assembly on orbit


" SUBSYSTEMS Attitude control: antenna; processor


Large multibeam antenna; multi-channel transponder; LSI processor; multiple-access" TECHNOLOGY 
techniques
" OTHER None 
Figure 4-23. Electronic Mail Transmission (CC-4) 
could have more capacity than possessed by the entire U.S. mail system 
today, with essentially instantaneous transmission. Furthermore, because 
of the ability to serve remote areas, "thin-route" service could be as good 
as urban service. A single satellite could service 100, 000 post offices 
in up to 50 percent of the total land area of the U.S.A. The privacy of 
the mail would not be compromised, by making the "reading" and "printing 
and sealing" machines wholly automatic, and properly coding all the signals. 
All letters, brochures, newspapers, magazines, bulk mail, etc., could be 
transmitted in this way. A far-term extension for letters could eliminate 
the post office intermediate steps by direct transmission from home-to-home, 
or office-to-office. 
The satellite is similar to that in the personal communications, 
with 1,000 independent beams and 100 channels of reception and transmission 
for each beam, and would essentially function as a switching and routing 
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center. The size of antenna allows small, low power user (post-office) 
equipment, so that all post offices can be equipped at a reasonable cost. 
The satellite weighs about 20, 000 lb and requires 15 kW of prime power, 
but is felt to be a low development risk by the 1990 time period. A shuttle 
and large tug, or Solar-electric stage would be required to boost it, and for 
assembly or unfolding and servicing on orbit. 
A 	 very similar appearing satellite system could be used for data 
dissemination within the U.S.A. to small users, or to provide an extension 
to 	 the international Intelsat system to small use.rs. Domestic or inter­
national users could have access to medical or other libraries, and other 
information banks using only a 3-ft antenna and 0.05 watts of power with a 
set very much like a citizen's band set, be located anywhere, and receive 
or 	 transmit up to 1 megabit/second of data. Larger users could use the 
same size antenna and a 5 watt transmitter to support a data rate up to 
100 megabits/sec. Such an initiative, illustrated in Figure 4-Z4, needs 
about the same support as does the electronic mail satellite. 
* PURPOSE 
LASERUNKS TOTo provide aNational or Intelsat adjunct network THER. 
with capability to serve small-antenna users. 	 SITES 
* RATIONALE SYNCH Current satellites require very large antennas and ANNN OR59 
therefore have few entry points - not suited for
"disadvantaged" users. 	 S kWTOTALVOWER.F 
 
* 	 CONCEPT DESCRIPTION S CAN.


Large multibeam antenna satellites link facsimile, voice,


data, and teletype terminals with low power and small


antennas. Satellite is amulti-channel processing

repeater. 
* CHARACTERISTICS 
"WEIGHT 20, 00 b 	 ANNEl ft 	 
"SIZE 200-ft dia antenna


" RAW POWER 15 kW


" ORBIT 	 Synch. Equat.
" CONSTELLATION SIZE 4 
_________


" RISK CATEGORY I (Low)

* TIME FRAME 1990 U USERAREAS. O


SIOC COST (Space only) .1 BEACH 40 - A SMER


" PERFORMANCE .....ION


4 000 channels of r
Mbitdsec or 1MHz capability CRISESUSR


serviced in4000 areas worldwide, with 0.5-W tran­

mitters and 3-ft antennas at user terminals.


* 	 BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS


"TRANSPORTATION Shuttle and large tug or SETS

* ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated or manual servicing unit; assembly on orbit


" SUBSYSTEMS Attitude control; antenna; processor

* TECHNOLOGY Large multibeam antenna; multi-channel transponder; LSI processor; multiple-access
* OTHER 	 techniques
Figure 4-24. National Information Services (CC-8) 
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* An application of similar, though smaller satellites addresses 
an extremely vital problem -- that of aiding in the prevention of diversion 
or hijackng of nuclear matearials-.used ,as fuels for nuclear power reactors. 
(as well as other toxic or hazardous materials). In this application, the

"tagging" of nuclear reactor fuel element rod assemblies with small radio

transmitters, and the subsequent trackingof their signals from space, 
would enable the hijacking of nuclear materials to be instantly detected, 
minimizing the danger of nuclear terrorism or blackmail. Though the 
problems of design 	 of radio -transmitters which perform in the heat and 
radiation environment of the fuel rods are not insignificant, it is likely that 
ultra-miniature vacuum tubes would perform satisfactorily in such an 
environment. The 	 concept is illustrated in Figure 4-Z5. 
" PURPOSE


4 TRANSPONDER To detect and locate-all nuclear reactor fuel elements 	 S-TELIES 
continuously wherever they are.IN24 	 HOURELWU CAL 
* 	 RATIONALE 
Real-time monitoring of location of nuclear material T 
needed to prevent proliferation of weapons and nuclear 
blackmail. 
* 	 CONCEPT DESCRIPTION i/
Each assembly or container is tagged with amicrowave generator in a tamper-indicating case. The uniquely coded 
signals are transponded by four satellites and the position 	 ,0mWAT 
computed by time-difference-of-arrival on the ground. 	 ANN, 
" 	 CHARACTERISTICS 
* 	 WEIGHT 3000]b 	 OA 
* SIZE 	 42 ft antenna 
DOoSGENE.ATOR1RAW POWER 300W 	 ANTENNA N 
* ORBIT Synch.Ellipt. I ncl. DADUO


" CONSTELLATION SIZE 4


* 	 RISK CATEGORY I (Low)
* 	 TIME FRAME 1985 
IOC COST (SPACE ONLY) 	 270 M TAMPERR 
* 	 PERFORMANCE


Each fuel assembly identified and located to ±500 ft REUTO


continuously, whether in a reactor building, in transit,


or in storage; 10, O assemblies tracked simultaneously. 
" BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 	 n 
* 	 TRANSPORTATION Shuttle and Tug 
* 	 ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated or manual service unit 
* SUBSYSTEMS 	 Antenna, transponder 
* 	 TECHNOLOGY Multibeam antenna - multi-channel transponder 
* 	 OTHER LSI ground multi-channel cross-correlator receivers; high temperature 
and high radiati6n resistantvacuum tube transmitter and code generator; 
thermopile electrical generator; tamper alarm. Roof transponders. 
Figure 4-25. Nuclear Fuel Locator (CO-7) 
The "tagging" transmitters would be located and tracked by time­
difference of arrival through three or four satellites. The signal can readily 
pass through the walls of buildings, trucks, factories, etc. , either by proper 
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construction or by the provision of suitable transponders. The signals 
would be "on" at all tines from the manufacture of the material, through 
shipment and use, until destinated or reprocessed. The signals would 
not be required to transmit through the steel walls of the reactors while 
operating, however. The satellite system needs only 42-ft diameter 
antennas with 116 beams, which cover the entire U.S.A. Twenty satellites 
would be needed to cover the entire world for preventing international 
blackmail. The satellites are near term, low-risk devices needing but a 
shuttle and IUS or tug for their orbiting, and automated or manual 
servicing for their upkeep. There is a great potential payoff in this concept, 
(combined with security forces), since otherwise nuclear blackmail by 
terrorist groups will almost certainly become a horrendous problem for 
which no solution other than administrative controls has been proposed. 
The FBI, the CIA, the DoD, the secret service, the treasury 
department, the border patrol, the national park services, and many other 
national agencies could very well benefit from the personal navigation, and 
personal communications functions discussed previously, and illustrated 
in Figures 4-2, 4-4, and 4-6. 
One application of particular relevance to the government is the 
surveillance of our national borders to prevent the undetected entry of 
dangerous drugs and illegal aliens. One solution is to place millions of 
tiny intrusion detection sensors, such as small seismic microphones out­
fitted with tiny self-contained transmitters, along the entire length of our 
borders. The sensors could be manufactured to look like small rocks, or 
plants, or other natural objects, and could be hand emplaced or dispensed 
from helicopters in rows along the border. A single satellite could detect 
the signals transmitted by those units sensing footsteps or tire sounds, 
and would abet the border patrol. 
The satellite antenna for such an application is long and thin to 
generate a footprint roughly coinciding with the shape of the border. In the 
concept illustrated in Figure 4-26, the antenna measures 1. 5 miles by 9 ft 
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* 	 PURPOSE


To detect overt or covert attempts at crossing


aborder.


" 	 RATIONALE 	 T., 
Flow of illegal aliens and drug traffickers is amajor 1OCHAN - SYNC. EMUAT. 
problem. Detection is difficult along long. unpatrolled I. ACH .. 
borders. LSAND 
* 	 CONCEPT DESCRIPTION


Very many, very small seismic sensors are read out CTRONIT


CONMOLUby a satellite with very large antenna. Penetration causes 
vibrations which are picked up and correlated at a -ONEMILUO SENSORS 
ONETHOUSANDCHANNELScentral site. 
- SENSORS SHARE A CHANNEL 
* 	 CHARACTERISTICS 
" WEIGHT 8000 lb


" SIZE 9000 ftx9 I


" RAW POWER 20 kW


" ORBIT Synch. Equat. SENSORS
CO N STELLATIO N SIZE 1OW ER I "D N 
" RISK CATEGORY II (Medium) UHE 35 
" TIME FRAME 1990 THRESHOLD 
" I00 COST (Space only) 170 M WEE E.s 
*PERFORMANCE


Virtually all moving objects detected. False alarms sorted


by correlation between sensors and fences Sensor life


3.5 years at one penetration attempt per sensor per


month.


e 	 BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS


" TRANSPORTATION Shuttle and tug


* ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated or manual assembly and servicing unit 
" SUBSYSTEMS Structure; attitude control: antenna 
. TECHNOLOGY Large passive microwave antenna - stationkeeping subsatellites: laser master measuring 
* OTHER Small, light, irag-lived sensor units which are very and control unit 
cheap in mass production. 
Figure 4-26. Border Surveillance (CO-8) 
and generates a beam whose footprint is 2 miles by Z,000 miles. The antenna 
could be built as a monolithic unit, or more likely consist of a large number 
of 	 stationkept subelements under position and phase control using a station­
kept master unit. One million sensors could easily be monitored, and indeed, 
one billion could be readily accommodated by proper coding and time/ 
frequency sharing. The large satellite allows the sensors to be tiny (I ib) 
and inexpensive, yet long lived (3. 5 years average). The satellite volume 
and weight become equal concerns for the shuttle and tug as supporting 
elements. Orbital initialization and servicing would be needed, automated 
or 	 manual. This type of concept is judged to be a fnedium technological 
risk due to the large antenna required. 
A similar capability to detect intrusions into government buildings 
and facilities, workhouses, escape attempts from prisons, and generally 
perform guard duty without requiring expensive labor was illustrated in 
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Figure 4-8 (burglar alarm and intrusion detection). Such a concept could 
serve industry, citizens, and government alike, would be a low development 
risk compared to border patrol, and could become economically justifiable 
at an early time. 
4.1.4.3 Support 
The initiatives described in this portion are those whose function 
primarily supports surface activities other than direct communications or 
observation. Included are functions such as energy delivery and distribution, 
mass delivery, and several miscellaneous. 
The first initiative has as its intent to make radar inexpensive 
and widely available to pleasure craft and other sdrface vessels operating in 
the coastal areas, for the purposes of radio location and collision avoidance. 
In order to do this, a bistatic radar technique is envisioned using a large 
space array to illuminate the coastal regions with radio energy, which is 
reflected from objects on the surface, and received by passive receivers 
with scanning antennas on the pleasure craft or other users. In this way, 
minimum spectrum congestion and minimum expense would result, the 
benefits of radar can be made available to millions of users at a much lower 
cost (the radar transmitter and modulator are the most expensive parts of 
a set) and with no spectrum congestion and interference (hundreds or thousands 
of radars operating in the same area would inevitably cause great interference 
with each other or use up a huge spectrum). The initiative is illustrated in 
Figure 4-27. The mechanization of the technique involves scanning a 
2,000 mile long coastline out to 200 nmi by two high power transmitter 
satellites in synchronous equatorial orbit. The vessels are equipped with 
fairly conventional radar receivers and scanning antennas where the antennas 
provide azimuth indication and a range-gated display provides range indica­
tion. Unlimited number of users can simultaneously utilize the signals 
generated by the space illuminators, and obtain radar with 12 nmi range. 
The size and power of the space transmitter is given more by the clutter 
which has to be rejected, rather than by the location accuracy desired. 
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I PURPOSE 	 2SAWE r APARTIN SVNCHRONOUS EQUATORIALORBT 
Inexpensive and lightweight radar for all surface 
vessels - navigation; collision avoidance. 
RATIONALE MEN C tI) EACH


Conventional radar too expensive and interference 1. PO.WVONME

XA ED SI prone. Pleasurecraft usuallydenied radarbenefits. 
CONCEPT DESCRIPTIQ.
Iluminateseacoastswith scanning mncrowav b


from space. Scanning receiving antennas on boats


obtain range and angle data on hazards.


* 	 CHARACTERISTICS


I WEIGHT 2,000,000 lb


" SIZE 1,000 x10,000 ft


" RAW POWER 3MW


" ORBIT Synch. Equal.
I CONSTELLATION SIZE 2 COEST EA


I RISK CATEGORY II (Medium)

* TIME FRAME 1995


lOC COST 10 B


IN 
* PERFORMANCE 2 	 EACHAREA SCANNED 
. . 2 . R -IRelative location of all objects >100 m within 
12 nmi range. 100 x300 ft accuracy in 500 sector.


3x0.5 ft antenna in vessel. Unlimited number of


users.


* 	 BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS
 

" TRANSPORTATION LLV and large tug or large SEPS


" ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated or manual servicing unit; assembly in orbit 
" SUBSYSTEMS 'Structures; attitude control; antenna; power 
* TECHNOLOGY Large adaptive microwave antenna; high power transmitters; prime power source. 
* OTHER 
Figure 4-27. Coastal Anti-Collision Passive Radar (CO-9) 
This is another example in which simplicity and economy can be gained 
for a very large number of users at the expense of size and complexity 
in 	 the spacecraft, since the user equipment should cost only a fraction of 
that for a current shipboard radar for pleasure craft. 
The large and heavy phased array antenna will be assembled in 
orbit and will require orbital servicing. The shuttle will be satisfactory 
as 	 a booster, but a large tug and/or Solar-electric stage will be needed 
for orbit transfer. The system concept is Category II medium risk. 
A number of concepts for delivery of energy from space have 
been identified. The first concept delivers energy in the form of attenuated 
sunlight for illumination of cities or highways at night. The initiative is 
illustrated in Figure 4-28, and is seen to consist of large, plane reflectors 
which reflect a 180 nni diameter image of the sun onto the earth from 
synchronous orbit. The image brightness depends on the area of the reflectors, 
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* PURPOSE 
To provide night lighting without earth-based energy,


pollution, street lights, cables, trenches, etc


" RATIONALE


Alternative energy sources are needed.


* 	 CONCEPT DESCRIPTION


Large area reflectors in space reflect the image of the


1 .		 o oNR... 
sun onto the earth. Multiple satellites used to 
 
minimize construction difficulties. u M DIFFRATN UMIT


* 	 CHARACTERISTICS


" WEIGHT 100 000 lb , m.W- ,ox

IMOO LEVELIauIWAT-O 0" SIZE 12 mirrors each 1,000-ft dia 
SERABLE 
" RAW POWER 1.2 kW 
" ORBIT 	 Synch. Equat.
" CONSTELLATION SIZE 1 
" RISK CATEGORY 11 (Medium)
* TIME FRAME 1990 
* OC COST (Space only) 160 M 	 NIGHT DAY 
* 	 PERFORMANCE


Ten times full-moon level illumination at right provided


to area 180 nmi dia (no clouds). Full moon level provided
 

through moderate clouds.


" BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 
* TRANSPORTATION Shuffle and large tug and/or SFPS


" ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated or manual servicing unit


" SUBSYSTEMS Attitude control; mirrors. structure


"TECHNOLOGY Large reflector: pointing; stationkeeping master control


" OTHER None


Figure 4-28. Night Illuminator (CS-6) 
and for the 12 mirrors, each 1,000-ft diameter, a brightness equivalent 
to 	 10 times full moonlight is delivered on a cloudless night. That is about 
the same as the illumination standards in residential areas in between 
light poles. The presence of even dense cloud cover will not reduce the 
brightness below equivalent full moon due to multiple scatter. The large 
area covered is evenly illuminated. 
The mirrors can be very coarse by optical standards, since 
the beam spread can be as much as 0. 1 degrees. The satellites are seen as 
three-axis stabilized tensioned sheets of aluminized mylar or similar 
thin film. The satellite total weight is about 150, 000 Ib, which would 
require the shuttle, large tug, and/or Solar-electric stage. The satellite 
is 	 categorized as medium risk due to the size of reflector involved, requiring 
demonstration even though no great technological problems are expected. 
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Other uses for this initiative would be the provision of emergency 
illumination to disaster areas or areas hit by power blackouts. 
Some of the most intriguing applications deal with energy genera­
tion and delivery, increasing the supply of a scarce resource while minirniz­
ing environmental impact. The first initiative intercepts large amounts of 
solar energy, transforms it into microwave energy, and beams it to the 
ground where it is captured by a large receiving array and carried away 
on transmission lines. The initiative illustrated in Figure 4-29 is identical 
to the Satellite Solar Power Station design proposed by Glaser (A. D. Little) 
et. at It utilizes a 1 km diameter microwave antenna to focus the beam to 
the 10 km diameter of the receiver. The satellite utilizes solar cells with 
2/1 concentrating mirror surfaces and attains about 13 percent conversion 
efficiency to DC in the satellite, with about 60 percent DC to DC transmission 
efficiency, or an overall efficiency of about 6. 6 percent. The satellite is 
sized to provide 5,000 megawatts of electrical power, weighs about 
40, 000, 000 lb in synchronous orbit, and extends about 7. 3 x 2. 6 nmi. The 
support requirements include a large lift vehicle (larger than the shuttle by 
a factor of 5-10), a large tug, and/or a Solar-electric stage. Manned 
assembly in orbit and manned servicing would be a must with this system. 
The large microwave antenna, the solar array, or both could be fabricated 
as monolithic structures or consist of loosely stationkept elements forming 
controlled dense arrays. The receiving array consists of a 10 km array 
of wires and rectifiers which could be suspended on poles and allow farming 
underneath. This concept is a high risk, long-term undertaking of very 
large proportions. The peak energy density on the center of the microwave 
2beam is about 20 mW/cm 
A new idea for a technique of significantly increasing the solar 
energy collection efficiency and reducing the costs has been conceived at 
Aerospace, and it is incorporated into the above solar power satellite concept. 
The results are illustrated in Figure 4-30. The basic technique involves the 
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* 	 PURPOSE 
To provide abundant electrical power with little 
pollution.	 RATIONAL SNCH" EOUAT 
ORBIT 
* RATIONALE 
More and clean energy needed. 
* 	 CONCEPT DESCRIPTION SOLARAR R S Solar energy is collected, converted to microwave energy, 1km ANTENAXBANDand transmitted to earth, where it is rectified to DC by a ISTRIuTE ANSMNS 
rectenna. 
* CHARACTERISTICS 
* WEIGHT 40,000,000 lb
" SIZE 	 7.3 x2.6 nmi 
* RAW POWER 10,(00 MW 
* ORBIT Synch. Equat. 	 TEkmREINNA XBAND
* CONSTELLATION SIZE 1 	 SI-ONIDEWEED 
* RISK CATEGORY IV (High)


" TIME FRAME 2000


* IOC COST (Space only) 61 B 
* 	 PERFORMANCE 
5,000 megawatts supplied to 10 km collector, with less 
than 500 MW lost as heat to the environment, at a 
cost of$1,500 per kW. 
* 	 BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 
I TRANSPORTATION LLV and large tug and large SEPS 
* ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Manned servicing unit; assemble in orbit
* SUBSYSTEMS Attitude control; structures, power antenna
* TECHNOLOGY Large economical solar arrays; large active microwave antenna; high powertubes: 
. OTHER Rectenna on ground feeding and cross-connects 
Figure 4-Z9. Energy Generation - Solar/Microwave (CS-i) 
* 	 PURPOSE


To increase the efficiency and decrease the cost


of solar power delivery from space


* 	 RATIONALE M-A

Solar power satellites will be large, heavy, and


expensive. 
* CONCEPT DESCRIPTION 	 CO.Efficiency and cost of solar-voltaic conversion can be
greatly increased by using multiple cells, each tailored 

to the photon energy inarestricted spectrum; and by


usins high ratio solar flux concentration.
CHARaCitRISTICS 
...lxC..N.. O 
* WEIGHT 8,000, C00lb 
* SIZE 	 5.6 x2.3 kin 
* RAW POWER IC000MW
* ORBIT Synch. Equat.
* CONSTELLATION SIZE 1 	 0* RISK CATEGORY IV (High)
* TIME FRAME 20DI..SWEE 
* IOC COST TBD 	 BURN 
* PERFORMANCESame power delivered with one fifth the weight in I T.B.OO 
orbit compared to the current solar power satellite IN O.MORSO.AR 
concept (CS-i) and probable but undetermined cost BW ANTENNA EACHwTHDFFRE CELS 
* BUt DI G3LOCK REQUIREMENTS 
* TRANSPORTATION LIN and large tug and large SEPS
* ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Manned servicing unit: assemble in orbit
* SUBSYSTEMS Attitude control: structures: power antenna
* TECI-INOLOGY Large economical solar arrays large actIVe ricrwave antenna- high ower tubes:
* OTHER Rectenna on ground ightweight concentrator: therm design 
Figure 4-30. High Efficiency Solar Energy Generation 	 (CS-Z) 
1a ,GhM 
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use of several solar cell types, each designed for a different band gap energy, 
and each preceeded by a filter to let through only a limited range of wave­
lengths around the peak of efficiency of the solar cell which it feeds. In­
addition, a large concentration ratio (about 100/1) mirror would be used 
with each group of cells, minimizing the area of expensive solar cells 
per unit of energy collected by the mirror. Further, the design of the 
cells would use one extremely thin insulating layer such that the temperature 
rise of the cell could be limited by conductive heat transfer to the mounting 
substrate, which could be the mirror itself. The combination of the three 
principles: (solar cells with tailored band gaps, high flux concentration 
ratios, and highly thermally conductive solar cell designs) should allow 
ultimate increases of efficiency approaching 80 percent for the system, 
and a weight saving resulting in Z0 percent system weight compared to the 
design in Figure 4-29. A cost saving is expected, since the total area 
of solar cells is decreased from about 26 km to 0. 1 km 2 , a factor of Z60. 
even though concentrator mirrors and interference filters are added, they 
probably will not be as expensive as solar cells. 
The technology of such highly efficient solar converters certainly 
will be applicable to lower power supplies for other satellites as well. 
A different version of energy delivery is illustrated in-Figure 
4-31 in which a breeder nuclear reactor powers an MD generator to 
produce electricity which is beamed to earth via a microwave antenna identical 
to that in Figure 4-29. There are no outages with this system during 
periods of eclipse, but the nuclear wastes must be disposed of periodically 
by accelerating them to escape velocity, or stored in orbit and carefully 
monitored. Other versions of power generators are also possible including 
a solar collector heating a Brayton cycle machine operating an electrical 
generator. All of these systems avoid excessive heating and particulate 
pollution on earth. Trade studies on the most desirable ones are on-going. 
An intriguing possibility for energy distribution is using micro­
wave beams reflected from satellites to replace or augment terrestrial 
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* PURPOSE 
To generate and deliver electrical energy without 
pollution or hazard. NUCLEARREACTORM o TO 
RADIATOR 
* RATIONALE syqu EIVET 
Power is needed which requires no radioactive material WERT


on earth, produces no atmospheric heating, and no AE
A _ :ENA
resource consumption.
* CONCEPT DESCRIPTION .A, - DISTRIBUTED,
Abreeder reactor, MHD power generator, microwave ABAND TNAN IMR
transmitter, and microwave antenna are used to beam 
energy to aground receiver. Fuel breeding supplies fuel. 
* CHARACTERISTICS 
* WEIGHT TBD 
* SIZE 3,600-ft diEa 
" RAW POWER 10.000 MW 
* ORBIT Synch. Equat.
* CONSTELLATION SIZE I
* RISK CATEGORY IV (High) EUV 
DELIVERED 
* TIME FRAME 2000 
* IOC COST (Space only) TBD REENNAAT


" PERFORMANCE


5.000 Megawatts delivered power continuously - with


sufficient fuel breeding for a life of at least 1000 years.


* BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 
* TRANSPORTATION LLV and large tug and large SEPS 
* ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Manned service unit, automated servicing unit; assemble in orbit 
* SUBSYSTEMS Structure; attitude control; antenna; reactor; power unit 
* TECHNOLOGY Large active microwave antenna; large reactor; heat radiator; MI-HD power generat~r; 
. OTHER Rectenna on ground, safety pointing and tracking sensor 
Figure 4-31. Energy Generation - Nuclear/Microwave (CS-3) 
power transmission lines. Two versions are conceptualized, one which is 
suitable for very long range, point-to-point transmission distances of bulk 
energy, and the other designed for shorter range but more flexible service 
to substation-sized terminals. 
The first concept similar to one proposed by Dr. Krafft Ehricke, 
uses' 1 km reflectors in synchronous equatorial orbit to reflect 10, 000 
megawatts of power from a 10 km diameter source antenna to a 10 km 
diameter receiving array. This concept, illustrated in Figure 4-32, is 
ideally suited for transmission of huge amounts of power from sunlight-rich 
regions of the earth to other regions, and from the sunlit side of the globe 
to the night side. The concept illustrated consists of enough reflectors, 
transmitters, and rectennas to supply about 10 percent of the U.S. consump­
tion of electrical energy, though smaller or larger numbers are just as valid. 
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" PURPOSE


To provide for transmission of electrical power from


remote regions, minimizing environmental impact. IMREFU OS EACH M IA


CEO


OIt " * RATIONALE 
Power should be generated in remote regions. 
 I
 
Sunny side of Earth can supply power to night side.


* 	 CONCEPT DESCRIPTION


Source power is converted to amicrowave beam,


bounced off an orbiting reflector, and reconverted


to DC at receiving antenna on ground.


* CHARACTERISTICS 10M EN
" WEIGHT 600,000 lb 	 
* SIZE 0.5-nmi aia


" RAW POWER --­

" ORBIT Synch. Equat.

* CONSTELLATION SIZE 100 
* RISK CATEGORY IV (High) 
* TIME FRAME 1995 	 xMI&O 
* IOC COST (Space only) 36 B 	 ,.w POWS 
SOURCE


5,000 megawatts delivered to each of 10 user areas.


53 percent overall DC-DC efficiency attained. Total


energy is about 10 percent of U. S. consumption. 
* PERFORMANCE 
" BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 
* TRANSPORTATION LLV and large tug or large SEPS 
* ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Mannedlautomated servicing, assemble in orbit 
* SUBSYSTEMS Attitude control; structures, phase front control 
* TECHNOLOGY High efficiency, large, passive steerable phase front antenna; Ion thrusters 
* OTHER Ground-based elements


Figure 4-32. Power Relay Satellite (CS-15)


The reflector satellite is assumed to be a monolithic flat structure, passive 
except for figure control, attitude control, and stationkeeping. The weight 
of each reflector is about 600, 000 lb, and a large launch vehicle, large tug, 
and/or large Solar-electric stage are required for launch support, as are 
orbital assembly and servicing. This concept is also Category IV high risk 
due to the size of the structure. The monolithic structure proposed by 
Dr. Ehricke could be replaced with a stationkept array of smaller structures, 
each phase/delay controlled. This might result in weight savings, or more 
likely, in more readily attained "planar" configuration and lower losses. 
The second concept for distribution of energy is oriented to 
provide power at the local substation level (100 MW). This concept was 
conceived during the study to reduce needs for new long-range transmission 
lines on a global basis, while concentrating the power generators in relative 
unpopulated regions. The concept, illustrated in Figure 4-33, aims to relay 
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I 
e PURPOSE


To distribute energy to small-city users without AC

.1.B.


INCLINTIONStransmission lines, and serve many nations 
simultaneously. HS CONTR.Ul


RATIONALE 
 TENSAI. 1 R 
Transmission lines are fxed, have an environmental im­

and limited capacityto feed growing communities or
pact, 
 
developing nations without large networks or large losses
 
" CONCEPT DESCRIPTION 
Phase-controlled array reflectors in low orbit sequen-	 0tially relay remote source power to 100 user antennas SOURCE
Power is rectified at substation receiving 
 
arrays and filtered.


per satellite. 
* 	 CHARACTERISTICS


S WEIGHT 34,000 lb


* SIZE 750 x 750 ft 	 USER ANTENNAS 
• RAW POWER 20 kW 
* ORBIT 	 30Mnmi several incl. powR 
I CONSTELLATION SIZE 200 1.


. RISK CATEGORY IV (High) ANTENNA


I TIME FRAME 2000


* IOC COST (Space only) 5.8 B 
o PERFORMANCE 
1000 user areas in U.S.A. powered with 100 MW each in


rapid (11120 sec) sequence from 10 power station source


antennas. Scanning loss <1%. overall efficiency >55%


3000-ft souare receiver with 1.1 nmi square guard

fence su ice for user


* BUILDING BL)CK REOUIREMENTS 
* TRANSPORTATION Shuttle 
I ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Shuttle attached manipulator; manual or automated servicing unit 
. SUBSYSTEMS Attitude control, stationkeeping units, phase control, figure control 
.TECHNOLOGY Ion thrusters, phase control, measurement and control lidar, LSI processor 
I OTHER 
Figure 4-33. Multinational Energy Distribution (CS-8) 
ground-generated energy using low altitude space reflectors, each supplying 
a number of substation user areas, obtaining a flexibility of power inter­
connect without wires approaching that of radio communications. Power 
could be supplied to growing or new cormnunities within the U.S. from 
source areas in remote U.S. regions. The same satellites, being in low 
orbit, could be used by other nations as the basis of their distribution nets 
as 	 well, with no interference in U.S. distribution. Developing nations could 
depend entirely on space relay of power, instead of terrestrial distribution. 
The concept illustrated employs phase-controlled microwave reflectors in 
low orbit in which the angle (in two dimensions) of reflection of the source 
beam is controlled and varied so as to point the beam at many user rectennas 
in 	 rapid sequence. The rapidly pulsating power is filtered by active or 
passive techniques at each substation. Power programming can be accomp­
lished by changing the duration of the illumination cycle to the user antennas. 
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The concept allows 10 source area transmitters within the U.S. to feed 
100 megawatts to each of 1,000 user area receivers, each 3,000-ft square 
by reflecting off se.ve-ral of ZOO. reflector -satellites in- low orbit. The powe-r 
is received at the user areas as 7 x 10 - 3 sec long pulses, at the rate of 
120-150 pulses per second. RLC or synchronous filters can be used to 
filter the pulsating power. The average energy density of the center of 
3the beam at a user antenna is 7.6 x 10 - W/cm Z , less than that of the 
solar power satellite of Figure 4-29. A two-mile fence surrounding the 
receiver will assure that transient power levels are less than 10 
- 4 W/cm2 ­
a sure safe level. Beam pointing would be by active retrodirection of pilot 
signals generated at the user areas. 
The satellites are seen as 34, 000 lb monolithic or stationkept 
arrays measuring 750 x 750 ft, under active phase delay control for r eflec­
tion angle steering. Though this is a high risk initiative for the year 2000, 
only the space shuttle is needed for boost, assembly, and servicing. 
Ultimately in the very far future, the power could be generated 
in space and delivered to the users directly, utilizing fewer but larger 
phase-controlled antennas at higher altitude. 
Large commercial jet aircraft use about 10 percent of the total 
transportation energy consumed in the U.S. A number of schemes are 
possible for reducing or eliminating the dependence of such aircraft on 
the continued availability of petroleum fuel. One such possibility utilizes 
space to provide the power needed for flight, and is illustrated in Figure 4-34 . 
Laser energy is generated on the ground and is beamed via space satellite 
mirrors to aircraft in flight. This laser would be powered by nuclear power 
plants on the ground in the "nearer term," but eventually could be space 
based and powered by nuclear or solar energy. The laser energy is beamed 
to the engines via a collector on the upper surface of the aircraft. The 
engines are somewhat similar in principle to conventional jet engines, but 
instead of energy being supplied to the inlet air by the combustion of jet 
fuel, the energy is supplied by the absorption of the laser beam which would 
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* PURPOSE 
To provide an alternative to oil as asource of energy


for powering commercial transports. - ­

* 	 RATIONALE - - "


Oil is a limited resource, becoming more expensive lft.,A EACH


rapidly. J.,EPE.D - ER..


* 	 CONCEPT DESCRIPTION


Jet turbines are operated by heating air with laser beamsA


projected to each aircraft by multi-mirror satellites. 	 .. ACOLLCTO.

Laser on ground powered by nuclear reactors provides


ene ry.

* CHARACTERISTICS 
* WEIGHT 2,000,000 lb


" SIZE 169 mirrors, each 15-ft dia .. PEALANTS.,." TOT.,


* RAW POWER --­

.-ORBIT 300 nmi, 450 incl.


* CONSTELLATION SIZE 200 
* RISK CATEGORY IV (High)

"TIME FRAME 2000+


" IOC COST (Space only) 87 B LER PROJECTO


0 	 PERFORMANCE I


2000 large jet aircraft powered continuously (30% duty .... L'l8 "AL . - - .'

cycle) at 10-50 MWI aircraft. Break-even with oil *MULTIPLE. PHASECO OLUEO IERSME
 

operations at gal. 50¢/ 	 ADJUSTED CLOSED LOOP COMBUSM IN COMPRESSORY SAETLLUE SENS R  
SPORSCINTILLATON 
CACEEEAUION 
N.GNE* BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 	 ELAsERsr USA UAL.... NE JT 
" TRANSPORTATION LLV and large SEPS


" ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Manned or automated servicing unit; orbital assembly

* SUBSYSTEMS Attitude control; mirrors; processors; crosslink; thermal control 
" TECHNOLOGY Large high temp mirrors; radiators; pointing and tracking sensors; LSI processor
* OTHER 	 Ground high energy laser; atmospheric scintillation correction. Safety 
Figure 4-34. Aircraft Laser Beam Powering (CS-5) 
be 	 focused into a very small volume within a 'combustion chamber. I The 
heated air drives the turbine/compressor as well as the aircraft. In this 
application, some jet fuel must be carried by the aircraft for conditions 
where the aircraft is under cloud cover thick enough that the laser will 
not penetrate, typically in some takeoff and landing situations. A number 
of ground laser stations is required, both for geometrical coverage and to 
assure cloud-free paths to space a large fraction of the-time. Should the 
lasers be space-based, part of the problem is reduced. The power delivered 
to each aircraft is 10-50 megawatts, and the system is sized to power a 
year 2000 fleet of 2,000 large transports at one-third duty cycle. In 
principle, most of the current fuel load can be converted to payload, and 
arbitrarily long flight time attained. 
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The total electrical energy required to power the lasers is a 
significant fraction of that which supplies the entire electrical needs of the 
United-States today. 
The space mirror complex may be viewed as an energy common 
carrier, with the energy supplied either from the ground or from space, 
manipulated and directed in space. The generation and transmission via 
laser beams of the huge quantities of energy which are assumed in this 
concept greatly outstrips the capabilities of today's technology; however in 
principle, the laser techniques required are known. The satellites are 
200 clusters of 169 mirrors - each 15-ft diameter, capable of diffraction ­
limited performance under high transient heat loads. Each of the 11, 000 lb 
mirrors is three-axis controlled and stationkept. 
The large and complex satellites would almost surely require 
manned assembly, initialization, and servicing, and space transportation 
systems of greater payload weight and volume capacity than the Space-Shuttle 
and tug. The concept is high risk, not only because of the technology 
required, but because of the potential danger to the surface if the laser 
beam wanders off the aircraft collector as a result of failures in the automatic 
tracking and safety override systems. 
Not all initiative concepts need be as grandiose as those which 
are tasked with delivering or distributing energy, and yet make contributions 
to the energy field. The initiative concept was illustrated in Figure 4-10. 
Its intent is to monitor the power flow (voltage, current, power, power 
factor, etc. ) at a very large number of points in the power distribution grid, 
to allow fine-scale yet extremely broad power prograrnming, power sharing, 
consumption monitoring or regulation, or other allied functions. 
The wholesale use of nuclear reactors will surely create a hazard 
problem for disposal of the highly radioactive waste by-products of operation. 
Deep space could advantageously be used for disposal of such hazardous 
materials, which would be boosted to escape' the solar system, or impact 
the moon, fall into the sun, and never return to earth. This form of disposal, 
illustrated in Figure 4-35, could be far safer than any involving long-term 
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* 	 PURPOSE 
To permanently dispose of nuclear wastes


without environmental damage. 
­ 64D l0b
TOTAL*WEIGHT 
. PAyLOADPACKAGE- XXOD lb TO EARTHESCAPEVELOCITY 
* 	 RATIONALE


Wholesale-use of nuclear generating plants for electric


power will result in large amountsot highly toxic and


long lived radioactive wastes. - ­

" 	 CONCEPT DESCRIPTION 	 UPPERSGE 
Wastes are packaged in containers with shielding and


cooling, and put into earth escape trajectories by , lb wastE
,uCLAR 
shuttle and velocity stages. 
* 	 CHARACTERISTICS 
* WEIGHT 	 64,000 lb 
* SIZE 15x60ft -­

" RAW POWER 
 
* ORBIT 	 Escape
* CONSTELLATION SIZE 
* 	 RISK CATEGORY II Medium)


TIME FRAME 1990-2000


* IOC COST (SPACE ONLY) 430 M 
* 	 PERFORMANCE 
2500 lb of waste per flight at $15 million per flight


($600011b). Cost increase to electrical consumer =2%.


* 	 BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 
* 	 TRANSPORTATION Automated shuttle and largetug 
* ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS 'Safetylabort - backup systems 
* SUBSYSTEMS Shieldinglencapsulation; abort systems 
* 	 TECHNOLOGY Thermal control; structural package integrity; recovery techniques 
* OTHER 
Figure 4-35. Nuclear Waste Disposal (CS-4) 
storage of such material on the earth. The principal problem would be 
packaging the waste in containers that would resist rupture even in explosions 
on the launching pad, aborts from sub-orbital trajectories, sinking to the 
ocean depths, or burial underground after reentry. An unmanned shuttle­
like launch vehicle and tug would probably be required for such continuing 
operations. There exists the possibility of accumulating the nuclear 
wastes in orbital way-stations, and then accelerating them using a thermo­
electric-ion transfer stage, possibly accruing some savings. 
The scale of space operations implicit in many of the initiatives 
described in this study is such that space will be populated by vast quantities 
of "junk" representing a threat to further space operations. An initiative 
designed to remove this Ispace pollution" is described in Figure 4-36., The 
intent of this initiative is to remove spent stages, satellites no longer 
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* PURPOSE 
To remove expended satellites and debris from 
synchronous equatorial corridor where they pose 
a long-term collision threat. - -.- JfRO ,. 
,
* 	 RATIONALE 
 
'Syhch rdnous equatorial'corrid6risbecoiing very - .rU REPOEZVOIS N
/
crowded and could be dangerous in future. 
* 	 CONCEPT DESCRIPTION /

Use tug to impart AV to debris to drop its perigee to /


S100 nmi. Debris will reenter within weeks. One I


orbit later, tug re-injects itself into SE orbit. Tug


resupplied by shuttle.


* 	 CHARACTERISTICS


" WEIGHT 500,000-lb propellant


* SIZE Tug


*RAW POWER -­

* ORBIT 	 Up to Synch. Equat. \ 
* CONSTELLATION SIZE 11 
* RISK CATEGORY I (Low) 	 \ 
* TIME FRAME 1985 
iOC COST (Space only) 0.5M 	 \ 
* PERFORMANCE 
500,000 lb of propellantwill deorbitIo satellites \/ RU=0N 
of 5,000 lb each. M..R AND 
* BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 
* TRANSPORTATION Shuttle and tug 
* ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS No unusual requirements 
* SUBSYSTEMS No unusual requirements 
* TECHNOLOGY No unusual requirements 
* OTHER 	 None 
Figure 4-36. Space Debris Sweeper (CS-lI) 
considered useful, pieces of debris such as bolts, bands, shields, fairings, 
etc., from near-earth space in order to reduce the danger of collisions. 
Such dangers will increase with time and increasing space use. The 
initiative dedicates a tug permanently stationed in orbit. The tug performs 
a rendezvous with the spent satellite or debris and applies a retrofire burn 
to ,drop the perigee of the debris to 100 nri or less, such that its orbit 
will decay and the object will reenter within some reasonable time, such 
as a few weeks. An alternate technique is to add velocity so the object 
escapes. The latter may well minimize propellant expenditures for high 
altitude junk. - The shuttle is used to resupply propellants to the tug so 
that it may perform multiple deorbit burns, reinject itself into stable 
orbits, and perform the required rendezvous with space junk. A perman­
ently orbiting Solar-electric stage would even be more advantageous than 
the tug. In the far term, the junk collected would be reprocessed in orbital 
factories to build components for further space operations. 
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* 	 PURPOSE


To reduce the depletion of the ozone layer from


"freon' compounds.


* RATIONALE 
The ozone concentration in the layer is decreasing
dangerously due to freons released by spray cans and SPACE I N ORBITVEHN CLE rim1 
refrigerators. DISPENSESCHEMICALFUGHCONCEPT DESCRIPTION CHEMICAL DIFkSES 
Space shuttle or heavy lift booster dispenses a chemical ENCAPSULAEFORM 
which settles and catalyzes the binding of free chlorine 
atoms produced by the freon, preventing the chlorine ..00p.p 
 
from destroying ozone. 	 EzONE REGION 
* 	 CHARACTERISTICS


" WEIGHT 50,000.000 lb


* SIZE 	 --­
" RAW POWER 
" ORBIT 80-120 mmi polar CHEMiCAlVAPORIZES
• CONSTELLATION SIZE I. 	 AT LOW ENDOF OZONE LAYERAND CATALYZES 
ATOMSIINGOFCMO
" TIME FRAME 1995 ATMOSPHERICCONSTIHENTS 
" IOC COST (Space only) 750 M 
" RISK CATEGORY IV (High) 	 TO WITH NORMAL 
TE E-PERFORMANCE 	 CHNIOU* 	 ALTERNATEINCORPORATETHE CHEMICAL IN'TO

Ozone layer replenished, protected for five years by THEBOOTRjSPROPEU*NITSR
R ALL 
THENBE DI RECTYVPOIEdispensing of 25, 000 tons of chemical in the northern E, DEPOSITD


EVERFLIGT
hemisphere. 
 
* BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 
"TRANSPORTATION LLV


" ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS No unusual requirements

" SUBSYSTEMS Reentry package for dispensing at the proper altitude


* TECHNOLOGY No unusual requirements 
* OTHER Phenomenology of ozone layer depletion; synthesis of solely-chlorine-active 
catalyst. Environment side-effects. 
Figure 4-37. Ozone Layer Replenishment/Protection (CS-12) 
Finally, a much less well defined initiative, but whose value 
could be immensely greater is illustrated in Figure 4-37. This initiative 
addresses the potential problem of depletion of the earth's ozone layer, 
with the consequent increase of ultra-violet radiation on the surface result­
ing in varied harmful biological effects. Even though the phenomenology is 
not yet completely understood, it appears that freon gases liberated from 
aerosol spray cans, as well as oxides of nitrogen generated by very high 
altitude aircraft can cause the ozone concentration to fall over a period of 
many years by a very complex chain interaction in the upper atmosphere. 
In this initiative an encapsulated chemical, yet to be synthesized, would 
be dispensed from a low flying satellite or space shuttle to settle and 
disperse in the ozone region. The encapsulation would be designed so as to 
evaporate near the lower end of the ozone region releasing the chemical. 
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The characteristics desired for this special chemical would be: it should 
have a high affinity for the chlorine radical released by freon photolysis 
and a low affinity for oxygen, ozone, and the other components in the 
equilibrium reactions in the region; it would have to have a low potential 
for dissociation under sunlight; and it would have to be stable over periods 
measured in years. 
This chemical would bind to the chlorine radicals and then 
catalyze the interaction of cl with normal atmospheric cleanup components 
such as HNO3 or CH 4 , thus breaking the ozone destruction chain reaction. 
A single application of the chemical would last for many years due to the 
low vertical diffusion rates at the altitudes of the layer. The quantity 
required could be fairly small. The phenomenology of the ozone layer 
formation and its depletion are under active study currently. Synthesis of 
the freon-radical consuming catalyst necessary for this initiative is specu­
lative at this time. However, the possibility exists that this very important 
world problem dould be amenable to solution from space. The solution to 
the oxides of nitrogen from aircraft would seem to be in controls at the 
source.


4. 1.5 International Applications 
A number of satellite concepts are particularly well suited for 
multinational applications which would encourage peaceful cooperation, 
and aid in establishing economic ties with other nations. The initiatives 
discussed in this category are: 
1. Diplomatic/U. N. "Hot Lines" 
2. National InformationServices 
3. Multinational Air Traffic Control Radar 
4. Multinational Energy Distribution 
5. Earth Resources/Pollution Data Sharing 
6. U.N. Truce Observation Satellite 
Some of these are initiatives previously described under other categories 
but having clear potential for international applications. 
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The first such application utilizes multibeam antenna communi­
cation satellites similar to those first described in personal communication 
initiatives, but is intended rather to provide "hot-line" communications 
between heads of state of all major nations of the world, between diplomatic 
embassies, or both in order to provide a medium for easing tensions, 
negotiating differeaices, and reducing the danger of escalation of minor 
conflicts into major ones. The concept is illustrated in Figure 4-38, and 
features the use of small, inexpensive, and portable national terminals 
to 	 make the network readily accessible to all nations. 
* PURPOSE 
To provide rapid, reliable, secure communications 
between heads of state (or embassiesl. SYNCH EQUAT ORBIT 
* 	 RATIONALE


Good, rapid communications neededto reduce dangers A. ARTSN..


k, BEA5MSof escalation in international situations. * C EL TRANSPONDER 
REENA SUB1-AWOABSWCIN 
* 	 CONCEPT DESCRIPTION


Multibeam antenna Comsat crosslinks any or all


terminals, one per country. Satellite processing is


autonomous and not subject to capture.
 

NATIONALTERMINAL 
* CHARACTERISTICS 	 2f ANTENNAWEIGHT 3000 bCHANNELWEIGT 	2U14	 *ANI4AMMIUNG. SECURE5x20ft *W TRANSMITTER 
S RAW POWER 1 MW 
" SIZE 
ORBIT Synch. Equat. FOOT MZT PE


I CONSTELLATION SIZE 3


I RISK CATEGORY I (Low)


I TIME FRAME 1985


* IOC COST (Space only) 330M 
* PERFORMANCE 
'One 	 full duplex voice channel per country, secure,


200 countries accommodated. Automatic switching


in satellite; or multiple access user-controlled.


* 	 BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS


. TRANSPORTATION Shuttle and IUSitug


I ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated or manual servicing unit


" SUBSYSTEMS Attitude control; antenna; processor and switch


"TECHNOLOGY Multibeam antenna; multi-channel transponder; LSI processor and automatic switch; 
I OTHER None multiple-access techniques 
Figure 4-38. Diplomatic/U. N. Hot Lines (CC-10) 
The dedicated nature of the satellite and its mutual need by all 
nations makes it an unlikely target. The satellite has a 4-ft antenna but is 
powerful enough that a 2-ft user antenna terminal is sufficient to support a 
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duplex voice channel with anti-jam coding, which is automatically switched 
in the satellite to whichever country addressee the call initiator specifies. 
Thus, any country can be in touch with any other country at will, not 
subject to the whims of any other country. With the automatic switching 
equipment being satellite-borne and pre-programmed, fairness of access 
is insured to all and is not subject to capture or control by any party who 
may be interested in upsetting communications. The satellite antenna is 
state of the art, although the automatic switching substation requires 
development of an appropriate LSI processor and multiple access techniques. 
This concept is a low risk development requiring only a shuttle and IUS/tug 
for its launch and support. 
A refinement of this concept is to combine it with the 3-D holo­
graphic teleconferencing of Figure 4-13 so that heads of state cannot only 
talk to each other, but meet "face-to-face" whenever needed. Such "instant 
summits" could very well revolutionize international diplomacy. 
An application of the initiative illustrated previously in Figure 4-24 
and entitled "National Information Services" would enable expansion of the 
Intelsat network to provide service to small commercial or national users, 
or could form the backbone of a library and data-sharing service among 
many nations without tying up the Intelsat common-user circuits. The 
important feature of the illustrated concept is that of utilization of small, 
inexpensive user antennas and equipment, making access to the network 
feasible for large numbers of small users. 
Satellites in low orbits are particularly useful for multinational 
service since their orbits overfly all nations. Two initiatives also applicable 
to government applications are leading examples. of-truly international 
systems:_ they are passive RF reflector space systems which are used to 
achieve over-the-horizon radar for air traffic control, and the distribution 
of electrical energy to substation-sized using areas.' 
The use of a number of reflecting or diffracting orbital passive 
structures for achieving over-the-horizon radar capability is illustrated 
in Figure 4-39. In this illustration, the orbiting diffracting arrays are 
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" PURPOSE


To extend radar coverage beyond the line-of-sight for ORBTL OIFFRAGTORS


Air Traffic Surveillance, and avail other countries M Mf G
of the same satellites. 	 * 1MES G 
* RATIONALE 
Radars are costly and many are required today due MANY


to line-of-sight limits.


* CONCEPT DESCRIPTION Orbital diffracting passive arrays allow large coverage


from afew central radars. Scanning accomplished


by orbital motion and frequency shift.


* CHARACTERISTICS 
* WEIGHT 	 3.700 lb 
* SIZE 	 250 x250 ft 
"RAW POWER 1 kW
 

" ORBIT 300 nmi. 35-50o


" CONSTELLATION SIZE 150


* RISK CATEGORY I (Low) 	 SC 
* TIME FRAME 1985 
* IOC COST (Space only) 330 M 
* PERFORMANCE 
All aircraft equipped with 10 Wbeacons detected

reliably for enroute control every 4 min. U.S.A.


covered with three radars. Smaller countries need N


2 radars.
BUonly I ­
* 	 BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS


" TRANSPORTATION Shuttle ­

* ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Shuttle manipulator, automated or manual assemblylservicing


" SUBSYSTEMS Attitude control, structure


" TECHNOLOGY Ion thruster, structural rigidity


* OTHER 	 None 
Figure 4-39. Multinational Air Traffic Control Radar (CO-5) 
placed in low orbit, and can form the backbone of the en-route air traffic 
control system of the U.S.A. as well as all other nations. The large 
number of radars currently employed could be replaced with one or at 
most 4 few radars per large'country, and the radar coverage swaths 
obtained by a combination of orbital motion and frequency scanning. 
Coverage of transoceanic routes would also be possible. The satellites 
are fairly light, but 100-ZOO are required to give a coverage of air traffic 
routes every few minutes. All nations could share the same satellites, 
and all beacon-equipped aircraft tracked nearly everywhere. The support 
requirements are satisfied by the shuttle, with manual servicing. This 
is 	 a near-term low risk concept. 
The second initiative, for energy distribution, was shown in 
Figure 4-33. Their funding, construction, development, and orbiting 
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by the U.S. for our own use would make the satellites available to other 
nations when not over the U.S.A. Alternatively, international funding 
could form the basis for even more cooperation. The control of the satellites 
could be leased, performed under lease, constitute a form of aid, or shared. 
In both initiatives the satellites could support a large number of nations, 
each of which would only have to install its own radar in one case, and its 
own power source/transmitter and rectennas in the second case. Develop­
ing nations could avoid laying transmission wires and proliferating air 
traffic control radars, thus by-passing one step in technological evolution. 
The global cost savings could potentially be very great. 
The use of the aircraft laser beam powering scheme illustrated 
previously in Figure 4-34, amounts to an energy common-user system 
with which the energy can be piped around the world using relay mirrors 
to power aircraft elsewhere, or the mirrors of Figure 4-34 can be utilized 
by other nations directly to power their own aircraft upon investment in 
their own laser ground stations. Ultimately a central space-based nuclear/ 
laser station could power all the world's aircraft. 
The information from earth observation satellites could be made 
available to other nations for sharing functions such as resources, search, 
pollution detecting, crop yield prediction, earthquake prediction, land-use 
management, fire detection, water resources, etc. , as described in 
previous initiatives. To this end, the observation data could be processed 
directly aboard the satellites when over the nation concerned, using power­
ful microminiature processors, with finished and formatted maps and other 
imaging being made available on a real-time basis directly to all interested 
parties within that nation. Alternatively, the data could be made available 
anywhere using data relay satellites. 
The data could also be made available to the U. N. (or that body 
could purchase its own satellites) for many uses, but particularly one use 
is addressed separately - that is the use of satellites in establishing and 
policing cease-fire and truce lines in the U. N. 's peacekeeping role. To that 
end, a satellite concept is illustrated in Figure 4-40 in which visible light 
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* PURPOSE 
Aid U.N. teams to monitor truce agreements, particularlyborder zones, and weapon system dispositions such as 	 , LbSAT 
missile launchers.... IC,,uMR ORBIT
* RATIONALEU.N. 	 will have responsibility for truce monitoring, but PLoE 
will be denied on-site capability in some cases. Space

svstems are free from local control or interference
 
* 	 CONCEPT DESCRIPTION


One low altitude satellite with visible light optics for


daytime monitoring and infrared optics for night- ANDREADOU


time operation.


" CHARACTERISTICS


" WEIGHT 4. 000 lb


" SIZE 15 x60 ft


" RAW POWER 3 kW


" ORBIT 225 nmi near-polar ;-­

* CONSTELLATION SIZE 1 	 U. 
* RISK CATEGORY I (Low) 
* TIME FRAME 1985


" IOC COST (Space only) 90 M


* 	 PERFORMANCE


Ground resolution, <6 ft. (Visible) 120-ft I. R.


Location accuracy. 300 ft. Truce area covered


twice aday.


TRUCEUNE
* BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 
" TRANSPORTATION Shuttle


" ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Shuttle attached manipulator

" SUBSYSTEMS Focal plane

" TECHNOLOGY Similar to weather satellites and ERTS; CCD focal plane


" OTHER


Figure 4-40. U./N. Truce Observation Satellite (CO-6) 
and infrared imaging, with real-time readout, is used for use by the U. N. 
peacekeeping forces to monitor and assess compliance with truce agree­
ments. A single satellite will allow imaging twice a day (one only in the 
infrared at night, with reduced resolution). A much larger, but more 
expensive, satellite would be able to image at night with no loss of 
performance, but is not described. The illustrated concept is low risk, 
and requires but the shuttle or expendable booster for launch and sub­
sequent servicing. 
Additionally, in the area of international cooperation in space, 
a start could be made in the next 25 years toward establishing options for 
eventually creating human colonies in space in order to relieve the popu­
lation and resource pressures on earth; or toward orbiting permanent 
industrial facilities for support of space or earth Operations. Meaningful 
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programs toward such a goal could include experiments in long-term 
(years) habitation in a completely self-contained and isolated environment 
in a "space station;" the establishment of pilot plants; visitor centers, and 
other space facilities. These facilities are not reflected in the summation 
of supporting system needs in this report. 
4. 1. 6 Scientific Applications 
The synthesis and collection of system concepts in this study 
was aimed chiefly toward earth-oriented applications, however it is clear 
that the general principles of space application and the high leverage 
advanced technology discussed in Sections 2 and 3 also apply to purely 
scientific and extraterrestrial applications. Two such concepts are dis­
cussed below, Llong with a number of initiatives presented primarily for 
other application but which have scientific application as well. The follow­
ing initiatives are discussed under this category: 
1. Atmospheric Temperature Profile Sounder 
2. Ocean Resources and Dynamics System 
3. Water Level and Fault Movement Indicator 
4. High Resolution Earth Mapping Radar 
5. Astronomical Super Telescope 
6. Interplanetary T. V. Link 
The first four initiatives were mentioned previously in connection with other 
applications. The atmospheric temperature profile sounder was illustrated 
in Figure 4-17, could provide most quantities of data on the detail circula­
tion of ocean currents, surface temperature distribution globally and its 
effects on atmospheric circulation, the diffusion of pollutants such as oil 
spills, the distribution of ocean flora and fauna, and other applications. 
The initiative concept on water level and fault movement indicator 
illustrated previously in Figure 4-16, could provide valuable data on water 
cycle circulation, hydrologic resources, plate tectonics, detail geological 
processes, as well as provide accurate input to studies of estuary life and 
many othet water level-dependent disciplines. Of course, high resolution 
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imaging observations provided by several of the initiatives illustrated 
under government observations, can be used for scientific studies in 
geology, chemistry, hydrology, oceanology, and many specific applications 
in science. 
The technology of large aperture optics in space in particular 
suggests a new application to space telescopes. One such concept is 
illustrated in Figure 4-41, in which the technique of stationkept multiple 
mirrors is utilized to form a thinned crossed array with total a-t-n length 
of 240 meters, with the mirrors individually and adaptively phase controlled 
by command from a central stationkept focal unit for constructive inter­
ference of the energy from the separate mirrors. The resolution of such 
a crossed array would be 2.5 x 10 - 9 radians. The use of a pair of such 
telescopes 100 km apart with a coherent laser link for energy addition, 
-would result in optical resolution as small as 10 radians. Further use 
of a pair of telescopes located on opposite sides of a larger orbit might 
attain even smaller resolution. Unprecedented astronomical capability 
could be obtained from the use of such adaptively controlled stationkept 
thinned arrays. In particular, the illistrated capability of one crossed 
arraV would be sufficient for direct parallax measurement of stellar distances 
to 6,500 light years, with the equivalent capability of a pair of crosses 
being 650, 000 light years. The technology is exceedingly difficult, with 
phase control required of each mirror separately. Such control could be 
obtained by suitable electrically stressed coatings on the mirrors, by 
mechanical motion of the front surface of each mirror with respect to 
its base (using piezoelectric or electrostatic actuation), or by the 
equivalent function performed closer to the focal plane at a distance such 
that the energy from each mirror is distinguishable from that of the others. 
This telescope would likely be primarily useful for rmonoschematic 
point -source astronomy, and is considered a high risk undertaking for the 
far term. Its support requirements are straightforward, however, being 
limited to the shuttle and manual assembly/initialization/servicing using 
the shuttle manipulator. 
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* PURPOSE 
To extend knowledge of universe by examination of, 
most distant objects rOCALON'Tc'S STATIONKEPT 
* RATIONALE 
Largest earth telescopes have insufficient resolution. 
Need'even more thanLST will provide. 
•CROSSARAy OF 21. - m CIA 
CONCEPT DE CRPTION 	 - ARMILENGT. 2.,
Across-array of visible lighf and 100 gim mirrors is ,.OVIDUALMIRRORSARE PHASE 
phase controlled at mirrors or near focal plane forTOWROLLSO FORCOS C CTIE INIERE.C E 
constructive interference. Laser link to other ----­
cross-array. 
* CHARACTERISTICS / 
* WEIGHT 
" SIZE 
40, 00 He 
800ftcross / , 
* RAW POWER 10 kW 
* ORBITCONSTELLATION SIZE 300 nmi circular2-100 km apart PAR OF CROSSTELESCOPES I 
" RISK CATEGORY IV (High) -s 
* TIME FRAME 200 
"IOC COST (Space only) 430 M 
re paraax measurements to 6500 light years with 
one cross Resolution of one cross - 3x 1O-9 radians. 
lo-.m ORBITResolution of 2 crosses = 10- 11 radians. 
* 	 BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 
" TRANSPORTATION Shuttle 
* ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated or manual service unit. manned assembly 
* SUBSYSTEMS Mirrors, stationkeeping, structure, sensor, phase control mechanism 
* TECHNOLOGY Adaptive focal plane, mirrors, stationkeeping sensors 
* OTHER 
Figure 4-41. Astronomical Super Telescope (CO-10) 
The last example of scientific applications is that of high data 
rate interplanetary communications. Many mechanizations are possible ­
using large antennas and high power on planetary probe spacecraft, using 
large micorwave receiver antennas in each orbit, or passively reflecting 
the received microwave or laser energy in earth orbit into a ground 
receiver. The initiative discussed uses the best transmission frequencies 
for each path, namely laser light for the deep space to near-earth space 
link, and microwave for the near-earth-space to ground link. Such a 
concept, illustrated in Figure 4-4Z, allows the use of relatively small 
collector in near-earth orbit which collects about 10 orders of magnitude 
more energy from the transmitted beam than would a microwave link with 
the same aperture transmitter. The signal is collected, detected in a 
photomultiplier tube or CCD array, and used to modulate a microwave 
transmitter for transmission through the atmosphere, avoiding Weather 
and atmospheric attenuation. 
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* PURPOSE 
To provide for color T.V., live reception over 4in OPTICALLASER 
planetary ranges ,-ir 
* RATIONALE 
Complex missions and information needs will require - - ,


liveT.V communications


* 	 CONCEPT DESCRIPTION -.


Large reflector in synchronous orbit is used to detect ./uELE

laser energy from planetary probe, and modulates FOCUSING UNK CAPACITY
 

microwave transmitter. Signal detected by earth 	 - TULE SOPHOTOMULTIP R IVEtracking station. 	 ETECTOARRAy COMMERCIAL COLOR 
I QUJALITYRECEPTION I SI Y 2T'
AO"ELE M
t ~ t~ GH .....trackngsatio n.wS 
flOE 	 H.* CHARACTERISTICS 
*WEIGHT 1,000 lb &'ANTENNtA


IFSIZE 50-ft dia N


* RAW POWER 250W 	 SYNCRONOiS\ 
* ORBIT 	 Synch. Equat. ...IT 
* CONSTELLATION SIZE 1 \ \


. RISK CATEGORY I (Low) \ \


* TIME FRAME 1985 
* lOC COST(Space Only) 410 
M
@ PERFORMANCE


Live - 60 frames/second color T.V.. commercial image


quality (or equivalent) transmitted over 20 million miles


to 60-ft ground antennas. 4 in laser and 10W suffice

ANTENNAin transmitter. 
* BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREMENTS 
* TRANSPORTATION Shuttle, lUSltug
 

" ON-ORBIT OPERATIONS Automated servicing


* SUBSYSTEMS Thin film mirror 
* TECHNOLOGY Thin film self-supporting structure 
* OTHER 
Figure 4-42. Interplanetary T. V. Link (CO-14) 
The concept envisions the use of a thin-film collector 50-ft 
diameter, and a 10-ft diameter microwave transmitting antenna in 
synchronous orbit. A 10-W transmitter laser with 4-in. optical aperture 
in the planetary spacecraft suffices for transmitting digitized live color 
T. 	 V. images of commercial studio quality over a distance of about 
20 	 million miles. Such an initiative is considered low risk and near term, 
and could form the basis of a receiving station for all our planetary probes 
and expeditions for decades to come. A shuttle and IUS/tug would suffice 
to 	 orbit it, and an automated servicing unit to keep it operating would 
insure its availability through the year 2000. 
4.2 MILITARY INITIATIVES 
'The specific military initiatives collected and synthesized in 
this study are not shown in this unclassified report for security reasons. 
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However, summaries of the most significant characteristics of the 
initiatives when taken as a group can be discussed and are addressed 
in Section 4.3. 
4.3 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT CHARACTERISTICS 
The initiatives presented and illustrated in Sections 4. 1 and 4. 2 
should not be taken as individual proposals, nor is information presented 
to enable judgment on which ones are more desirable than others. The 
intent of the initiatives is primarily to illustrate the range of applications 
of the general principles and advanced technology presented in Sections 
2 and 3. In this present section an attempt is made to collect descriptive 
features or characteristics of the entire group of initiatives taken as a 
set, for it is felt that whereas the characteristics of any one initiative 
may not be meaningful, those of the entire set should carry significant 
messages. 
A first characteristic examined is the weight of the initiative 
satellites as a function of their orbital altitude which is plotted in the graph 
of Figure 4-43. 
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Figure 4-43. Weights and Orbits of Initiatives 
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Each initiative is shown as a point on the graph without any weight assigned 
to function, type, utility, or risk category. Both military and civilian 
initiatives are included but not identified. It is seen that great use is made 
of synchronous equatorial orbits with a large concentration of satellite 
weights in the order of a few thousand to a few hundred thousand pounds, 
with the solar and other energy generation and delivery initiatives contri­
buting the heaviest satellites. There are quite a few satellites in low orbits, 
and are usually those where multinational features are needed, in which the 
cost must be absolutely minimized at the expense of coverage frequency, or 
those for which the use of higher altitudes would result in satellites so large 
that they could not be placed in any of the risk categories in the time frame 
considered.


There are few initiatives with orbits inside the radiation belt 
regions, not only for the obvious reason of radiation sensitivity, but 
because if the satellite sizes required at medium altitude are considered 
achievable in the time period, they are probably also achievable at 
synchronous altitudes, with fewer satellites being required and with 
simplifications (such as avoiding tracking antenna) probably compensating 
for the increased sizes. All of these reasons result in clustering of 
satellites in orbits at low and synchronous altitudes. 
The weight as a function of projected area for several representa­
tive space systems, is plotted in Figure 4-44, using low altitude and high 
altitude as a parameter. Functional satellite types are shown for both low 
and synchronous altitudes. It is seen that although there is a general 
correspondence of weight with size, there is considerable scatter due to 
the widely differing densities of various satellites. The largest satellites 
are clearly in synchronous orbit, but in sizes below 3,000-ft dimension, 
the weights are about equally distributed between low and synchronous 
altitude. 
The weight dependence of some of the unusual satellites of the 
initiatives is derived and presented in Section 5 of Volume III, and 
summarized in Figure 4-45. 
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Figure 4-44. Major Parameters of Representative Concepts 
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It is seen that these satellites vary in density from more than 
60 lb/ft for the high power laser reflector, to about 0.01 lb/ft for the 
passive RF reflector mesh satellites. 
A somewhat different perspective arises when reviewing the 
applications of low vs. geostationary/high altitude orbits. As illustrated 
in Figure 4-46, the geostationary or high altitude orbits generally were 
used to serve applications which require quasi-continuous coverage of 
the U.S.A., such as is the case for a large portion of the applications to 
personal, civic, and domestic government services. In general, a single 
satellite can meet a given domestic need or perf.orm a service, and since 
the advent of economical space transportation, is usually a less costly 
approach than many satellites in low altitude orbit. The satellites are 
generally large, but allow the ground users to be small, cheap, and in 
greatly proliferated numbers, making the total of space plus ground costs 
a minimum. 
HIGH ALTITUDE 
SATELLITES 
DOMESTIC 
SERVICES 
LARGE 
POWERFUL 
COMPLEX 
COMMUNICATIONS 
OBSERVATION 
ENERGY DELIVERY 
\ FEW SUPPORT 
LOW ALTITUDE 
SATELLITES MULTINATIONAL 
SERVICES
OBSERVATION 
ARGE SMALL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION 
ENERGY 
 j
PASSIVE COMPLEX DETAIL OBSERVATION 
SEVERAL SEVERAL


GROUND USER


-EQUIPMENT PERSONAL,
SIMPLE INDUSTRIAL, 
TINY GOVERNMENT 
PORTABLE SCIENCE 
CHEAP 
VERY MANY


Figure 4-46. Guiding Principles for Space Applications 
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In contrast, low altitude orbits generally find application to 
multinational uses in such services as mapping, resources search, 
.ene-r-gy distributien, ai-r-traffic 'control, aircraft powering, etc. In this 
case, the satellites' motion around the earth is used to ad-vantage in 
minimizing the, requirements on the satellites while simultaneously maxi­
mizing their global utility. The satellites are generally large passive 
reflectors or smaller active optical/microwave sensors, and many are 
required to obtain the required frequency of coverage. 
A review of the initiatives indicates that the satellites illustrated 
generally fall into four different classes, being: multiple beam antenna/ 
switching centers; long linear or crossed arrays; large area passive 
reflectors or mirrors; and a variety of active optical or microwave sensors/ 
radar/lidar. These types are illustrated in Figure 4-47. 
* PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS MULTIBEAM ANTENNA, 
* VOTINGIPOLLING 
* ELECTRONIC MAIL MULTICHANNEL LONG LINEAR OR 
* DISASTER COMMUNICATIONS TRANSPONDER CROSSED PHASED ARRAY 
* POLICE C&C * PERSONAL NAVIGATION 
* SEARCH AND RESCUE -PACKAGE LOCATOR 
* BURGLAR ALARM - BORDER SURVEILLANCE 
* TRAIN ANTI-COLLISION *COASTAL ANTI -COLLISION I 
* VEHI CLE TRAFFI CCONTROL RADAR


-IV BROADCAST


* HOLOGRAPHI CTELECONFERENCING 
* NUCLEAR FUEL LOCATOR 
*NATIONAL INFORMATION SERVICES


*OBJECT LOCATOR


LARGE PASSIVE ACTIVE OPTICAL SENSOR,


* OVER-HORIZON AIR TRAFFIC REFLECTOR OR RADAR AND LIDAR 
* CONTROL RADAR MIRROR *HIGH RESOLUTION ALL WEATHER

* ENERGY DISTRIBUTION 7 RESOURCES OBSERVATION ANTENNA 
* INTERPLANETARY TV LINK I... -WATER LEVEL AND FAULT MOVE­.. */,1..

• NIGHT ILLUMINATOR """ IH' " MENT INDICATOR OTC 
* AIRCRAFT LASER BEAM I ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE 
* POWERING J FIRE DETECTION LASER I J 
- OCEAN RESOURCES AND DYNAMIC 
-ATMOSPHERIC PROFILE SOUNDER 
Figure 4-47. Multiple Function Satellite Types 
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It is seen that eadh type of satellite can support a number of 
different missions which have similar functional requirements. Multi­
function satellites are therefore clearly possible, and some degree of 
function aggregation may be desirable for economic reasons, since 
servicing of the satellites has been assumed as a routine function, and thus 
the availability of any one function on a multifunction satellite need not 
be dependent on the availability of any other. 
The same argument can be applied to user equipment types, and 
indeed, in small communication terminals, three generic types are 
identified. These are illustrated in Figure 4-48, in which several of the 
functions which could be supported by a single terminal or terminal type 
are identified. 
* COMMUNICATIONS-PLEASUREI 
BUSINESS


*POSITION LOCATION 
WRIST RADIO * ORIENTATION "COMPASS" 
* EMERGENCY CALL 
* RESCUE BEACON 
* VOTINGIPOLLING SET 
* COMMUNICATIONS 
* ANTI-COLLI SION IWARNING 
VEHICLE SET * TRAFFIC CONTROLLOCATION


E BURGLAR ALARM 
SALESPA E BORDER INTRUSION -
SMALL SENSOR PACKAGE • PACKAGE LOCATION 
* NUCLEAR FUEL TRACKING 
Figure 4-48. Multiple Function User Terminals 
The resultant capabilities of the satellite systems as observed 
from this brief overview of the characteristics of the entire set are consistent 
with the intent of the general principles of space application proposed in 
Section 2. 
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5. FUNCTIONAL SYSTEM OPTIONS 
The initiatives presented in the previous section, combined 
with systems from the NASA and DoD mission models, were organized into 
a time-phased functionally oriented data bank in order to allow construction 
of specific program plans, which in turn allowed the subsequent derivation 
of supporting needs. 
The functional organization scheme utilized is shown in Figure 5-1 
for the civilian initiatives and systems, and Figure 5-2 for the military 
initiatives and systems. (Figure 5-2 omitted for security classification 
reasons.)
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The functional system options are then developed and presented 
in the form of seven data sheets, one for each of the major functions in the 
civilian and military areas. An example from this-data bank of -system. 
options is presented in Figure 5-3. Each sheet contains the system options 
for near term, midterm, and far-term space projects which apply for each 
subcategory of functions to be fulfilled. For the purposes of this report, we 
define near-term as 1980 ± five years, midterm as 1990 ± five years, and 
far term as the year 2000 ± five years. 
~M I LYTARY WEAPONS 
MILI TARY SUPPORT 
MILITARY COMMUNICATIONS 
MILITARY SURVEILLANCE 
CIVILIAN SUPPORT 
CIVILIAN COMMUNICATION 
CIVILIAN OBSERVATION 
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LANDSAT-I LANDSAT-l I LANDSAT-I I I 
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Operational ERTS i Improved 
* Improved Readout IANDSAT-I 
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lion a Active On-Board 
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&Add Active Laser 
- Picosecond Rangin, 
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Real-Time 
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Surveillance-I 
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Figure 5-3. Functional System Options Data Bank 
The functions in civilian observation are shown as an example, 
with the subcategaries of surface observation for resources and pollution, 
and ocean observation detailed. The system options shown in the example are 
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synthesized from the initiatives developed in Volume III of this report, the 
NASA and the DoD STS Mission Models, and other information from past 
NASA and DoD planning studies. The definitions of alternate or follow-on 
programs such as "LANDSAT-I, II, and III" were developed by the authors 
for this particular report and have no official significance. As an example 
of the system options, the near-term LANDSAT-I is assumed to be an 
operational Earth Resources Test Satellite with somewhat improved readout 
and resolution from the current LANDSAT. LANDSAT-II is assumed to be 
a further improved LANDSAT-I with much more spatial and spectral resolu­
tion, incorporating an active on-board radar with a synthetic aperture array 
and real-time correlation of the passive and active signals either on board 
or off board. LANDSAT-III, which is a far-term program, is assumed 
similar to LANDSAT-II except for the addition of an active mode-lock ed 
laser radar with pico-second pulses for -- 0.3 mm ranging capability, and 
correlation between the active radar, the active lidar, and the passive 
optics on board. The numbers at the bottom right-hand corner of the near­
term, midterm, and far-term system options are the estimated costs of 
R&D, acquisition, and transportation for establishment of the required con­
stellation of each of the system options, measured in billions of dollars. 
No operational costs are included in these numbers, and the numbers are 
assumed to be in constant 1975 dollars. 
Similarly, SEASAT-I is assumed to be a low-power active radar 
similar to the currently proposed SEASAT program, with data added from 
assumed DoD surveillance programs as appropriate. In the midterm 
SEASAT-II, the power of the active radar is assumed to increase to 25 kW, 
with imaging in optical-through-infrared, should such systems be simul­
taneously selected for a program plan, as well as data from more advanced 
versions of military surveillance satellites. SEASAT-III is assumed to 
have an increase in power to 100 kW with the addition of a far-infrared 
laser radar for possible imaging through clouds, as well as data added 
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from the far-term equivalent military space surveillance system if 
available. Thus, the data bank of system choices for program plans 
shows capability'increaTi g with time, and is cofipose& of e6rriboeits 
ranging from single initiatives to combinations of various civilian and 
military initiatives. 
The entire data bank is contained in Volume III. 
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6. SPACE GOALS AND NEEDS 
IN THE FUTURE ENVIRONMENTS 
Consideration was given to the international and domestic en­
vironments which were likely to exist in the 1980-2000 time period The 
sources were prirarily discussions with knowledgeable people, previous 
thought in this area, review of literature dealing with general forecasting, 
and specific reports and books addressing the subject. However, these 
views must be considered those of the authors, not necessarily endorsed 
by NASA or other Aerospace Corporation personnel. 
I The purpose of this consideration was to enable the interpretation 
of the environment in terms of the National goals, so that the specific goals 
or requirements for space systems could be related to the roles they would 
play in support of the National goals. 
6.1 CIVILIAN ENVIRONMENT AND GOALS 
Great changes in the international and domestic environment are 
expected in the time period, grossly affecting the domestic attitudes and 
goals. These will in turn have an impact on acceptance or needs for space 
systems. The following outline introduces these thoughts. 
6. 1. 1 Some Key Aspects of the 1980-2000 Period as Related to Goals 
of U.S. Space Programs 
a. U. S. World Interactions 
1. 	 High and Growing U.S. Material Wealth Compared to 
Remainder of World: 
U.S. agriculture, because of combination of rich soil, 
favorable climate, advanced technology, and supportive 
government institutions, will be outstandingly pro­
ductive, and provide large surpluses over domestic 
needs. 
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U.S. industry will continue exponential growth at a 
diminished percentage rate of increase, but with 
absolute increase per yeatta-rgeT than-any other-nation. 
The U.S. wealth vs. the relative poverty of about 
two-thirds the world population, and the disproportionate 
U.S. use of global resources, will become an even more 
important irritant in international relations. 
Impact for Space Prokram 
- International sharing of benefits of space programs 
will help to ameliorate anti-U. S. feelings engendered 
by disproportionate U.S. wealth and consumption of 
resources.

2. 	 International Economic Interdependence: 
U.S. 	 economy will become more and more complicated. 
Both because of special materials needed by the U.S. 
technological society from the rest of the world, and 
because of the balance that foreign markets provide, 
the U.S. economy will become more dependent on 
foreign nations. 
Impact for Space Program 
- In some areas, space programs can reduce U.S. 
dependence on foreign nations. Again, by sharing 
space benefits, some interdependence in specific 
areas may be made more workable and even desirable 
as a basis for peace by shared economic interests. 
3. 	 Impact of U.S. Economy and Culture on the Internal 
Affairs of Foreign Governments: 
- While individuals in foreign countries may profit by 
relations, be attracted to the culture, and desire 
closer friendship with the U.S. (and even personal 
participation in shared space programs), govern­
ments may feel threatened and so tend to exclude the 
U.-S. from direct effects on their citizens. 
4. 	 International Peace: 
- This issue will remain as complicated as ever, with 
nations in variable and possibly even labile positions. 
It will on occasion engender, and on occasion kill, 
cooperative international space ventures. 
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b. 	 U.S. Internal Relations 
The 	 space program will have to be evaluated on the basis o a 
number of largely emotional factors as well as economic com­
petition with other programs in a National Priorities list. 
Some of the factors which will have major influence include: 
1. 	 No easy consensus on domestic goals or policies. 
Z. 	 Dichotornic relationship of citizens to government: 
Desired: 
- Less government influence on private lives, activities, 
jobs, 	 economic activity. 
- Government non-interference with business, and with 
economic development. 

- Less government regulation.


But also desired:


- More government planning.


- More government control of economic predation.

- Government guaranteed economic welfare.

3. 	 Dichotomic relation within society:


- Desire and respect for cultural diversity.


- Demand for social conformity.


4. 	 Condition of "The Establishment:" 
- No clear identification of any group as really belonging 
to the establishment. 
-	 Establishment is a labile consortium of economic, 
political, intellectual, and religious interests -­
largely centrist orientation. 
- Most people may feel disenfranchised from the 
establishment -- "only other interests belong. 
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* 5. Personal concerns overwhelm national and international 
concerns. Neo-isolationism not from principle, but from 
lack of sustained interest. 
6. 	 Fracturing of social structures with many pressure groups 
within groups. Labor no longer monolithic. 
7. 	 Lack of compelling national goals, frustrated vision of 
national greatness, dryness of national accomplishments, 
denigration of national efforts may be the pre-dominant 
feeling of the U.S. citizen. 
8. 	 Citizen feelings that space benefits scientists, technologists, 
and limited interests, but is of comparatively little benefit 
to the average person. 
As a 	 result of these and other aspects, a series of significant problems 
was identified, and is summarized below: 
6.1.2 Significant Problems of the 1980-2000 Period 
a. 	 International 
1. 	 Overpopulation and disappearance of expansion space. 
2. 	 Limitations on fundamental natural resources by current 
or planned methods of exploitation. 
- Limited oil and natural gas 
- Limited supply of specific minerals - uranium 
- Potential exhaustion of world fisheries 
3. 	 Disaffection of non-industrial world with affluence and 
high level of consumption of U.S. 
4. 	 International conflict, strife, warfare. 
b. 	 National 
5. 	 Intermediary term optimization of industrial activity. 
Cost-benefit balance in exploitation or conservation. 
6. 	 Stable energy supplies at adiabatically adjusting prices. 
7. 	 Management of agricultural resources to provide dependable, 
bountiful domestic supplies and surpluses for foreign con­
sumption at adiabatically adjusting prices. 
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8. Government responsibility for health and safety. 
9. Frustrated vision of national greatness with morality. 
10. Universal feeling of exclusion from the "Establishment." 
6. 1.3 Major Space Contributions to National Goals 
The foregoing environments and problems lead to a series of 
space-specific goals to support National goals in the time period. The 
National gZals tend to be fairly invariant, and their space-related portions 
are shown in Table 6-1. 
Table 6-1. Major U.S. Goals in the Exploitation of Space 
1. 	 Promotion of International Peace 
2. 	 Enhancement of U.S. Influence in International 
Relations 
3. 	 Aid to National Defense 
4. 	 Promotion of Economic Welfare 
5. 	 Conservation of Natural Resources 
6. 	 Aid to the General Safety 
7. 	 Enhancement of Individual Satisfaction 
8. 	 Increase of Scientific Knowledge , 
A set of three specific tables was also developed, relating the 
space functions to be performed in support of specific National goals. The 
tables represent potential contributions to goals relatable to public service 
and humanistic motivations; those relatable to materialistic motivation, 
and those relatable to intellectual pursuits. These specific potential con­
tributions are shown in Tables 6-2, 6-3, and 6-4. 
A review of the above tables indicates that space could contribute 
in goals affecting a great many facets of people's lives, as well as industry, 
government at all levels, international relations, and intellectual pursuits. 
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Table 6-2. Potential Space Contributions to 
Public Service and Humanistic Goals 
GOALS 	 
1. 	 Promotion-of International 
Peace 
2. 	 Aid to General Safety 
3. 	 Protection of the General 
Environment 
4. 	 Individual Aid and Protection 
5. 	 Aids to Crime Control 
6. 	 Internal Security 	 
7. 	 Improved Relation of Citizens to 
Government 	 
8. 	 Enhancement of Satisfaction 
SPACE FUNCTIONS 
* Treaty Verification

e Nation-Nation "Hot Lines"

* 	 Disaster Warhihg &hd Control 
* 	 Drought Prediction 
* 	 Transportation 	 Safety Control 
* Pollution Monitoring

a Preservation of the Ozone Layer

* Prediction of Ionospheric Disturbances 
- Preservation of Near-Space Environment 
@ 	Personal Communications, Emergency, and 
Routine 
* 	 Night Illumination and Searchlights 
* 	 Police Communications and Control 
* 	 Traffic Control 
* 	 Border Surveillance Against Illegal Entry 
* 	 Control of Nuclear Materials 
* 	 Better Communications Access Between 
People and Government 
* 	 Develop Pride in Significant Accomplishments 
Table 6-3. 	 Potential Space Contributions to 

Materialistic Goals 

GOALS 	 
1. 	 International Cooperation 
...............---------- I............ . . 

2. 	 Aid in U.S. Position of World 

Leadership 	
 
3. 	 Aid in Increasing Industrial 

Activity 	
 
4. 	 Aid in Agricultural and Forest 

Management 	
 
5. 	 Provision of New Resources 
6. 	 Acquisition of New Environment 
7. 	 Use of Space to Remove Hazards 

From Earth 

SPACE FUNCTIONS 
* 	 International Space Projects 
Share Benefits of U.S. Space Projects -- _

-
* 	 Demonstration of Innovative Problem-Solving; 
Mastering of High Technology; International 
Enterprises, etc. 
a Resource Exploration 
* Pollution Monitoring 
s Weather Prediction and Control 
* 	 Transportation Control 
* 	 Communication Facilities 
@ Energy Management and Generation 
e Weather Prediction and Control 
a Crop Prediction

s Forest Surveys

* 	 Energy Delivery 
* 	 Large, High Vacuum 
* 	 Zero g 
a Perform Hazardous Processes

e Disposal of Wastes
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Table 6-4. Potential Contributions to Intellectual Goals 
GOALS 
1. 	 Aid in Determination of Origin of 
Solar System 
2. 	 Aid in Understanding Galactic 
Structure and Dynamics 
3. 	 Aid in Understanding Cosmology 
4. 	 Verification of Physical Laws 
in the Large 
5. 	 Verification of Basic Physical
Laws in the small 
SPACE FUNCTIONS 
. Planetary exploration and geology 
e Nature of asteroids 
e Cometary research 
e 	 Infrared astronomy 5-500 in 
* 	 Ultraviolet astronomy 
* X-ray astronomy 
e Observation of distant objects 
* Intergalactic materials study 
a General relativity experiments 
* 	 Invariance of velocity of light experiments
* 	 Experiments on homogeneity and isotrophy of 
empty space in the large 
* 	 Precise measurement of gravitational constant 
* 	 Precise measurement of equivalence of inertial and 
gravitational mass 
6. 2 MILITARY ENVIRONMENT AND GOALS 
The international environment is the one most likely to affect the 
military space goals. Consequently that environment was examined in 
some depth, and is presented in Volume III, Section 3. A summary 
of a portion of that material is presented here, inasmuch as domestic 
goals in general and the civilian space program in particular cannot help 
but be influenced by the international environment. 
6. 	 z.1 International Environment 
The general pattern of international power relations expected 
indicates a complicated picture of deterred nuclear war, but many lower­
level tactical conflicts at an ever increasing pace. Table 6-5 summarizes 
the international picture expected to emerge in the 1980-2000 time period. 
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Table 6-5. 'Complex Pattern of International Relations 
1980 - 2000 
1. 	 Five regional great power centers (three nuclear). -­
Surplus- areas. Rem-naindeT- of warld politic-afly and 
economically fragmented -- Deficit areas. 
2. 	 Economic and cultural stress among great power centers. 
3. 	 Nuclear forces capable of multi-regional overkill. 
Nuclear conflict deterred. Non-nuclear conflict largely 
uninhibited. 
4. 	 Very severe stress in deficit areas, producing varied 
low level conflicts, several per year. 
5. 	 Multi-party maneuvering for advantage -- economic, 
political, ideological. 
The general military goals, the specific military objectives, and 
the required military space functions which are appropriate for the above 
international environment are contained only in the classified version of 
this study report. 
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7. SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
This section of the report derives and presents the requirements 
for space transportation, assembly and servicing stages, and orbital support 
A 
facilities (lumped into the term "building blocks") and technology which 
match future needs. The method used in the study for developing such 
support requirements is discussed in the following paragraphs, with 
reference to the study approach outlined in Figure 7-I. 
I -I I I 
-
I 
METHODOLOGY INITIATIVES FUNCTIONS i ENVIRONMENTS


L-------- 1.--------- L L-------J


SCENARIO SCENARIO ----- SCENARIO 
WORLD#I WORLD#2 WORLD16 
EXECUTIVE EXECUTIVE EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTIVES DIRECTIVES DIRECTIVES 
- TODOD - TODOD - TODOD 
- TONASA - TONASA - TONASA 
FUN ONALINSTRUCTIONS INSTRUCTIONS INSTRUCTIONS 
SYS PTIONS TOSPA TO SPACE TOSPACE 
(DAT BANO PLNNER PLANERSPLANNERS 
PROGRAM PROGRAM 
- WORLDJ1 WORLD£2 WORLD 
PLAN PROGRAMPLAN PLAN 
£6 
BUILDING BLOCKS. BUILDING BLOCKS. BUILDING BLOCKS, 
TECHNOLOGY, TECHNOLOGY. TECHNOLOGY.AND AND AND 
COMMON NEEDS COMMONEEDSEEDS COMMON 
0 MISSION OPPORTUNITIES, ANDSEPARATEOUTPUTS: COMMON 
* COMMON FORDODAND NASA NEEDS 
* DEVELOPMENTPLANSTECHNOLOGY 
* BUILDING BLOCKDEVELOPMENTPLANS 
* INGMETHODOLOGYPLAN  
Figure 7-1. Outline of Program Planning Portion of Study 
The outputs of the previous portions of the study were utilized in 
generation of the alternate world scenarios. For each scenario a set of 
executive directives was derived, intended for guidance to the NASA and DoD 
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for structuring their programs consi-stent with:the kind .of scenario and the 
latent information in its definition. These executive directives were then 
amplified for each scenario resulting in specific instructions for the con­
struction of program plans responsive to the scenarios, formatted using 
the functional system categorization scheme evolved in the first half of 
the study. Thus for each space function, instructions were developed to 
enable six alternate program plans to be generated. 
The program plans were thus developed utilizing the specific 
instructions derived above to select initiatives from the functional system 
options data bank, which contains the initiatives collected and conceived 
dtrfng-te-fi-r-st-ha!f--a -,- -siniiaives based on the NASA and DoD 
mission models. These program plans were developed as a function of 
time, and their yearly cost was estimated. The sum of the costs of the 
program plans was then compared with the budget contained in the executive 
directives for the particular world being considered. If the costs of the 
program plan were grossly different than the budget requirements in the 
particular world, the program plan generation method was iterated until 
a rough correspondence was obtained. 
Once the six alternate program plans were thus generated, 
supporting "building block" transportation vehicles, orbital supporf 
facilities, and needed technologies were extracted for each program plan. 
It was this information which was utilized for assembling the output of 
the study, i. e. , the separate and common NASA/DoD needs for building 
blocks and technology for each particular world considered, as well as 
general development plans for systems, building blocks, and technologies 
which protect most of the options and are not dependent on particular 
assumptions of the future. 
This section is organized as follows: 
7. 1 Alternate World Scenarios 
7. 2 Planning Directives 
7.3 Program Plans 
7.4 Budgets 
7.5 General Support Needs 
7.6 Specific Support Needs 
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7.1 
The discussion begins with Section 7. 1 which presents the alternate world 
scenarios, and continues logically through the support needs required 
under the conditions of each scenario. 
ALTERNATE WORLD SCENARIOS 
In order for a methodology based on future world scenarios to be 
useful, it must be based on views of the future encompassing a large 
spectrum of possibilities, both domestic and international,- which include 
most of the reasonable options which significant numbers of authorities 
would be likely to include if they were questioned. That is a very great 
order indeed, and clearly can only be approached, particularly in a very 
limited study such as this. Consequently, the scenarios were constructed 
from two main sources of information. The first contained the views of 
the future developed in the first portion of the study from discussions with 
selected, informed, and authoritative people including members of the 
scientific community, government, industry (a list of people contacted 
for discussions is contained in Volume III, Appendix A); a review of docu­
mentation published in long-term projections or long-term views of the 
world environment projected to the end of the century; and: in-house thoughts 
in this area. The draft resulting from that effort was checked against the 
second source: the "Outlook for Space" study portion on future world 
environments. The Outlook for Space study made a very comprehensive 
and thorough investigation in this direction. Some of the pertinent material 
that was developed by the responsible working group as well as some raw 
tapes from the Smithsonian Institution Symposium on Future Environments 
were reviewed as a second major source of inputs. It was felt that 
generally there was very little discrepancy between the gross notions of 
the future developed in the first part of this study and those which were 
generated by the Outlook for Space future environment investigation. 
This study, of necessity, was broader than that of the Outlook for Space 
since it had to include the international ideological and military environment 
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in considerable depth. On the other hand, this study was not able to be

as deep, thorough, and detailed in the world situation in general and

in the domestic situations in particular, as the Outlook for Space study.

The combination of data sources discussed above engendered

the feeling that while the future could not, of course, be predicted, a

reasonable feel for the likely trends in areas crucial to program planning 
was obtained; and while no claim for the uniqueness of the conclusions 
is made, they are 	unlikely to be grossly in error. 
Six futures were chosen in this study, representing combinations 
of three levels of international tension and four domestic environments. 
The scenarios and their gross implications are shown in Figure 7-2. 
INTERNATIONALENVIRONMENT: 	 BALANCE INSTABILITY 	 CONFRONTATIONITRAINLEIOMNBETWEEN AMONG W ITH 
POWERS POWERS HOSTILEAXIS
WAR I 1990 
DOMESTIC SLTINS CAPITAL CONSERVATISMINNOVATIVE AMBIGUOUS NO-NONSENSEENVIRONMENT.-
ISLTOIM EXPANSION EXPANSION ATTITUDES PREPAREDNESS 
POLICIES NC-tMRCAN- NEO-NEW BOTH 
TILISM I V FRONTIER ANDBUTTER 
NATIONAL EO-POPLI SM 	 DEAL ]NE-NEW GUNS I MOBILIZATION 
WORLD I WORLD WORLD 44 WORLD WORLD*6I #2 13 WORLD f5 1 

DOESTIC MOODTOVARD I I I I


* 	 TECHNOLOGY *,Mistrusted 10 Eloited is Discouraged I * Encouraged I@Encouraged if I * Discouraged 
I for Economic Commonwith UnlessWeapon-I Return IMiItaq 	 I Related 
: i ltrRea dII 
6 MILITARY Io Resented 	 It Tolerated * Discuraged I e Exhorted a Encouraged e Seenas Only Hage 
* SPACE I . Discouraged 	 I * Accepted I Neutral I @Encouraged - Seen, @Encouraged - Seen , Discouraged
I 	 I as Vital as Vital I Unless Near-Term 
I I andWeapon-
I I Related 
I I 
IFOR 
I MILITARY ISmall ( 18) jSmall (-IB) I Medium (1-3 B) I Large (3-6B) Large (4-7B) Verlarge(>I0BI 
LIKELY BUDGET SPACE. I I 
* CIVILIAN I Small( .'B) 	 JLarge (3-61 I Small (w B) Medium (-3B) I SfmMedium (1-3B) Small ('10 
PLANNING "I 	 I 
HORIZON I
 
I MILITARY Near-Term Mid/Far-Term I Near-Term Far-Term Mid-Term Near-Term


* CIVILIAN ]erTrI,Near-Te MidiFar-Term I Near-Term I Far-Term Mid-Term Near-Term 
I 	 I 
Figure 7-2. Spectrum of Representative Scenarios 
The first two scenarios represent a balance in international 
relations between the major powers, combined in the first scenario with 
an isolationist domestic environment and in the second scenario with an 
1z0
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expansionistic domestic environment. The third and fourth scenarios 
represent an unstable, maneuvering international balance, combined in 
the third scenario with a conservative domestic environment and in the 
fourth scenario with an innovative expansionistic domestic environment. 
The fifth and sixth scenarios represent a sure confrontation with an axis 
of hostile powers, leading to general nuclear war in the year 2000 in the 
fifth scenario, and in the year 1990 in the sixth scenario. The respective 
domestic environments are attitudes of ambiguity in the fifth scenario and 
no-nonsense preparedness for the coming holocaust in the sixth. These 
scenarios are discussed in more depth in Volume IV. 
The scenarios described above probably span the spectrum of 
international and domestic situations which will define the U.S. environ­
ment in the period 1980-Z000. No position was taken as to which world 
we are currently in, which world is most likely, or whether any world 
described is likely or realistic. However, it is reasonable to state that 
this spectrum is probably broad enough to include many of the dominant 
features of likely developments in international and domestic situations 
for the next 20-25 years; but the exact shape of those developments is not 
known, probably not predictable, and not required for this study. It 
was the aim of this spectrum of scenarios to enable the generation of a 
set of program plans from which information could be extracted applicable 
to any future world which is likely to exist. This spectrum of representa­
tive scenarios was thus utilized as the departure point for derivation of 
the program plans, and was central to the methodology adopted in this 
study for derivation of likely common needs for supporting space operations 
of NASA and DioD in the 1980-2000 time period. 
PLANNING DIRECTIVES 
In order to construct program plans, the six scenarios were 
interpreted in terms of executive directives for the military and civilian 
establishments, as might be issued by the executive branch of the govern­
ment, as well as in terms of specific instructions to space program planners 
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within each agency, as might be issued by the agency chiefs. The executive 
directives include general guidance on budget, time-frame stability, re­
liance on the other (civilian, military) establishment's- programs, emphasis 
to be placed on innovation, and emphasis to be placed on the role of man 
in space. Specific guidance was also included on the magnitude of effort 
expected in earth-oriented applications versus exploration, science, and 
technology for civilian agency guidance; and on the rules of strategic versus 
tactical forces and those for defense of the homeland, for military agency 
guidance. Each world number (synonymous with a scenario number) resulted 
in one set of executive directives to the NASA and the DoD. The specific 
instructions to the program planners addressed, for each function, category, 
and subcategory of function, the magnitude of the effort, the emphasis on 
near-versus mid-versus far-term activity, and the degree of dependence 
or commonality with the other agency. Each of these three factors was 
spelled out for each of the six alternate worlds. These executive and 
specific planning directives are shown in detail in Volume IV, and are 
illustrated in Figures 7-3 and 7-4. Together with the time-phased data 
bank of functional system options of Volume III, they allow the preparation 
of alternate program plans, one for each alternate world scenario. 
WORLD I1 WORLD #2 WORLD #6 
Time Frame Stability Status-quo for 25 yrs. Rapid growth for 25 yrs. War in 1990; further 
planning not possible 
Planning HonzonlSpace Budget Near-term/< lB Mid-Ifar-term/ 3-68 Neae-termi< 1 
New Starts Few Many, whenever None solely civilian 
economic payoff indicated 
Reliance on Military Programs Utilize military tech­
nologyto max. extent 
Emphasize common use, 
but reliance not req'd. 
Relytotallyon military 
or fallout 
Emphasis on Innovaton Minimize Emphasize for clear 
economic payoff 11 
None 
1 
Emphasis on International 
Programs 
Minimize Emphasize, encourage None, except for com­
munication between allies 
Role of Man in Space Little. if any Large, whenever
economicallyiustified Onlyfor miltarypayoff 
Materialistic Small effort Large effort Small effort, unless 
Earth-
Oriented 
Applications Humanistic Verysmall effort Large effort 
immediate military payoff 
Verysmal, if any 
Exploration None Large effort None 
Science Very small effort Large effort Minimum, unlessimmediate military payoff 
Technology Minimum supporting Large effort - Minimum, unless 
activities lead the world immediate militarypayof 
Figure 7-3. Civilian Space Program Executive Directives 
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F MILI TARY SURVEILLANCE 
CIV ILIAN SUPPORT 
CIV ILIAN COMMUNICATIONS 
CIVILIA NOBSERVATION 
FUNCTION WORLD I I WORLD 12 WORLD # 6 
# small Effort Lare Effort . Small Effort 
Resources/ * Near-Term s Far-Term @Near-Term 
Surface Pollution 
Observation 
s Common With 
DODRequired 
P Common Desired 
But Not Required 
a UseDODOnly 
Bouindary 
Disasters -
-
Sea State, 
Ocean Ocean Physia _ _." 
Observaton Collision 
Aoidance -
Atmosphere Weather - -
Observation Aim Physics _ _ _ _ 
Astronomy 
--
Geodeti .sSpace PlanetaryObservaon Explonaon 
-
* Very Small Effort 
, Near-Term 
-
* Lame Effort 
a Far-Term None-- I SEVEN 
INSTRUCTION 
Physics - - - SHEETS 
Figure 7-4. Instructions to Space Program Planners 
PROGRAM PLANS 
Forty-two program plan data sheets were prepared using the 
functional categorization and functional system options developed in 
Section 5, together with the planning directives described in Section 7. 2 
above. The format and content of the program plans is illustrated 
in Figure 7-5. 
Each program plan is a sheet on which the activity level and 
time sequencing of each subcategory of space function taken from the 
system options data bank is shown. Also shown are the costs of each 
of the programs in terms of acquisition, operations, total costs, and 
an average of the total costs divided by the number of years which the 
program plan spans (most of the plans span Z5 years). This last average 
cost is derived in order that the summation of all the average costs of 
all the programs may be added for comparison to the average yearly budget 
permitted as described in each alternate world scenario. 
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ProgramORL WORLDA APlan I PILI MNI~ MIIACMUICATIONS 
~WORLD 11PROGRAMINCIVILIAN OBSERVAT]ION 
FUCIOCTIVITYNEARITERM. MID-EIRM FAR-TER/ COSTS 
SufUNceIO LEVEL1'F I" N1J5 1" 19 15 ) 2D00ACCO}PS70T AVE 11 rg 
Observahon Lre m ninni 11111111 
1- 6Programs 
Ocean Small iiiiiiii] Il11 IIII1 
Observation 1[ 6 Programs, One 
6Prorams. OneforAtmosphere None 
Observation 
- - - __6 Programs. One for Each 
SSpace 
Obsevation Small 6 Programs. One for EachWorld 
Total ___ost_ I 6Programs One for EachWorld 
Figure 7-5. Program Plans 
One program plan sheet was developed for the conditions of 
World #i for each of the seven major functional categories: military and 
civilian observations; military and civilian communications; military and 
civilian support; and military weaponry. Each is repeated for the other 
five alternate world scenarios. Thus, six program plans were developed 
for each major functional category, and 4Z program plans were developed 
in all. The specific instructions in the planners' directives were followed 
and influence the choice of near-term, midterm, or far-term functional 
system option which was chosen for inclusion in a particular plan. Where 
there was a range of costs associated with a given system option, the 
instructed activity level was used to choose the funding for the program 
which is shown in the cost columns of the program plans, a large activity 
level reflecting a choice of the larger of the budget estimates for that 
system option for that time frame. 
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An iterative procedure was followed in which all the program 
plans were developed based on-the guidelines of the "instructions. " Then 
the costs were added up for all functional components of each of the 
program plans and compared with the budget assumptions appropriate for 
that world. If the resulting costs of the program plans so generated 
differed markedly from the assumed costs, the program plan was changed 
within the guidelines of the instructions, so as to coincide more closely 
with the budget assumptions. 
The complete set of program plans is contained in Volume IV. 
Two civilian plans (for observation in Worlds #1 and #Z) are discussed 
by way of illustration of the contents of the entire set. 
7.3.1 World #1, Civilian Observation 
Figure 7-6 describes the program plan for civilian observation 
for World #1. The program is seen to contain mostly near-term systems 
which are deployed and operated for the rest of the century, a condition 
obtained from the National mood in World #1 which was defined as 
ACTIVITY NARTERAI I MID-ERMi FARIRM COSTSLEVEL 5 19W 1935 M990 1995 ACO OPS TOTA AVG 
Resources S -
Pollution Small ANDF TEm - 0 06 08 00 
SURFACE oudy r _ _n_ 0 T . -FiG..c .

OBSERVATION Awr n o S-FG.03 04 0016Boundary I .. L odCosa 
Disasers - NoProgra UseERT OSP) --
SeaState. Oceon Very SEASATItow er Raart.. p -__-_ 02 03 05 0020 
OCEAN Physics Snali I IOBSERVATION IS__lI 
 
Collision


Avoidance - o Progr.


0 6 0 6 00 4 
ATMOSPHERIC Weather ROS NISeUS SMU-OPERASmalltCotmn u 
OBSERVATION Atmospheric Very Coninue JIMBUS OPERATE 0 2 0.2 0 038 
Physics Small 
,__ 03r05,00,2Atooy SmallAsloonony Very otiu.e AO OSO nce HE a 0 3 0012 
Geodtics Very 'Contnue G T 0 Cancel 
___ 
alOthers" --- 0 3 0 3 0 012SPACE Small 
OBSERVATION Paetary 
Explorahon - Program I 
Physics Very i e ateShst1 0028 
Small Iate h I -_a 0 0_8 
SUB TOTAL 0 152 
Figure 7-6. World No. I Program in Civilian Observation 
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anti-technology, anti--space, highly isolationist, and where the planning 
was all near term for immediate fallout benefits to the population. 
The -prog-rams in-phy-sic-s-, geodetics, and- a-stronomy a-re-very 
small as are observations of the ocean state and atmospheric physics; 
and small programs are shown for resources, pollution, and weather, the 
rationale being that new technology is not necessary with a return to 
inward-oriented basics, and that the first generation devices will yield 
adequate data. The only program which is even moderate sized is that 
of boundary observation because it is assumed that with the extreme 
trends to isolation a somewhat overriding concern for border patrol 
may be developed in the population. No programs are anticipated for 
disaster control or collision avoidance, collateral use of other programs 
being assumed. Planetary exploration is also n jxoexistent-in-s-uch-an 
inward-oriented society. The bulk of the programs imply continued 
current activities and some even at a quite reduced level. 
The costs of this program plan reflect the low level of space 
activity in World #1, with an average cost for the entire observation 
program for the civilian community being $150 million a year. This 
program is obviously very austere but appropriate for the definition of 
the world and domestic environment which it reflects. 
7.3.2 World #2, Civilian Observation 
Figure 7-7 describes the program plan for civilian observation 
for World #Z, which is the civilian environment in which all civilian space 
programs can flourish. The reason for this is that there is international 
peace coupled with a domestic spirit of exploiting the space medium to its 
fullest as well as satisfying intellectual and scientific curiosity. The 
activity level in each functional category and subcategory is seen to be 
large. Every program includes the near-term, midterm, as well as 
far-term system options from the data book of options in Volume III. 
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FUNCTION 	 ACTIVITY NEAR-IERM MID-TERNI FAR-TERM COSTS 
LEVEL 1,7 1980 1985 1990 19)5 20 ACO OPS.TOTAAVG 
Resources 
Pollution Large (ANDISAI- -poer R darT-Picse endLaser) 24 36 0 144I I II HIaar 	 12 
SURFACE Boundary Large ;Inirusion At in- 1.11.111(ATS-F L Itibeam ye yLarge 0 4 0 6 10 0 M 
OBSERVATION , , .. eA .  ena,-A tenn ,,,,, .. 
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ar-laserfa -IR correlate) -4 04 0.8 0.032OCEAN Large SEASAT-1, i-Dxer raPhysics III (Radar 
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ColisionAvoidance Large Bistatic rag illuminator 1 1 --- 1 0044 
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OBSERVATION Geodelics Large A- - rate5 2 4 3 9 0 15 
andlmprove it s........ . 
Planetary 
Faptorahion Large (SeeSeparat Sheet 	 0 472 
Physics Large (SeeSeparat Sheet) 068 
SUBTOTAL 
Figure 7-7. World No. 2 Program in Civilian Observation 
As an example, in the resources and pollution area LANDSAT-I would be 
made operational as soon as possible and then augmented with or replaced 
by LANDSAT-II followed by LANDSAT-III in the far term, the far-term 
options being approached in an evolutionary manner. Similar examples 
can be made for each and every one of the functional programs on this 
sheet. Note that the average cost of this program is $1. 6 billion per 
year as contrasted with less than $150 million in the program for 
World #1. Such an outlay is appropriate, given the nature of the world 
as previously defined. 
7.4 BUDGETS 
The ayerage yearly cost of each program plan for each world 
number was tabulated at the time of composition of the program plans. 
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The average cost assumes that the peaks in funding can be appropriately 
spaced either by choice of the start and stop times of various programs 
and their phasing, oxrfby some imaginati-ve arrangement between Gong-ress 
and the financial community such that the peaks are underwritten and 
amortized into all the years where less funding might otherwise be required. 
These average costs are compared in Figure 7-8 with the average yearly 
budgets assumed during the definition of each world number. The costs 
shown are the result of two iterations. Two conclusions may be drawn 
from Figure 7-8. In the first, it is seen that the program costs compare 
fairly well with the assumed budgets for each world number, since it is 
to be emphasized that no advocacy of any particular world is implied 
anywhere in this exercise. Nor is it assumed that any particular future 
world will occur or is more realistic than any other. Sufficejtsos.ay that 
the program plans defined by the 42 sheets appear representative of reason­
able programs for Worlds #1 through #6 as defined, and that their costs 
are relatively well matched with the assumed budgets. 
WORLD NUMBER 
FUNCTIONS 1 2 3 4 5 6 
OBSERVATION 0.036 0.246 0.342 1.58 1.11­ - 1.84i 
COMMUNICATIONS 0.052 0.14 0.247 0.572 0.344 0.4 
MILITARY SUPPORT 0 0,138 0.158 0.66 0.439 4,89 
WEAPONS 0 0.036 0.68 2.23 3.47 6.17 
TOTAL 0.088 0.56 1.43 5.03 5.36 13.4 
ASSUMED BUDGET <.0 l.'O 1-3 3-6 4-7 >10 
OBSERVATION 0.152 1.6 0.478 0.87 0,728 .0 
COMMUNICATIONS 0.044 0.46 0.'132 0.315 0.318 0.254 
CIVILIAN SUPPORT 0.24 2.61 0.66 .I 0.712 0 
TOTAL 0.436 4.67 L 27 2. 28 1.76 0.254 
ASSUMED BUDGET < 1 3-6 1 -'3 1-3 <1 
COSTS SHOWN AVERAGED OVER 25 YEARS (1975-2000) 
(EXCEPT 15 YEARS (1975-1990) FOR WORLD #6 
Figure 7-8. Yearly Program Costs, Billions 
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A second conclusion stems from the absolute magnitudes of the 
costs of the program plans of Worlds #1 and through #6. It is to be noted 
(again assuming that the peak costs can be amortized into the total time 
period of this program), that the largest civilian space program which 
deploys every single system identified in the 1973 NASA Mission Model, 
every system concept identified as one of the initiatives in Volume III 
of this study, and other initiatives as well requires an average budget of 
less than $5 billion per year. This compares with an average budget for 
programs of about $3 billion per year today. It is seen, therefore, that 
contrary to first impressions, less than a two-fold increase in the funding 
for space would allow the fielding of every space program initiative and 
the entire mission model, yielding fantastic increases in performance in 
every functional area. Similarly, for the military, Worlds #4 and #5 
represent the largest military budgets with the acquisition of the largest 
number of large and far-term systems (short of a catastrophic condition 
such as faced in World #6). For these worlds about $5 billion a year total 
budget compared to today's budget of about $2 billion will secure fantastic 
increases in performance in every functional category. Ten billion dollars 
a year average for both civil and military space would buy practically all 
systems identified by the military and by the civilian community and by 
the initiatives of this study, which is a noteworthy statement in itself. 
Of. course, World #6 requires increased funding due to the imminent 
nuclear war. 
Another way to view the program costs is that a continuation 
of the current military space budget of about $2 billion would allow response 
to world conditions represented somewhere between Worlds #1 and #4. For 
the case of the civilian programs, the current level of funding of about 
$3 billion, if continued for 25 years, would be adequate to meet the 
conditions of Worlds #1, #3, #5, and #6. 
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7.5 GENERAL SUPPORTING NEEDS 
The supporting needs of each of the space programs developed 
in the pirevious secticir were extracted in each of the building block and 
technology categories illustrated in Figure 7-9. The supporting needs 
were divided into building blocks and technologies. The choices for low 
orbit transportation included an expendable booster of the Titan-III class, 
the Space Shuttle, and a large-lift vehicle of about five to ten times the lift 
capability of the shuttle. The choices for high orbit or transfer orbit 
transportations systems included the interim upper stage and the full 
capability tug (lumped into one category), a much larger tug with the 
option for a manned capsule front end, the 25 kW Solar Electric Propulsion 
System, a much larger Solar Electric stage perhaps five to ten times the 
~~ .L~u~ra--sta-gge-fo-r-tho-s e-o-rb-i'falope-ration-s-w-hr equl-re­
extensive and frequent maneuvering. The orbital assembly and servicing 
stages, the support facilities, and the technologies required for support for 
the on-orbit operations, as well as the payloads themselves make up the 
remainder of the classes. 
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LOW ORBIT TRANSPORTATION Large Optics and'Mirrors 
Expendable Booster Large RF Antennas 
Shuttle, 
Large Lift Vehicle (LLV) High Power/Energy Sources 
HIGH ORBIT/TRANSFER TRANSPORTATION High Power Radar 
IUSITUG High Energy Lasers 
Large/Manned Tug Manned Orbital Assembly Techniques 
SEP S 
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Figure 7-9. Building Block and Technology Categories 
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The number of mission opportunities for support of civilian 
programs peaks in World #Z, while the corresponding number for the 
military peaks in World #4. A general picture of the maximum number 
of mission opportunities for each class of supporting building block can 
therefore be obtained by graphing the respective maximum number of 
mission opportunities, resulting in the graph of Figure 7-10. Note that 
these represent mission opportunities, not a traffic model, and that the 
missions include all initiatives in this report as well as most of the systems 
described in the 1973 NASA STS Mission Model and the 1974 DoD STS 
Mission Model. Furthermore, there exists a degree of redundancy, since 
some functionally similar mission could be performed by the same space 
system, yet were treated as separate missions in the additions leading to 
this graph. 
KEY- CIVILIAN 
3 MILITARY 
TOTAL 
200 - MILITARY 
100 
 
CVLA 
D


LOW-ORBIT HIGH-ORBITITRANSFIR ASSEMBLY ORBITALAND SUPPORTSPRTTINTRANSPORTATION SERVICING STAGES FACILITIES 
Figure 7-10. Number of Mission Opportunities 
for Transportation and Support 
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The maximum number of mission opportunities yields several 
key messages:


l-	 The shuttle is a higHly useftil and -versatile tbooster. 
zo 	 Though there are foreseen several needs for expendable
boosters and vehicles of larger lift than the shuttle, those 
needs are only about 10 percent of the needs for the shuttle 
(though since the priority of all missions is considered, of 
equal weight in this graph. 'the conclusion cannot 'be reached 
from this data alone that there is little need for boosters 
other than the shuttle). 
3. The need for orbital transfer transportation vehicles is 
about half of that into low orbit, i. e. , about half of the 
systems require an upper stage boost. 
4. 	 The IUS and Tug can ,satisfy about half of the upper stage 
needs.


-5. 	 There--s-a-strong-c-oa--o-aeetrict-gp-tclry 
for civilian missions, and an equally strong call for a large/ 
manned tug. An upper stage much larger than the 25 kW 
Solar Electric stage is required in only a few system (-see 
caveat in Point #Z). 
6. 	 Assembly and servicing stages of some kind are needed for 
about half of the missions. The choice of manned versus 
unmanned, and attached versus freeflying teleoperator cannot 
be made on a gross basis, but requires detail examination 
of the roles of each mission. 
7. 	 Orbital support facilities such as assembly and maintenance,
"yard" and research laboratories are needed in about 
of the missions, with flexible test satellites being useful 
in most. 
A sinila-r treatment of the general techniques and technologies 
required for the set of initiatives as a whole was made, with the results 
plotted 	 in the graphs of Figure 7-11. 
The specific technology needs of the initiatives taken as a group 
without any weight given to type, application, or functioh, are shown in this 
graph, 	 with each dot representing'the requirements of a given initiative. 
The dashed lines for each vertical graph represents today's 
approximate state of the art of the technology. It is seen that optical 
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Figure 7-11. Summary of Technology Needs 
sizes called for are generally much larger than those supported today. 
Pulsed laser energy state of the art is entirely adequate, provided the 
lasers are space qualified, and pointing accuracy demonstrated is adequate 
for many of the applications, though some require 1-2 orders of magnitude 
improve ment. 
RF antennas are required in very much larger sizes than that 
supported today. This is also true of the number of simultaneous beams 
generated in an RF- antenna, although the number of beams called for does 
not represent a great increase in the technology, it simply has not yet 
been done in space. The RE transmitted power required in almost every 
case is higher than that demonstrated to date, although in only a few cases 
does it'require new technology since it can be achieved by paralleling 
devices fairly well understood today. Many of the raw power requirements 
are below those which have been demonstrated in Skylab to date, although 
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in a few cases, such as in energy delivery, clearly much more power 
is required. This is also true of some of the high power observation 
devices in orbit where raw power in the order of a few hundred thousand 
to a million watts is required. 
This graph renders a feeling for the direction of the technology 
developments which are needed to accommodate the group of initiatives 
as a whole. It does not reflect the worth of any initiative or group of 
initiatives over any other. 
Specific insight can be obtained by referring to Figure 7-12 
in which the needs and status of technology are related for several 
specific initiatives. 
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Figure 7-12. Summary of Technology Needs 
The support functions required, and their implications, are 
illustrated in Figure 7-13. Further, the data of this section indicates 
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Figure 7-13. Guiding Principles for Support Functions 
that the role for man in space will probably shift from the early exploratory 
roles to that of builder, operator and repairman, as well as that of re­
searcher. Since about half of the missions require some form of assembly, 
initialization, servicing and reconfiguration in space, man is seen emerg­
ing as an element in providing the support functions for "care and feeding" 
of mission-oriented satellites, and in providing and operating the orbital 
bases and facilities for such operations. These changing roles of man are 
illustrated in Figure 7-14. 
SPECIFIC SUPPORT NEEDS 
The needs for supporting building blocks under the different 
conditions which will exist for each of the six alternate world scenarios 
were collected and are presented in the following data. 
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Figure 7-14. Roles of Man in the Space Program 
7. 6. 1 Low-Orbit Transportation,' 
The first category of support "building block" needs discussed 
pertains to transportation into low earth orbit, the data for which is 
shown in Figure 7-15. 
The sum of all the civilian and military missions (initiatives) 
in which there are opportunities for utilization of each class of booster 
is shown as a function of the world number for the alternate scenarios. 
These were developed by summing the support needs of each initiative 
called for in each program plan. The format for presentation was chosen 
as straight lines connecting the data points for each of the world numbers, 
even though it is recognized that the data only exists for each discrete 
world number, since the connecting lines are useful for pictorial repre­
sentation and for trend extrapolation. This graph as well as the following 
ones are plotted for the combination of both civilian and military oppor­
tunities and for the entire time frame from 1980 to the year 2000, i. e. , 
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Figure 7-15. 	 Mission Opportunities for 
Low Earth Orbit Transportation 
incorporating the near-term, mnidterm, and far-term program opportunities. 
It is to be emphasized that this graph as well as the following ones repre­
sents mission opportunities, rather than a traffic model, the number of 
flights required of each booster (for instance) being far greater than the 
number of mission opportunities for its use. 
A cursory analysis of the data on Figure 7-15 indicates that 
the shuttle is a versatile, high demand booster and will continue to be 
so through the 	 end of the century, compared to an expendable or a larger 
launch vehicle, and continues to be very much in demand regardless of 
the nature of the future world facing us within the choices of the alternate 
world scenarios. The opportunities for utilization of the shuttle are 
many and relatively constant for Worlds #~2 through #5 inclusive, being 
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far smaller for World #1 and for World #6, which is to be expected since 
Worlds #2 through #5 are more moderate views of the future calling for 
.greatex numb er.s of space systems. W-orld #1 is..a -ve-ry austere. world 
for the military and civilians, results in a small number of payloads, and 
therefore opportunities, for any booster. In World #6 the civilian oppor­
tunities drop off dramatically, most of the opportunities shown being for 
military operations facing up to the war in 1990. The ground rule for 
requirements for a larger lift vehicle than the shuttle was established 
rather arbitrarily in the early part of the study in the following way: if 
a particular space program or initiative required more than about 100 
shuttle flights to establish the system, a larger lift vehicle was indicated; 
otherwise the shuttle was deemed an adequate booster. 
Data such as presented in Figure 7-15 cannot be used by itself 
to make a case for.not developing a large lift vehicle or for phasing out 
expendable boosters, because the nature of the programs requiring sucl 
boosters and their relative priorities must also be addressed. It is 
clear from this chart, however, that the shuttle is an extremely versatile, 
high demand, well thought out program of great utility, even though many 
of the payloads which are assumed'flown in the future worlds were not 
conceived at the time the shuttle design was definitized. 
7.6.2 Orbit Transfer Transportation 
The second category of support building block needs pertain 
to orbit transfer transportation, the data for which is shown in Figure 7-16. 
This graph indicates that the INS and Full Capability Tug are 
desirable developments for which the demand exceeds all other high orbit 
transfer transportation devices for most of the worlds considered. The 
IUS and FCT were lumped into one class of vehicle under the assumption 
that either both would be available during the greater portion of the rest 
of the century, or that some single vehicle of similar capability would be. 
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Figure 7-16. 	 Mission Opportunities for 
High Orbit/Transfer Transportation 
the 25 kW Solar Electric Propulsion Stage is next, with a larger version 
of the tug with 	 a manned front end being next in Line. The same trend is 
evident as for the low orbit transportation case: that most of the more


moderate versions of the future world tend to have 
 a relatively constant 
call for space supporting vehicles, with a small call in World #1 reflecting 
the austere view of the world domestically and with World #6 reflecting 
primarily a military call for near-term space systems. The total number 
of opportunities for an upper stage of some sort are about half of those


requiring low altitude boost. 
 The number of missions in which any 
particular upper stage is required is somewhat smaller than the number 
of opportunities shown, since a fair number of mission requirements 
can be met by a choice of several upper stage options, and all possible 
candidates contributed to the mission opportunities. 
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7.6.3 Orbital Assembly and Servicing 
The third category of supporqt building block needs-pertain -to 
orbital assembly and servicing stages, the data for which is shown in 
Figure 7-17. 
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Figure 7-17. 	 Mission Opportunities for Orbital 
Assembly and Servicing Stages 
A similar trend is evident in this as well as in the following 
graphs where the number of mission opportunities for orbital assembly 
and servicing stages is seen to peak in the moderate worlds. A charac­
teristic not evident to the degree in previous graphs, however, is the 
peaking of the demand for these stages in Worlds #2 ,and #4. The reason 
for this peaking is that World #4 has the largest number of mission 
opportunities for the military community, and the accentuation of the 
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peaks compared to World #3 is due to the greater percentage of large, 
heavy missions in Worlds #2 and #4 which require some form of orbital 
assembly and servicing. It is also seen that a fairly large number of 
mission opportunities exist for assembly and servicing units of some 
type independent of what the future will actually turn out to be. The 
ground rule used for specifying automated versus manual units was that 
no choice was made unless the mission clearly required man or clearly 
had to be unmanned (such as a flight in the radiation belts). Thus, the 
manned opportunities nearly equal the unmanned ones, the choice being 
left to those who might wish to develop specific initiatives further. 
7.6.4 Orbital Support Facilities 
The fourth category of support building block needs pertain to 
orbital support facilities, the data for which is shown in Figure 7-1. 
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Figure 7-18. Mission Opportunities for Orbital Support Facilities 
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In this graph it is seen that a very large number of mission 
opportunities exist for a universal test satellite, which might be repre­
sented by a small satellite vehicle used in conjunction with the shuttle or 
used in a sortie miode in the process of development of satellites. This 
could be considered an outgrowth of the current "Space Test Program" 
of the DoD, which is used as a testbed for a variety of experiments, 
with the experimenters not bearing full charges for the booster or payload 
integration. Assembly and maintenance yards are a generic term which 
is used to describe functionally-oriented space stations. These are 
required in Worlds #2 and #4 in particular, as in a research laboratory 
of soine sort, be it a Spacelab or a much larger free-flying laboratory 
such as some concepts of research-oriented space station. Fabrication 
-a~n-cVwa~r-izing are-if 
-l~oudlh 
 repre senting larger-funcwion s thei,-­
satellites, are needed for fewer initiatives. The same trend is evident 
in the needs for these functions in the other worlds, with the smallest 
call being for Worlds #1 and #3. Though there may well be a need for 
"space stations" as research tools to determine the utility of man, to 
perform general research, and to determine his limits, the present 
work only addresses the needs for facilities to support the initiative 
system concepts. Thus, the term "space station" is not used herein, 
though functionally the above classes of space vehicles may be identical 
with some versions of such stations, and they may be called upon to 
perform similar functions. This is particularly true if the supporting 
functions require manned operations. 
7.6.5 Orbital Techniques and Technology 
The fifth category of support building block needs pertains to 
techniques and technologies, the data for which is shown in two parts. 
The first part is in Figure 7-19. 
The technologies and techniques most in demand are large RF 
antenna structures and assemblies, with assembly and initialization done in 
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Figure 7-19. 	 Mission Opportunities for 
Orbital Techniques and Technology 
space. This is true for all intermediate worlds as was the case for the 
previous four charts. The term "large antennas" includes monolithic 
structures and the concept of stationkept sub-arrays. The functions of 
man include assembly, orientation, functional "tweaking, " initialization, 
and repair. 
High energy lasers, high power radar, and large optics have 
a considerably smaller calling although it tends to be fairly constant 
for the inbetween worlds. The smaller number of opportunities for 
optics, lasers, and high power radar reflect the smaller number of 
initiatives in observation compared to communications, though this 
disparity actually reflects mainly study team limitations in time and 
resources rather than a priority emphasis. No such priority was intended. 
The second part of the technology data is shown in Figure 7-20. 
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Figure 7-20. 	 Mission Opportunities for 
Orbital Techniques and Technology 
This is a conitinuation of the subject of the previous graph in 
which large-scale integration of microelectronics and computers, precise 
pointing and tracking of optical or microwave devices, high power/energy 
prime and transformed sources, and charge-coupled devices are seen to 
have great calling in all of the intermediate worlds, and reasonably large 
calling in World #6. Cryogenic refrigerators to support long-wave 
infrared operations in space are seen to have a small but constant demand 
in most of the worlds considered. 
The peaking in Worlds #2 and #4 again reflects the large number 
of big, complex systems fielded in these worlds, with their resultant need 
for microelectronics, pointing of large apertures, and high power needs. 
Significantly, however, a minimum need exists regardless of the world 
condition. Thus it is seen that most of the supporting building blocks and 
technology are primarily required in the more moderate views of the future 
world. 
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8. COMMON NASA/DOD SUPPORT NEEDS 
The extraction of needs for supporting building blocks and technology 
which are shared by the civilian and military space communities follows readily 
from the data used to prepare the general and specific support requirements 
presented in Section 7. 
8. 1 DEFINITION OF COMMONALITY 
The definition of commonality used in this study is derived with 
reference to Figure 8-1. 
Current Programs CIVILIAN Resources MILITARY 
Planning Studies Population or] 1 Ideology 
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AFFIRMATIVE SYSTEM OPPORTUNITIES I M Common System 
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Figure 8-1. Commonality Study Process 
The system opportunities were selected (in Volume III) for 
both civilian and military opportunities in the following way: one set of 
lists was prepared from those initiative opportunities which technology 
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might support in the next 25 years, regardless of any accepted need for 
the capabilities. These are entitled the "could do's. " Simultaneously, 
the functions which would be needed in the future environmenta are listed 
as "should do's" in the graph regardless of the status of technology to 
I 
support them. The intersection of the "could do's" and the "should do's" 
we call the "affirmative do's, " which are the system opportunities that 
are not only feasible but are needed and called for in the worlds of the 
future. The affirmative system opportunities for the civilian and for the 
military communities were prepared independently using this process, and 
they generally represent separate and distinct initiative systems, although 
in some cases the same system could perform dual functions. 
The primary output of this study is a common need for the 
supporting building blocks and technologies under various world condi­
tions. This common need is developed from the needs of the military and 
civilian affirmative system opportunities. The intersection of the supporting 
needs is therefore shown as the common supporting needs. Particular 
definitions of the future world such as indicated by the ellipses and result­
ing curves on Figure 8-1, will result in a particular set of common 
supporting needs. There may well be sets of building blocks and technologies 
which will support all world in common (at least as defined in this work), 
and if such common sets exist, a powerful case could be made for their 
development. 
The following graphs present the common NASA/DoD supporting 
needs for building blocks and technologies defined for each of the alternate 
world scenarios considered in this study. While it is recognized that this 
is not the only way to derive or present commonality data, it was chosen 
for this study as being realizable within the time and resources available, 
and having a high probability of yielding meaningful results with minimum 
dependence on subjective assumptions. 
The graph on Figure 8-2 illustrates the derivative of the com­
monality data for a particular example, i. e. , for the space shuttle. The data 
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Figure 8-2. Mission Opportunities for the Space Shuttle 
on space shuttle mission opportunities as a function of world number is 
reproduced from Figure 7-1Z and labeled the "total curve" - a summation 
of the military and civilian mission opportunity components. These com­
ponents add up to the total curve. The maximum possible mission oppor­
tunities for the shuttle is also shown, defined as the opportunities for civilian 
employment of the shuttle in World #Z added to the opportunities for shuttle 
utilization for the military in World #4. The maximum is therefore a 
specific measure in which all mission opportunities identified are utilized, 
and represents a synthetic world'not identified specifically. The common 
needs for the shuttle are defined as being the 	 smaller of the military and 
civilian components. By way of example, for World #3 there are 73 mission 
opportunities for military application of the shuttle and 142 opportunities 
for civilian application. A common utilization of the shuttle exists for 73 
mission applications. Therefore, that area lying underneath the lower of 
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the military and civilian curves is by definition the number of common


mission opportunities for the space shuttle, and is to be measured against


the 100 percent commonality curve, defined as one-half of the total oppor­

tunities. (If the military and civilian -opportunities are equal, the same


number supports both.)


Analyzing the graph, we find that the common needs for the 
space shuttle peak in Worlds #4 and #5 approaching 100 percent, and drop 
off on both extremes of worlds to a somewhat smaller number. The common­
ality still exceeds 25 percent, however, for all worlds including the catas­
trophic World #6. Thus, there are common requirements or mission 
opportunities for the space shuttle regardless of the exact nature of the 
future. For all the more reasonable or moderate views of the future 
-
-r-&p'r s e~ d-y- --- d 4Z-hroag-h-#J5,--Lhe- rome~fr-l-~-x~ d - - - . 
The statement can therefore be made that the shuttle is a booster having


very high common use between the NASA and the DoD in most views of the


future examined in this study.


The number of mission opportunities in common between NASA


and DoD for each world number for each specific building block and tech­

nology item have been plotted and will be found in Volume IV in the same


format as the example of the space shuttle discussed above.


COMMON SUPPORT NEEDS 
In the graph of Figure 8-3 and following graphs the results of 
the commonality investigation are summarized for ready interpretation of 
building block and technology needs. The data plotted-in these graphs are 
the common needs for each class expressed as a percent of the maximum 
possible commonality. Reviewing the data of Figure 8-Z, we see that if 
the military and civilian mission opportunities for a vehicle were equal 
and one-half of the total, and if the total opportunities were equal to the 
maximum possible, that the common opportunities would be one-half of 
the maximum possible and could be written as 50 percent. For normalization 
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Figure 8-3. Common Needs for Low Earth Orbit Transportation 
pnrposesI however, the commonality will be defined'as twice the common 
needs divided by the maximum possible needs and expressed as percentage. 
Thus, in the figure, it is seen that the shuttle common needs in World #4 
are about 80 percent of the maximum possible needs. Thus, the com­
monality is expressed as a percentage of the maximum possible opportuni­
ties in the following graphs, whereas it was shown as the absolute number 
of common opportunities in the preceding graphs. 
It is seen from Figure 8-3 that the commonality of the shuttle 
is high for Worlds #3, #4, and #5 and fairly high for Worlds # through #5, 
which are all the reasonable worlds. This is also the case for the expendable 
boosters. It is seen that the large lift vehicle has few common opportunities, 
as well as only a few percent common needs (and then only in WForld #4) with 
common needs leing non-existent for any other world. This is because the 
large lift vehicle is only required for large far-term systems which are 
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required primarily in World #2 by the civilian and in World #4"by the 
military, but only simultaneously in World #4. We can conclude that the 
-shuttle-, -as-well' a-s-any-expenda-le-s which- m bp'o&g&d; cg-Aes a hfg1­
degxee of commonality, whereas the.large lift vehicle does not. This. 
conclusion must be tempered with the statement that the launch vehicle 
requirements for the orbital support facilities themselves were not 
examined, and could well change the above conclusions. Furthermore, it 
must be remembered that even though the absolute and common opportunities 
for a given device might be small, those missions could be judged extremely 
important, increasing the hazard of writing off any vehicle with small 
showing in these results. 
In Figure 8-4 the commonality curves are shown for high orbit 
and transfer transportation. It is seen that for all the reasonable worlds 
the IUS and tug have a large degree of commonality, followed very closely 
by the 25 kW Solar Electric Propulsion Stage, and by a large or manned 
version of the tug. This is particularly true for Worlds #3, #4, and #5. 
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Figure 8-4. Common Needs for High Orbit/Transfer Transportation 
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Some common needs also exist in World #6, but none in World #1. Again 
this result follows inherently from the definitions of the scenarios of those 
worlds. It is to be noticed that there are no common needs for the nuclear 
stage since most needs for such a stage appear to stem from military re­
quirements for prolonged or continuous maneuvering on orbit. (Civilian 
exploration of the Solar System and beyond was only very lightly treated 
in this study, and the latter conclusion could well be reversed upon its 
incorporation.) 
The graph on Figure 8-5 shows the common needs for assembly 
and servicing stages. The same trend is evident as for the transportation 
vehicles, with common needs being high for the automated and manned 
servicing units., as well as for the shuttle-attached manipulator (which is 
now a part of the baseline shuttle). These needs are high for the inter­
mediate worlds. A free-flying teleoperator was also defined and is shown 
to have fewer possible common opportunities (though an automated assembly, 
servicing, and warehouse facility might rely extensively 	 on such capability). 
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The data on automated and/or manual assembly and servicing units makes 
a good case for developing such capability based on common NASA/DoD 
needs, quite aside from utility considerations pertaining to any ofle Particular 
system-application. 
.Common.needs for orbital support facilities .are shown on the 
graph on Figure 8-6. It is seen that a universal test satellite (free-flying 
test laboratory) has a very high commonality in most of the reasonable 
worlds, with assembly and maintenance facilities having high commonality 
primarily in 'Worlds #4 and #5, although having some degree of commonality 
also in Worlds #Z and #3. Warehousing, fabrication, and research labora­
tories do not possess commonality in Worlds #1, #Z, and #6. In particular, 
warehousing and fabrication is only shown to have commonality in World #4. 
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Figure 8-6. Common Needs for Orbital Support Facilities 
Thus, common need for orbital support facilities is very high in World #4 
as expected. These support facilities could be manned, automated, or 
telefactor operated, as no distinction is made 	 in this study. Again, by 
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proper definition of the components of such facilities, some of the above 
conclusions could be modified. 
Common needs for orbital technology are shown on the graphs 
of Figure 8-7 and the following figure. It is seen that large RF/microwave 
antennas and high power radar have the highest degree of commonality for 
all worlds, whereas large optics and high energy lasers possess a high 
degree of commonality only in Worlds #5 and #6, with a minor peak in the 
relatively benign World #2. World #3 has no common requirements for 
lasers or large optics, nor does World #1. The low commonality for high 
energy lasers is to be expected, since they find few civilian applications 
other than powering of aircraft. The communications and radar applications, 
however, find missions in both civilian observation of surface features and 
aircraft tracking and in military equivalents, resulting in a fair degree of 
commonality. 
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Figure 8-7. Common Needs for Orbital Technology 
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The remainder of the common requirements for orbital techniques 
and technology are summarized in Figure 8-8. It is seen that the same 
trend applies as for the previous graph with all of the technologies having 
a common need peaking in Worlds #3, #4, and #5, with a reduction in needs 
for the more extreme worlds. It is noteworthy that space assembly has 
100 percent common application in World #4, and would make a case for 
such capability were it not for the small absolute number of opportunities 
in which it was identified. That may reflect incomplete treatment of the topic 
by the study team more than any judgment on the topic. 
Common needs for each building block and technology are also 
plotted as a function of time, and will be found in Volume IV. In general, 
the needs are fairly flat with time. 
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Figure 8-8. Common Needs for Orbital Techniques and Technology 
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0 
A general feeling for common support needs emerges with 
reference to Figure 8-9 in which are plotted the percent of common needs 
for each building block in the best of the "reasonable" worlds (#Z to #5), 
and for the best of the "extreme" worlds (#I and #6). It is seen that most 
building blocks possess an extremely high degree of commonality in most 
of the reasonable worlds, but fairly little for all the worlds, though many 
categories are definitely non-zero. Depending on the importance of the 
specific missions requiring support in all worlds, a good case may or 
may not be constructed for development of more supporting elements. 
Certainly a powerful case can be constTucted for all the "reasonable"' 
worlds. 
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9. DEVELOPMENT PLANS


The previous section presented results of the study in terms of 
common needs for NASA and DoD supporting elements, building blocks, 
and technologies for the conditions of six alternate world scenarios assumed 
for the purpose of this study. Various conclusions and insights were drawn 
from most common needs for the various world scenarios considered. 
The purpose of this section is to present development plans for 
systems, building block elements, and technology which are essentially 
independent of the nature of the future world to be expected. The purpose 
of these development plans is twofold: firstly, to minimize the dependence 
of the support needs developed in the previous sections on subjective assump­
tions about the nature of the future; the second is to protect options for 
future deployment of almost any system without committing to such deploy­
ment at this time by identifying the technology which must be developed 
in order that those options be available at the appropriate time of need. 
The system and technology development plans which follow therefore attempt 
to be essentially independent of the exact nature of the future world, pro­
tecting the options for the major systems regardless of the exact nature of 
the, future. 
An initiative system availability development plan is presented 
first, followed by a development plan for the required supporting vehicles 
and facilities, concluding with a technology development plan, all of which 
attempt to meet the above stated intent. 
9.1 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE 
A development plan for a set of systems chosen to be represen­
tative of the assumed users' needs and to span the generic technology types 
is shown in Figure 9-1. The systems were chosen from the agency mission 
models as well as from Volume III of this study. The anticipated systems 
grow in operational capability as a function of time. The operational dates 
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Figure 9-1. Representative Simplified Mission Model 
indicated for the various systems are generally paced by the forecasted 
availability of technology if funded and pursued at a pace similar to past 
space technology programs, though in some cases a more vigorous pace 
may be necessary. An example of the way in which technology would enable 
operational system availability to grow may be found in the first line under 
"Earth-Oriented and Astronomical Observation. " Currently, operational 
LANDSAT systems can be expected with 30-cm optical diameters, perhaps 
somewhat larger. 
The LANDSAT systems would'be expected to grow in optical 
size, number of spectral intervals, and number of simultaneous detectors, 
attaining about 1-2 m optics size, many thousands of detectors in a charge­
coupled-array, cryogenic cooling,. and combination with an active synthetic 
aperture radar of the SEASAT type by the 1990 time period. The far term 
could see growth to the inclusion of active laser radar, 10-m size passive 
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9.2 
cooled optical 	 systems, and 100-m radar arrays. These satellites could 
be in higher orbits, including synchronous. Simultaneously, outward­
oriented astronomical instruments would start with the Large Telescope 
program in 1985, featuring 2-2.5 m optics, and grow to 300 m optical 
interferometers in the 2000 time period, both in low orbit. 
Several initiatives are combined to make up this "typical" 
mission model - many such models being possible. The illustrated model 
is not unique nor advocated. 
SU.PPORTING 	 BUILDING BLOCK VEHICLES AND FACILITIES 
The needs for 	 building block vehicles and facilities can be derived 
from the system mission model illustrated in Figure 9-1. In the graph on 
Figure 9-2, these anticipated needs are shown in the four major categories 
utilized for presentation of the mission opportunities and commonality data. 
Several trends are apparent from this graph. 
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a. 	 Low Earth Orbit Transportation. The Space Shuttle is satis­
factory for the missions through the early 1990's, with the 
need for a la-rge-r chemical lift vehi-cle not occurihg until 
about 	 1995; a more efficient or very much larger capability 
than that not being required until considerably later. Through­
out this time period there is anticipated a continuing need for 
an expendable booster of the Titan III-C/D class for some 
military missions which may not permit shuttle and tug 
operation profiles, manned operations, or revisit. 
b. 	 High Orbit and Transfer Transportation. In addition to the 
Interim Upper Stage, a Full Capability Tug and the Solar 
Electric Propulsion Stage will be required, to be available 
operationally in the 1985 time period. A manned tug capsule 
may be required prior to 1990 should assembly and servicing 
of Geosynchronous Systems be needed. Larger versions of the 
tug and SEPS might not be required until the year 1995, and a 
nuclear stage not until considerably later. 
C. Orbital Operations Vehicles. , The shuttle-attached manipulator, 
which is now a part of the baseline shuttle, is required (and will 
be available). An Automated Servicing Unit will probably be 
required in the early 1980's, and a Manned Servicing Unit or a 
Free-Flying Teleoperator in the late 1980's. 
d. 	 Orbital Support Facilities. The Spacelab availability of 1980 
should be augmented by an unmanned test satellite to replace 
the on-going DoD Space Test Program, and should be available 
in the 1984-1985 time period. An Assembly and Maintenance 
Yard, however defined, should be available in the late 1985-1987 
timed 	 period to allow central servicing of vehicles. This is also 
the case for Warehouse and Fabrication Plants which are expected 
to be 	 needed in the 1-990 time period. The Spacelab would be 
expected to be augmented by or replaced with Permanently Orbit­
ing Research Laboratories prior to the 2000 time period. These 
orbital facilities could grow in a modular manner to accommodate 
the expected increasing demands in the far term. 
It should be borne in mind that a "space station, " of which 
several versions have been defined in the past and two are currently in 
Phase A study, could fill one or more of the functional roles required of 
the "orbital support facilities" of this study. However, the term "space 
station" has been avoided in this report in order that the conclusions not be 
unnecessarily restricted by any particular definition of a "space station. 
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capability beginning in 1980 with the Interim Upper Stage, leading to the 
SEPS and the Full-Capability Tug in 1984-1986, and to a Manned Tug Capsule 
and performance augmentation for the Full-Capability Tag in 1987 or 1988. 
Thus, a modular tug family would be available for operations through the 
end of the century. The Solar Electric Propulsion Stage capability could be 
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increased by modular additions while a new, much larger version could 
begin development about the 1990 time period. A modular Solar Electric 
Propulsion Stage would then be available for operation in the post-1997 
time period. The family of high orbit or transfer vehicles thus available 
post-1997 would be chemical tugs, solar electric tugs, or both, with a 
size modularized to fit any need. 
It is to be emphasized that the bulk of the orbital operations 
vehicles need to be ready in the 1984-1987 time period and the orbital 
assembly and maintenance facilities in the 1987 time period. It is expected 
that should any of these capabilities not be available at least in an interim 
form on those dates, that the systems which depend on such support could 
not be operational until later than indicated in the system development plan 
-- -A-s io n-ode-)-Sch--sp--htedrle o-lhncd- zn- t-e- tac- iK 0 
technological ability to support those systems, but rather due to the lack 
of resolve to provide the required orbital support facilities. 
9.3 TECHNOLOGY NEEDS 
A comprehensive integrated technology development plan derived 
from both the system and the supporting building block anticipated need 
dates is shown in Figure 9-4. It shows quantitatively the requirements 
on technology in order to support the operational performance and need 
dates for the systems as anticipated in the systems development plan. 
The operational dates indicated by the triangles on Figure 9-4 are dates 
when the subsystems incorporating those technologies are expected to 
fly in the operational systems. Thus, a development plan for the tech­
nologies must result in flight-proven parts and techniques two to three 
years sooner than the triangles indicated on this figure. 
The growth in capability as a function of time, moving horizontally 
on any one row, is apparent. As an example of the implications in this 
development plan, consider the first row entitled "Large Optics. " A Z-m 
telescope is required to fly in the year 1985, thus the technology would have 
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Figure 9-4. Anticipated Needs for Technology 
to be available around the year 1982. In this case, the technology is ready 
now and can readily be proven in time to meet this flight schedule. Another 
example under "Pointing and Tracking Accuracy" indicates 1980 as a flight 
date for a 10 - 5 radian pointing system, 1985 for a system with 10 - 6 capa­
bility, and Z000 for a 10 - 8 radian system. The current state of the art is 
indeed about 10 - 5 radians, therefore there is no problem at all in meeting 
a 1980 operational flight date. The 1985 flight date of 10 - 6 radians, however, 
implies that the technology must be ready in 1982. It is felt that such 
performance could readily be met given a dedicated program with that intent. 
Should each and every one of the technology areas shown in 
this figure be developed, and should they meet the operational flight dates 
as indicated on the chart, they would provide all the technological needs 
currently seen to protect the options to deploy each of the initiative concepts 
identified in this study, as well as those of all the systems in the agency 
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mission models. The cost of even such a broad and ambitious set of, 
technology programs is still very small compared to the cost of fielding 
the systems themselves, or even that of only a few systems. Further­
more, because 'of the high commonality of application -evidenced in the 
,graphs in the preceding section for many of the-technology areas shown 
on Figure 9-4, a general case can be made that the technology developments 
indicated could well fill the needs of both NASA and the DoD. Options for 
deployment of systems will be protected even though the systems themselves 
might well be different for NASA and for DoD, but nonetheless would require 
the same type of technology in the same time period. 
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10. CONCLUSIONS


This study provided several major insights, which are reviewed 
in this chapter. 
10.1 TECHNOLOGY 
Whereas in the past, technology did not permit the performance 
of many functions in space, the technology both available now and forecasted 
to be capable of being developed in the 1980-2000 time period will enable the 
performance of almost any function imaginable. Particularly high leverage 
was found in large antennas and optics, high prime and transmitted energy, 
lasers, microelectronic processors and sensor focal planes, and cryogenic 
refrigerators. 
10. Z INITIATIVE SYSTEM CONCEPTS 
The high leverage technology will allow the fielding of a large 
number and variety of system concepts, with over 100 such initiatives hav­
ing been identified in this study. While none are advocated per se, the 
set identified-, as well as many other sets possible, utilize a number of 
unifying principles applicable to guide the development and operation of 
space systems for the rest of this century. 
These principles include extending the benefits of space services 
to very many, very tiny, cheap, simple, and personal user sets by delib­
erately making the satellites large and complex, even if they become heavy 
and expensive as a result. (The cost of the user equipment, as well as 
the sum of the user and satellite equipment are minimized, while per­
forming functions not otherwise possible); use of passive reflectors for 
routing energy generated on the ground or in space; use of space for the 
gathering, processing, and dissemination of information; combination of 
functions into multifunctional satellites; and others. 
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The application of these principles will allow space to become 
useful and relevant in the everyday lives of large-number.s -of average 
citizens, provide a great range of services to industry and all levels of 
government, provide an economic incentive for investment by capital in 
the return implicit in the user charges for those services, and support 
sophisticated programs of science, exploration, and the advancement of 
knowledge. Space could also materially affect the balance of power in 
Defense applications, the details of which are treated in the classified 
version of this report. 
The initiatives identified fall into different risk and time-frame 
classes varying from low-risk applications of today's technology in the 
early 1980 	 period to identification of concepts requiring great advances in 
technology not likely until the end of the century, and possibly posing 
some hazards associated with their operation. 
Technology programs were also identified which will protect 
the options to develop most of the identified or likely initiatives, without 
requiring great expense or commitment to any such initiative. 
10.3 	 ORBITAL TRANSPORTATION AND SUPPORT 
The large and complex spacecraft identified will require assembly, 
initialization, servicing, and modification in orbit in order to be feasible, 
economically attractive, or both. Accordingly, orbital transportation 
vehicles and orbital supporting facilities have been identified which could 
meet the needs anticipated for both NASA and DoD in the time period, 
and which are likely to be needed regardless of the exact nature of the 
future world. Six alternate world futures were examined in this study 
toward that end, and these conclusions generalized to other world futures 
as well. 
Many mission opportunities were found to exist for the Space 
Shuttle, which was found to be an exceedingly useful low-orbit launch 
vehicle, as well as some opportunities for much larger reusable lift vehicles 
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and some expendable ones. Many mission opportunities were likewise 
found to exist for orbital transfer vehicles including the Interim Upper 
Stage, Full Capability Tug; a much larger tug with a manned capsule, and 
a Solar Electric Propulsion Stage. Many opportunities were also found for 
the application of manned and/or unmanned vehicles or facilities for fabri­
cation, assembly, initialization, servicing, and modification of spacecraft. 
Development plans for such facilities were identified which 
would probably be able to support most initiative concepts identified in 
this study, or likely to be identified in the near future, regardless of 
their exact characteristics. The degree of common need for such trans­
portation and support vehicles and facilities by the postulated military and 
civilian programs in the 1980-Z000 time period was found to be high for 
most of the more moderate views of the future. It seems likely that one 
set of vehicles and facilities could support both NASA and the DoD. 
10.4 ROLES OF MAN IN SPACE 
This study did not attempt to address differences (or similaritie! 
and advantages (or disadvantages) of manned versus unmanned space opera­
tions. While no initiative was identified which would be impossible to 
orbit and operate without man in space, many of the larger initiatives 
could well become economically attractive only by large scale use of man 
in space. In this light, whereas past justification for man's participation 
in the space program tended to emphasize exploration, research, and 
science, a very practical application-oriented case could be made for 
man's participation in space in the next 25 years. Since many of the 
initiatives and system concepts identified will require assembly on orbit, 
servicing, initialization, and reconfiguration of large, very complicated 
structures, assemblies, or groups of assemblies, man's primary role 
could be viewed as that of performing such functions (though tradeoffs 
between manned versus automated approaches clearly must be performed). 
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Whether such functions are performed by hand in EVA or using tele­
operator devices operated from space, man will of course need life­
support facilities, "yards" and "warehouses" for assembly and servicing, 
research and test stations, etc. Thus, a progression of increasingly 
capable "space stations" might bhe needed, which are viewed as supporting 
facilities for a working force to assemble and keep operating the groups 
of satellites which perform earth-oriented services (which are in them­
selves accepted in terms of their contributions to life on earth). Viewed 
in this light, a manned space program may take on a vitality not possible 
otherwise. 
10.5 BUDGETS 
JThep-rongra atcdormati n-de- elkped-in-thi-s-stad--in @ieates 
that the budgets required to develop, orbit, and operate the civilian initia­
tives identified (including those conceived during the course of the study, 
gathered from other studies and sources, and those in the 1973 NASA Mission 
Model, which is about 160 programs all told) is estimated to be less than 
five billion 1975 dollars per year averaged through the year Z000. Similarly, 
less than 10 billion 1975 dollars per year averaged through the year 2000 
would be required for both civilian and military programs for most non­
catastrophic futures. This assumes, of course, that the funding peaks 
can be either properly phased or amortized into the total time period, 
and may call for some imaginative arrangement with the financial com­
munity to absorb the peak demands and be paid back during the more slack 
times. Enormous increases in services provided by space can thus result 
from slightly more than doubling the budget of the space program. 
10.6 PUBLIC EDUCATION 
The general public is not aware of the possibilities which space 
has for influencing their daily lives (nor is a fair fraction of the space com­
munity for that matter). It is vital that the perspectives of space operation, 
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and the types of services the resulting space system initiatives could provide, 
be exposed within the technical community and to the public at large. The 
long-range goals for the space program should be selected, and budgets 
requested for its support, so that a program of balanced national priorities 
can evolve. The education of the public and its representatives in govern­
ment is seen as a vital step toward ensuring that the space program is allocated 
appropriate attention and an appropriate share of the national budget. 
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